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coMMUNJcA  TION .FROM THE COMMISSION· 
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on  th-~-conclusion by: the Europe.an  Comm-~iti~s of the Energy  duute('fr~aty 
.  ·  .. · and of  the Energy Charter Protocol on energy efficiency aild.  ·.  · 
·  ·  ··- relat~d environmental aspects ·  ·  ·- ·  · 
'  ( 
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'  ·' 
1.  The  Energy  Charter . Treaty  {herein~ter .referred  to  as  "the  Treaty")  and.  th~ 
·  · Energy. Charter  Protocol  on  energy  efficiency  and  related  environmental  aspects ·· 
("the Protocol") were signed by the European Communities and  .. the Member States in 
.-Lisbon  on  17 Dece~ber 1994.  A'total of 50 parties have signecl the Treacy .and the_ 
ProtocoL  ·  ·  ·  - ·  ·  ·- -
-_  2.  - In accordance with. Article 45 of  the Treaty, the European Cmnmunities,like 38 of  thE;)· 
.: 50 signatories, have been applying  the Treaty provisionally since the· date Qf signature<!).: 
•  !  '  '  - '  "  •  •  ~  '  '  '  •  '"  ·  __ '  \  .'  :  '·.  •  ••  "  '  .  '  '-,  '  '  '  •, 
3.  _·The Commissipithereby proposes that the Council approve the TreatY, as'providedfor. 
- 'in Article. 39 thereof, arid the Proto9oi, as provided for in Article 15  thereof.  .  '  ~  .  .... 
-- 4·.  -In parti~ular, th~ Commission considers that conclusion ofthe Treaty and the Protocol· 
·by . the  European· Communities  will  marJ<, ··  a  major ·step·· in  ~he_ development  of· 
_ cooperation With the countries of  Central and Eastern-Europe and of  the Commonwealth 
·  of  IndependentSta~es. Qn the one hand, the _Treaty  will provide 'greater legal certaintY 
·_  for  investors~ _by  giving  tl)em· the  benefit _of  national  treatment, 'wilJ  introduce  an 
·obligation for transparent treatment of  investments and will give consumer COUntries 
_ supply  guarante~s.  At th.e  same  time  .the  implementing  procedures (Secretariat, -
·Ministerial Cc:mference  and recognized arbitration mechanisms)· guarantee control-and 
introduce a process for cooperation iri the energy field.  This. Treaty must in due course 
be · further  strengthened  by .. a:  second · Treaty, · currently ·-under  negotiation~ · on. 
·.  · ·  pre~investment, a,iming  at  extending  the  guarantees. offered ·to  rtew iiwestors.  'The_-
Protocol- in  turn  will' provide  greater  protection .  for- the  environment,  notably  by' 
promotin~ energy _efficiency.  ·  · 
5..  C~n,sequently, the  C~mniissiori hereby sub.mit~to,the Council a. proposal for a Deci~ion 
·oit approval .of the Treaty and the Protocol  by  the Coimcil and the Commission under: 
the EC Treaty and tihder  .. the ECSC and Euratom Treaties_ respectively, ·on  grounds' o( 
.  simplification·. of · pro-cedures,  as  was·  the  case  •·  with  conclusion  of ·  th~· 
· European agreements. The decisions taken  by  the Commission  under the ECSC and · 
Euratom·Treaties require unanimous approval by the Couricil or approval by a qualified 
;tnajority·of the Council  respectively~  The decision t11:ken  unanimously by  the Council 
under the second sentence of ArtiCle 228(2) of the EC Treaty.requires the assent of the 
.  Europeari Parliament, as  provided for  by  the second subparagraph of  ~rticle.228(3), 
. because of the institutional  implications of the  Energy  Charter Treaty.- The decision 
.taken  by  the· Commission  under the  ECSC Treaty  also  requires. consultation_ of  th~ 
Consultative Committee.,  ·  ·  · 
.  ·, 
CJ)  See Co~cil Decisions o~  -15  December i994, OJ No L 380; 3:1.12.1994. 
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.· 6.  In view of the decisions to  be taken by the Energy Charter Conference set up by  the 
Treaty,  the  Commission  co,-tsiders  that  appropriate  procedures  must be· decided  for. 
·adoption of the Communities' p<;>sition-within  the Energy Charter Conference. In-line· 
with  the  requirement  for. ·CI_ose_  cooperation  reaffirmed  in  the  Court  of Justice's  ·_ 
'.  Opinion 1/9,4, the Commission also considers that the positions of  the CommUnities and 
of the Member States must be coordinated with regard to  the decisions to be taken by. 
the Energy Charter Conference in the fields for  which they  share responsibility.  For· 
the same  reason,  provision  must . be  made  for  them  sim~ltaneously  to  deposit 
their instruments  of  ratification  with  the  Depositary,  the  Gov·emment  of  the 
Portuguese Republic.·  ·  ·  · 
'7.- The Commission therefore proposes that the Council adopt, pursuant to the EC Treaty 
and after obtaining the assent of the European Parliament, the Decision on conclusion 
of the Energy Charter Treaty and of the Energy Charter Protocol on energy efficiency 
and related environmental aspects:  _  ·  · 
'  . 
8.  ·  This  text  is·  also -submitted  to  the  Council  as  a  draft  Commission  Decision  on·_ 
conclusion of the Energy Charter Treaty and of the Energy Charter Protocol on energy 
efficiency and related environmental aspects: .  .  .  .  '  .  '  .  ' 
for .assent pursuant to the ECSC Treaty, and 




.  .  · · .. Proposal for a.  · ·. ·  ~  -·  ·  · 
CbUNCIL AND COMMISSION DECISION· 
.  ' 
on the conclusion by the ·European Communities of the Energy Charter Treaty 
"  and of the Energy Charter Protocol on energy_- efficiency· an4 
related envifOJ1rriental  aspects 
.  -----~--~----'--: . 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
'  '  ~  -
. THE COMMISSION OF 'I!ffi EUROPEAN CO~TIES, 
. Having·  r~gard to the Treaty  e~tablishing the European Coal. and- Steet Com~unity, and  i'n  .. 
particUlar ArtiCle- 95. tllereof, __  ·  ·  · ·  · 
~  .  - . .  . 
.  .  ',  .  .  .  .  i 
· Having  regard -to  the  Treaty  establishing  the.  European  Community,  arid  i,n  particular 
Articles 54(2),  the  last sentence _of  Article 57(4),  ArtiCles 66,  73c(2),  87,  99;  1  OOa;  113, 
.1305(1) and 235,"in conjunction with the second sentence of Article 228(2) and' the seC9nd 
subparagraph of Article 228(3) thereof,  ~  . _  ·  · 
.  / 
· Having regard to· the  TreatY  establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, ap:d  in -· 
-.  pa~icular the second paragraph of Article l 01 thereof,  ·.  ·  ·  · 
Having regard to the opini~n  of the· Consultative Committee set up by the Treaty establishing: 
the El.iropean .Coal and Steel Community,  ·  · 
_.··Having  re~ard.  to the propo~at frgin  th~ Commission< 1 )~. 
,\. 
Having regard to the opinion ·of the E~ropean Parliament<
2
), 
Having regard to  the approval given by  the Council pursuant to Article 101  of the Tre~ty . 
establishing the European Atomic Energy Community,  · 
'  ·- .  .  .  .  .  ... 
·  ..... 
· Whereas the European E!Jergy Charter was_ sigried by the European Communities and by th~ir 
. Member Stat~s .on  17 .December  1991~ 
Whereas on. 17· December 1994 the European Communities and their Member States signed  --
the Energy Charter Treaty and the Energy Charter Protocol on energy efficiency. and related 
(!nvironmental aspects in order to provide a secure and bindingintemationaUegal.framework 
for the principles and _objectives set out in that  Charter~_. 
Whereas  the  European.  ·commlinit~es  arig ·  their . Member States  hav~ been· applying  th~ .  · 
Energy Charter  Treaty  provisionally  by  virtue  of  Coun~il  Decisions · 94/998/EC · and 
.94/1067/EuratomC3) since the date.of signature  thereof~  .  · 
WhereaS  the  prin.ciples.  and  obje~tives of the  Energy  Charier Treat)' . are  of fundam~ntal. 
importance  to  . Europe's  future,  ·allowing  the  members  -of  the  Commonwealth  of 
Independent-States arid the countries ·of Central and· Eastern Europe  to-develop tl}eir energy_·· 
. potential, while helpingto improve security  ofsupply~  ·  · 
. (!) 
(2) 
. .  (3) 
OJNo-
OJNo  . 
.  OJ No•L 380,  31.12~1994, pp.  1 and 113  . 
'•  ·'  . 
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-· WhereaS the principles arid objectives of the Energy Charter Protocol on energy efficiency and 
related environmental-aspects will help provide greater protection for the environment, notably 
by promoting energy efficier}cy;  ·  · 
;  ' 
Whereas  it  ~ i~  necessarv  tO  consolidate  the·  Initiative  and  the  central.  role  of  the 
European Communities, by enabling the latter to ·participate fUlly  in  implementatio~ of the· 
Energy Charter Treaty and of the Energy Charter; Protocol on energy efficiency and related 
environmental aspects;  · 
Whereas conclusion of the Energy  Charter Treaty  and of the Energy  Charter Protocol on 
energy  effici~ncy and related  environmental  aspects  will  help  attain the objectives· of the . 
European Communities;  · 
,. 
Whereas Article 73c(2) of  .the EC Treaty must be used as a legal basis for this Decision since· 
the  Energy  Charter  Treaty  imposes  certain  obligations  on  the  European  Communities · 
regarding the movement of capital and payments between the Communities and third country 
contracting .parties to the Ener~ Charter Treaty;  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
Where.a5 the Energy Charter -Treaty  could affect legislative acts based on Article 23 5 of the · 
EC Treaty;  whereas the .Treaty  has  provided no  powers other than  those arising from  the 
abovementioned Article for implementation of the obligations imposed by the Treaty  with 
regard to cooperation in  th~ energy field; 
Where-as 'the Energy Charter  Treaty and the Energy Charter Protocol on. energy efficiency and 
related environmental aspects rriust be approved by the European Communities; 
Whereas  ~the  Energy  Charter  Conference  established  by  the  Energy  Charter  Treaty · 
has autonomous  decision-making  powers;  whereas,  consequently,  appropriate  procedures 
must be provided  for . deciding  the  European  Communities'  position  within  the 
Energy Chaf1er Conference; 
Whereas in ord~r to ensure uniform external representation of  the E.uropean CommUnities both. 
-in  the  conclusion  procedure  and  in  implementing  the  commitments  entered  into  by  the 
European Communities and the Member States, appropriate coordination procedures sho.uld 
be  established;  whereas,  to  this  end,  provision  should  be  made  for  this. Decision  to  be 
deposited  with  the  Government  of the  Portuguese  Republic  at  the ·same  time  as  .. the 
instruments of ratification ofthe Member States; whereas, for the same reason, the position 
to be adopted by the European Communities and by the Member States must be coordinated. 
with  regard to  the  decisions to  be taken ·by  the Energy  Charter Conference set .up ·by  the 
Treaty in the fields for which they share responsibility, 
HAVE .DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Energy Charter Treaty ~d  the Energy Charter Protocol on energy efficiency and related 
environmental  aspects  are  hereby  approved  on  .  behalf  of  the  European  Coal  and 
Steel Community, the European Community and the European Atomic Energy Community  . 
. The  texts  of the  Energy  Charter  Treaty  and o(  the  Energy  Charter Protocol ·on  energy 
e~ficiency and related environmental aspects are attached to  this Decision.  -
5 .  ' 
.' -· 
.·Article 2 
. ·.  The·. Cl,lairman -of th'e  Co~cil shall,  on' beh;uf of the  European  Comm.unity  ~  deposit the· 
. instrument of. approval  of. the Energy .. Charter TreatY  and. Qf :the _Energy. Charter Y,rotocol; . · 
on energy·  efficiency  and  .. related . environmental_  aSpeCts  ·with.·. the  Gove111inent  of  the. 
Porfugues~ Republic, in accordance with Articles .39 and 49·ofthe Energy Charter Treaty·and  .· 
with Articles 15  and 21  of theEnergy Charte{ ProtocoJori  eJ.?.ergy  efficiency -and  related· 
·  environmental  aspects.  Under the. same conditions,  the President of the  Commission shalF 
. 'deposittheinstruriltmts.of.apptoval on peh8.Ifofthe Eurapean Cbal and Steel Community and  · 
.of  the European Atomic Energy Community..  . .  ·  ·  ·  · ' 
\...  '  - .  .  ... 
0  f  •  •  r  '  •  "  /  "  '  '  ~ 
The Chairman of the CounciLandthe President~f the· commission, ·acting on behalf of the  · 
..  Eur9pean CommunitY arid th·e European Coal and Steel Community respectively; shall consult · 
with the:Member States in order. to· ensure the simultaneous deposit of their instruments cif  · 
. approval.  ·  · ...  ·  ·_  ,  .·  ·  ··  ·  ·  ··  .  .  .·  ·  . ··.  ·  ·.  ·  ·  ·· ·  ·  ,  . .  ·  ···  , 
Articfe 3 · · 
.  The  positio~.--which th_e. European  :c~minurtitles ·and  ,EuRATOM may  be.  req~ired to  take 
. within .the Charter  Conference with regard io  decisions binding .on them sh·au be adopted by' 
.the Council; actingby qualified·majorityori a proposal from tile  Commis~ion;_after consulting 
the European Parliament pursuant to the·first subparagraph of 4-rticle 228(3) of  the EC  Treaty_. 
The position to· be taken in the name· ofthe ECSC shall  be ·adopted by the Commission on. 
·the basis of the Council's opinion, acting ,by ·qualified majority purs'4ant to Artick 28 ofthe · 
ECSC -:rreaty:  .  -.  ·  •  ··  ·  .  .  .··  ..  · ·  ·.·  ·  ·  .  ·  ... :, • ··  .·.•  .  ·  .~  _  ..  .  ~  ·  ... :  . 
. . 
Whe.r~ the dedsions to be·t~en  by'the~nergy Charter Conference are binding in respect of 
... their. respective. competences,  the  European  Communities ·and. 'the  Member States  shall 
. establish a  common  positio~ ·according to a procedure to  be  adopt~d unanimously  l:Jy  the 
. " Council  on -the  basis of a, Commis.sion  proposal  by  1 July 1996 _at  ~e l,atest:  or, failing  .... 
.  adoption by  that datt:},  by a qualified_majority on  a proposal from the Commission.  . 
·,  .- .  .  .  '  ... 
·Article. 4· 
This Decision  ~hall  be publishedln the Official Journal, ofthe Etirop.ean Communities. 
· Dpne· at Brussels,-. 
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FINAL ACT OF·TIIE EUROPEANENERGY CHARTER  CO~RE~CE. 
.. r; 
. L "(he final  Plenary SeSsion  of the European E~ew 
Charter Conference  was .  held  at Lisbon  on 16  ··to. 
17  December  199.-1-•. Representative$  ·of  the 
Republi~  of  Albania,·  the .  Republic  of Armenia, 
Australia,  the  Republic  of AUstria,  the AZerbaijani 
Republic,  the  Kingdom  of Belgium,  the  Republic . 
of Belarus,  the  Republic ·of Bulgaria,  Canada,  the 
Republic  of Croatia,  the  Republic· of CYJ>rus,, the 
Czech  Republi.c,  the ·Kingdom· of  Denmark,  the 
Republi.c  of Estonia,  the  European  Communities, 
. the, Republi.c  of Finland,  the French  Rep~bli<;, the 
Republic  of Georgia,  the  Federal·  Republic  of 
. Geqnany,  the  Hellenic  Republic,  the  Republic  of 
Hungary,  the  .Republic  of. Ireland,  Ireland,.  the. 
Italian · · Republic,  japan,·  the  Republic  of 
Kaz~khstan,  the  Republic  'of  .KyrgyZstan, .·the ' 
Republic  of  Latvia,  the  Principality  ·of  Liech-· 
tenstein,  the  Republic  of  'Lithuani.a,  the  Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg,. the  Republic of Malta; .the 
Republic  of  Moldov~,  . the  Kingdom  of · the· 
I':-Ietj'lerlands,  . the  · Kingdom  of  Nontay,  the 
Republic  of  Poland,  the  Portuguese  Republic, 
Romani.i, · the  Russian  Federation,  the  Slovak 
Republic,  the. Republic  of Slovenia,  the  Kingdom 
of  Spain,  the  Ki.ngdom  of  Sweden,  the  Swiss 
Confederation,  the . Republic.  of  Tajikistan, , the 
Republic  of Turkey,  Turkmenistan,  'Ukraine;  the. 
United  Kingdom  of Great .Britain  and  Northern 
Ireland;  the  .United . States  of  America  .and  the 
Repubiic  of Uzbekistan  (hereinafter referred  to  as 
'the  representatives')  <par;ticipated  in  ,  the 
Conference, .as  did  invited.  obse~ers·  .from  cenam 
counu:ies  and  intemation.al otganizati.ons. 
BACKGROUND 
·II. During. ihe  meeting  of  the  Eu~op~~n  Co~ndl  in 
Dublin  in  June  199Q,. the· Prime  Minister  of.  the · · 
Netherlands  suggested  that ~nomic  recovery .in 
eastern  Europ~  and  . the "'tfx:n  Union  of  Soviet' 
Socialist  Republics  could  be  citalysed  and  aced-
. erated  by  cooperation  in·  the  energy  sector.  This 
· suggestion  ·was  welcomed  by  the  Council,  which 
·invited  the  Commission  .  of  the  European · 
Communities  to  study how best to implement such 
cooperation:  In  February  1991  the  Commission 
proposed  th<;  ·concept  of  a  European  Energy 
c~~  . 
Follo'o/ing  discus~ion of the  C~mmissi6n's proposal 
in  the Council  of the  European  Communities,  the 
European  Communities  invited  the  other countries 
of western  and  eastern  Europe,  of  the  Union  of· 
Soviet· Socialist  Republics  and  the  non-European 
mc:mbers  of the  Organization for  Economic Coop- . 
eration and  Develop~ent to attend a conference ·In 
.  '  .  . 
. ..., 
• ·  B~els  in July t991. to  ·lau~~h negotiations· on the · 
European  Energy  Charter.  A · riumber ·of  other 
countries  .and  international  organizations  were  •  '  ~-. 
· invited  to  attend  the  Eux:opean . Energy  Charter· ~ 
Conference as  observers. 
.Negotiations  on _  the  European . Energy  Charter 
were  completed  in  1991  and · the  Charter  was 
adopted  by  signature  oFa Concluding  Document 
at  a ·conference  held  at The Hague on  16  to l7 
-December· 1991.  Signatories  of the  Charter,  then 
or subsequently,  include all those  listed in Section ' 
I,  other. tlian observers.  ·  - · 
'•' 
The  signa~orie~. of the  European  Energy_  'Charter 
, undertook: :  ,  -.  f 
-.- to  pursue  the ·objectives  and  principles  of  the 
Charter_  and  implement  an:d  broaden  their . 
cooperation  as  soon  as :possible  by. negotiating . 
.  in  good ·faith a Basic Agreement and Pr<?tocols. 
.  . 
The  ·  ·  European  EneTgY;  Charter  Conference . 
accordingly  began  negouauons ·  on  ~ a  Basic · 
Agreement  - later  .  called  the· Energy  'Charter 
Treaty- designed to pro~ote ease-west industrial 
cooperation by  pro~ding legal  Safeguards  in. areas 
such as  investment, transit and trasfe.  It also  began 
negotiations  on · Protocols  in .. the  fields  of energy 
efficiency,  ' · nuclear  safety  and  •  hydrocarbons,  . 
although in  the  last  case . negotiations  weie later 
suspended  until  completio'n  of the  Energy: Charter.: 
Treaty.  -
Negotiations  on  the  Energy  Chaner Treaty  and 
the  Energy Charter ProtOC<()!  on ·energy efficiency 
·and  related  environmental  ·.aspeCts..  were  · · · 
'successfully. completed in  1994.  . 
THE .ENERGY (:HARTEl{ TREATY 
Ill.  As  a · result  of -its  deliberations·  the  Europea~ 
Energy .  Charter  Conference  has  adopted  t~e text 
of the  Energy Chaner Treaty (hereinafter.referred 
'  . -'  .  . "· 
··. 
No L 380/4 
to as the rfreaty') whleh is, set out ~  Aruiex ·_'  and  .. 
Decisions with respect thereto 'which are Set' out in 
.Anna  2, and  agrCecJ, ·that the  Treaty woUld  bC 
open for  signawre  at LiSbon  frOm  17- December 
1994 to 16 June  1995~ ·  ·  · 
·  IV. By .signing the  Fin~l Act, the representatives agreed 
·  to adopt th,e  follo!"ing unde!StaJldings _with  reSpect 
to the Treaty:  ·.  ·  ··  · 
-· 1  ..  With respect to the Treaty as  a_ whole  -
(a) _The  repreSentatives  underline. · that  ·the 
provisions  of ~e  .Treaty have .'been  agreed 
upon  bearing  in  mind  the  specific  nature 
of the Treaty aiming at a legal framework 
to  promote · long-term  cooperation  in- a 
particular sector and as  a  reSult  cannot be 
construed to- constitute -a  precedent in  the 
CO~  teXt of other international negotiations. 
(b)  Th~  provisio~pf the Treat}' do not:_  . 
·  _(i)  oblige  · any  Contracting  Party _ to 
introduee  mandatory  third  .  partj 
: access; or 
(ii)  px:~ent  the  use  of pncmg  systems · 
which, within ·a paiticular ,category of 
consumers,  apply  identical  prices  to 
cUstOmers· in  different locations.  ~ 
· (c)  Derogations- from  most  f~voured -n:u.iori 
'  treatmeht  are .  not  i~tended  to  co:ver-
,measures which are specific io  an  inveStor 
or group of investors, rather than applying 
generally;  · 
l.  With 'respect to At1icle 1 (5) 
.  ~:  .  ~  .  ......,  ~ 
- .(a)  It is, under$wo<f that the Treaty confers no . 
righ,ts  to  engage  in  economic  activities-
other  _than  economic  activities  in .  the . 
ene~  sector. 
(b) The  following  acuVlues  are- illustrative  of 
economic activity in th~ energy sector: 
(i)', prospecting  a!ld  e'xplor~tion for,  an:d 
e)(traction  of;  e.g., ·oil,  gas, ·coal: and 
uranium; 
(ii)  ·con~truc;tion  and  operation  of' power 
·generation  facilities,  including  those. 
powered .  by  wind  and  ·  other  · 
·renewable energy  sou~ces; 
. ',(  :.  : 
- \ 
/ 
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· (iii) land  :  uaitsponation, · : distribution, 
'  storage  and  '  supply  of '  ' energy 
,..  materials  and produas, e.g.,  by  way 
.of transmission:and distribution gridS 
and pipelines  or _  dtdica~ rail  lines, 
and construction of facilitieS for such, 
'  'including die'  laying ·of oil,  gas,  and 
· . coal-sluriy  pipelines; 
' (lv)  ~oval a:nd  disposaf of. wanes.  from 
energy related facilities such as· power 
stations;  inchiding  radioactive  wastes 
from ·nuclear power nations;  ' 
;,  ! 
(v)  decommissioning  of  energy  related 
. facilities;  · · including ·  oil  rigs,_  oil  · 
' refineries  and  power  ,ge~erating ' 
plan~; 
(vi)  marketing  ai:td  sale· of,  and  ~de m 
energy  inateri_als· and  producis,  e.g., 
retail sales of g~line; arid .  . 
(vii)  research,_  - consulting, -- planning; ' 
. management  and .  design  ~CUVlUes 
' related  to ' the  ' activities  mentioned 
above,  including  those.  · ain1ed  at. 
improving energy efficiency.· 
-'  '  ---,  '  ' 
· . 3.  With respect'  to Article 1 ·(6) 
·~· 
For greater clarit)r as to_whether.an in~~tment . 
made  in the· area of. one Contractip.g Pam" is  •  · 
controlled,  ..  directly  or  indireCtly,  ,by  .  an '. 
inveStor  of  any  ·· other  Contracting 1 P¥ty; · 
- control of an. mveStinent means control' in fact, 
dete~ned afte~ an .  examin~tioh of th~ '  aaUal': I) 
. · ci[cumstantts- i.n  each  Situation.  In  a~y such  . . 
· examination,  ·all  relevant  fai::oors  should  be 
considered, including 'the investor's:  .  .  .  . 
·,, 
. (a)  fi~artcial  in~reSt, including equity interest, 
in  the investment;  - -.. 
·  (b)  ability  to  exercise  · substanti~l  influence 
'  o~er the management and operatio~ of the 
- investment; and  · 
· (c)  ability  to· exercise · substan_tial  i~fluence 
-over the selection of  members of the board 
of  director~ or. any other managing  1 body.· 
.  ·'  !: 
·  Where· there is  doubt as  to whether an.'investor. 
~nu-Ois, directly  or indirectly;  al\ inv~tment, 
. an  invesror  claiming  such ·  c~:mtrol  has · the 
'burden of proof that such control-exist-S. 
'  /' 
/, 
,· 
/  . . / 
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>•·· -W"db respect to Article 1 (8) :  ·. 
.Consisiein  with.· AUstralia's  foreign  investment 
· paliC:y,  the  establishment of a  new  mining  or 
raw  materials  processing  project  in  Australia 
with total investment of SA ·10 million or more  . 
by  a  foreign  interest,  c:Ven  where that foreign 
interest· is· already operating a  similar  business 
in Australia,  is  considered as  the making of a 
new  investment.  .  .  . 
5.  With respect to Article 1 (12) 
The· representatives recognize the necessity for 
adequate  and·  effective  protection  of  intel-
lectual property 'rights aCGOrding  to the highest 
internationally-accepted  standards. 
.. 
The  representatives'  agreement to Anicle  5  is  _ 
not meant .  to imply any P9Sition on whether .or 
to  what  extent  . the  provisions  of  the 
'Agreement  on  Tiade-Related  Investment. 
Measures'  annexed ·to  the  -Final  Act  of  the 
Uruguay  Round·  · C?f ·  Multilateral  Trade 
Negotiations are implicit in Articles III and XI 
of  the  General·. Agreement  on  Tariffs · and 
Trade (GATT).  · 
· 7.  With respect to Article. 6 
·,  . 
(a)  The'  unilateral  :and  . Concerted  . anti-. 
competitive  conduct  referr~ to in  Article 
6  · {2)  are  to,  be·  define~·. by.  each 
Contracting  Party in  aCGOrdance  with  its 
laws and may include exploitative abtJSes. 
(b)  'Enforcement'  and  •enforces'  iilclude 
action  under  the  competiti<m  laws  of  a 
Contracting Party bx  w~y,  of investigation, 
legal  proceeding,  'e{  ··administr~~ve action 
as  well  as  by  way  .... 'c)f  any  decision  or 
. further  law  granting ·or  continuing  an 
authorization.  · 
8.  With ~ct  to Article 7  (4) 
The  applicable  legislation  would  . include 
provisions  on  environmental  protection,  land 
use,  safety, or technical standards. 
'-
· 9.  With respect to Articles 9, 10 and P~  V 
As  a  Contracting  Party's  programmes  which. 
provide ·for public loans, grants,' guarantees oc 
insurance  for.  facil_itating  ,trade  or  investment 
abroad ~  not connected  with ·investment or 
related  aaivities  of  investors · from  other 
.  Contracting  Parties  in  .. its  area,  .  such 
..  · programmes may be subject to Constraints with 
respect to participation  ·-in  tliein. 
10.  With respect to Article 10 (:4) 
The  _supplementary  treaty  will  specify 
conditions  for ·  applying  the ·  treatment · 
described. in  Article  10  (3 ).  Those ·conditions 
will  include,  inter alia,  provisions  relating  to 
the ·sale  or  other  diveStment  of ·state  assets 
(privatization)  and  to  the  · dismantling  of . 
monopolies  (demonopolization).  · 
11.  With-respect to. Articles 10  (4) and 29 (6), 
Contracting  Panics ·  may  consider  · any 
connection  between  the  provisions  of Anicle 
10  (4) and Article 29  (6). 
12.  With respect to Article 14·(5) 
It is  intended  that a  Contracting Pany which 
enters into an agreement· referred to in  Anide 
14  (5)  ensure  that the  conditions  of such  an 
agreemerit- are  not  in  contradiction  with  that 
Contracting  Pany's  obligations ..  ~nder  the 
Articles  of  Agreement  ~f  the  International 
Monetary Fund.  · 
13.  With ·respect~ Article t9  (1)  (i) 
It is  for each Contracting Party. to. decide the 
· extent to .which the assessment and monitoring 
of environmental  impacts  should  be subject to 
legal  ·requirements,  the  authorities  competent 
to  take  decisions  in  relation  to  such 
requirements,  and  the  appropriate  procedures 
to be  followed. 
14.  With respect to Articl~ 22 and 23 
With  regard  to  trade  in  energy  materials  ;1nd 
products  governed  by Anicle  29,  that Articte-
specifies  the provisions  relevant to the subjects 
·covered by Articles 22 and 23.  . 
15.  With respect to Article 24 
Exceptions·  contained  in  the_· GATI  and 
Related  Instruments  apply  betwee!}  particular 
Contractii:lg  Parties  which  are  parties  to  the 
GAlT,  as  recognized  by  ·Anicle  4.  With 
respect  to  trade  m  energy  materials  and . .  ~  . 
. ' . 
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producis g('Nemed  by Aiticl.e  29,  that Article.· 
. specifies  the 'provisions relevant to the subjects. · 
.·  covered by  Anicle 24.  · 
·  __ ..... 
i6: With respect to ~e  26  (2) (a)  . 
Anicle  26  (2).  (~) should n~t be  interpreted to 
require  a  Contn~.Cting Pany  to enact Pan m·· 
'of the Treaty int.O  it$ domeStic law.  · 
1i. With .respect to Articles 26 and 27 · 
. The  ~eferenee  · to _  .  treaty -of?liga.tions  in  the . 
penultimate sentence of Article  10  (1)  d~es noi 
-- ·include de.cisions  taken by intematioriaJ organ-
izations,  even  if  they  are  legally  binding,  or· 
-treaties  .which  entered  into  force  before  1 
.January 19!0;  .. 
·\' 
,.  _.·(a)~ where·  a  proviSiOn  of -GAIT  1947. or  a 
· Related  InstrUment  referred· -to'  in  this 
paragraph  'provides  for  )oint- action  by 
pa~ies to· the ·GAIT, . it  is  intended  that 
the Charier Conference take such aciion.  · 
(b)  The  ~otioO: 'applied on 1  Mar:ch  19~4 ;t~d 
practised  with· regard· to  energy ·material( 
and  products  by  panies  to  GA  1T J 947  -~ 
among themselves' is  not. intended tO  refer -
to· eases  where a  party to· the GAIT has 
. invoked  Article  xXxv  of  the. GAIT,. 
thereby. disapplying  the  GA  1T  vis-ti:.Vis . : 
another  party  to· the. GATf,  but  never-
. theless  applies  unihiterally  on  a  de  faao 
· · basis  some  -provisions  -of  the.  GA  Tf 
vis-.i-vis that' other party to the GA  Tf. 
'.  .  ., 
19. :With respect to-:-~cle 33 
'  .  ,__  . 
The  provisio~al Charter _Co~ference shol!ld  at 
the· earlie5t  possible  date  decide  how  best  to · 
give  effect ·to  the.  goal  of  Title. III  c;>f  the 
European. Energy  Chaner  that  Protocols  b~ 
negotiated  in· areas  of  cooperatipn·  such  as 
· those listed in Title III'  of the Chane.t',  .... 
20.  With respect to Article 34 
(a)  The  provisional. Secretary-Genera[  should 
make  immediate  contact with  other  inter~ 
·  national  bodies  in  order  w:  discover  the · 
terms  on  which  they  might  be  willing- to  .. 
· undenake . tasks. arising-· from  the  Treaty 
,• 
and.  -'the·.  Charter.·  The  provisioQal 
.  Secreta.rf-General  might  report-. back . to . 
· th'e provisional-Charter Conference at _the  · 
·meeting,  which Article 45  (4) requires to be 
·  convened DQt later than. lBP days after the · 
·  opening_.date· for signature of  the Treatf'.:  . 
(b) The Chaner _Confere~ce.  shou]d  adopt the · 
- ·  _an11ual  budget before  the beginning: of the 
. financial  year.  ·  · 
'  .·  : 
-2L _With restiect to Arucle ·34 (3)  (m) 
The  ~cli.nical  changes :to Annexes  might  f~r 
· instance  include,  delisting  of  non-signatories 
or  of . signatories'  that  have  eVinced . tfteir· . . 
.  in-tention  not to ratify/or additions to AnneXes 
·  N  and ·vc. It is  intended. that the  Secretariat 
would  propose. such  changes  to .the·  Chaner 
Conferenc~ when  apprcipriate~ .  -,,...  :-· 
. 22.  With respect tc;>  ~ex  TFu (1) 
(a)  If some  of  the  panies  to  ah  ~greemem: 
referred to in  paragraph  1. have not signed 
or  aceeded · to  the  Treaty  at  tlle  time 
required  for  notification, _those  panies  to 
the  :agreement . which ·c have ~- signed  . or 
.  aeceded. to the Treaty may notify on their · 
behalf.  -.  ·  · 
(b)  The · need  in  generaf . for:  notification  of · 
' agreeinents  of a. purely. commercial natute . 
·. · is  not  foreseen  because  _such.  agreements 
••••  -· 
should  not raise  a  qui:sticin  of cQmpliance  ·,.A\  . 
. wiih Article 29. (2) (a), even when they are  l'WI 
entered into by state agencie5. The Charter  ·. 
Conference  could, ·.  however,-..  clarify  for 
purposes  of Annex  TFU. which  _types  of 
agreements referred to in  Anicle 29 (2) '(b) 
· require  notification  under ·the· Annex  and 
:. which types do not.  · 
DECLARATIONS 
v~ .  The  represeni.ativ~s  declared'  that  Article  18  (2) 
shall inoi:  be  construed  to allow 'the ·circumventio~ 
of  .. the. appliq.tion  of the  <?ther  provisior:ts  of the  . 
Treaty. 
VI.  The _  repr~sentatives  also .  noted·  the'  following 
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The Russian  Federation Wishes  to have  recon-
sidered,  in  negotiations  with  regard  to  the 
supplementary·  treaty  referred  to  in  Article 
. 10  ·(4),  the  question  of  the  importanCe  of 
national legislation  with respect to the  issue  of 
control  as  exp~d in  the·  understanding  to 
Article 1 (6). 
2.  With respeCt to .Articles 5 and 10 (11) 
Australia  notes  that tbe provisi9ns of Articles  5 
and  lG  (11) do not diminish its  rights and obli-
gatil)ns  under  the  GATI,; including  as  elab-
·orared  in  the  Uruguay  Round  Agreement 
on  Trade-Related  Investment  Measures,. 
particularly with respect to the list of excepti9ns 
in Article 5 (3 ), which it considers incomplete. 
'  / 
Austr:ilia  further  hates  tbat  it  ,;,.auld  not  l:ie 
appropriate for dispute  settlement bodies. estab-
lished  under  the  Treaty to  give  interpretations 
of GA  1T Articles Ill and XI in  the context of 
disputes  between ...  parties  to  the  GA  1T  or 
between  an  inyestor ·of a.  party  to  the  GA  1T 
and . another  party  to  the  GA  TI.- I~  considers 
that with respect to the application of Article 10 
(11)  between  an ·investor·· and  a  party  to ·the 
GA  TI, the  only issue  that  can·  be  considered 
under Article  26  is  the issue  of the  awards of 
arbitration in th_e  event  that a  GA  1T panel  or 
the  wro dispute  settlement  body  first  estab-
lishes  that  a  trade-related  investment  measure 
maintained  by  the  Contracting· Party  is  incon-. 
sistent with its -obligations  under the GATI or 
the  Agreement  on  Trade-Related  lnve.sunent 
Measures.  · 
'  '  .,_:  __ _':,  " 
3.  With respect to Article 7  .  • 
The  :E:ur~pean Communities  a~d their  Member 
States  and  Austria,  Norway,··  Sweden  and 
Finland  declare that the  provisions of Article  7. · 
are  subject  to  the  conventional  rules  of inter-
national  law  on· .jurisdiction  over  submarine 
cables  and pipelines or, where there are no such 
rules,  to general international law. 
They  further  declare  that  Article  7  is  not 
intended  to  affect  the interpretation  of exi.sting 
international  law  on jurisdiction over submarine 
cables. and  pipelines,  and ·  ca~not be  considered 
as  doing so. 
I  ' 
4.  With .respect~ Article 10 
"'  ·Canada and the United States of America each· 
.  affirm  that  they  will  ~pply the  PI'9visions  of 
. Article  10  in  aecordance  with  the  following 
considerations: 
For  the  purposes  of  assessing  the  treatment 
which  must  be  accorded  to  investors  of other . 
Contracting  Parties' and  their  investments,  'the 
circumstanCes  will  need  to  be  considered  on a 
case-by-case  basis.  A  comparison  between  the 
treatmeitt  accorded  . to  investors .  of  one 
Contracting  Party,  or  the  investments  of 
investors  of  one  Contracting  Pai-ty,  arid  the 
investments  or investors  of another Contracting 
Party,  is  only  valid  if  it  is,  made  between 
investors  and  investments  in  similar  circum-
stances.  In  determining  whether  differential 
treatment  ·of  investors  . br  invenrrients  is 
consistent ·'with  Article  10,  two  basic  factors 
must be taken into accourit; 
The . fi~st  factor  is  the  policy  ·objectives  of 
. Contracting Parties in various  fields  in  so  far as 
· they  are  consistcint  with  ·the  principles  of 
non-discriminati6n  set  out  in  Article  10. 
Legitimate  policy. objectives  may  justify  differ-
ential  treatment  of  foreign  investors  or  ~heir 
investments  in  order to refleci a  dissimilarity of 
relevant  circumstances ·between  those  i'nvestors 
and  investments  a~d  theit  domestic 
counterparts..  For  example,  the  objective  of 
ensuring  the  integrity  of  a  country's ·financial. 
system  would  justify  reasonable  prudential 
.  measures  with  respect  to  foreign  investors  or 
investments,  where  such  measures  would. be 
unnecessary  to  ensure  the  attainment  of.  the 
same  objectives  in  so  far  as  domestic  investorS 
or  investments  are  concerned.  Those  foreign 
investors or their investments would thus not be 
'in  similar ·circumstances'  to domestic  investors 
or  their  investments.  Thus,  even  if . such  a 
measure  accorded  differential  treatment,  it 
would not be contrary to Article 10. 
The  secon_d  factor  is  the  extent  to which  the 
measure  is  motivated  by  the . fact  that  the 
relevant  investor  or  investment'.  is  subject  to 
foreign  ownership: or under  foreign  control.  A 
measure  aimed ·specifically  at investors  because 
they  are  foreign,  without  sufficient  counter-
vailing  policy  reasons  cOnsistent  with  the 
preceding  paragraph, would  be·  .. contrary to  the 
principles ·of Article  10.  The foreign  investor or 
investment  would  be  'in ·similar  circumstances' 
to domestic  investors and their investments,  ~nd · 
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S.  Wrtb. raped .to Article -25  . 
.·  . · The European Communities and  their-.Mem~  .. 
States. recall  that., in  a~rdance  .  with Article 58 
of  the  Treaty  . establishing.  the  European 
Commu_nity:  · 
(a)_ companies  or  fmns  formed  ili.  accor<iam:e 
·  with the law of a Member State and having 
their ..  registered.  office,  'central  adminis-' 
tration or principal place of .  business  within 
the Community shall, for the right of estab-
lishment  pur5uant ·io Pan Three,  'Title  III; · 
Chapter  2  of  the  Treaty  establishing.  the 
.. European · Community,  be  treated  iri  the 
.same  way  as . natural  persoris . who  .  are . 
.. ·nationals _of  Member  States;  C::ompanies  or  . 
.  . firms which only have their registered offii::e· 
within  the  Community  must, .  for  this ·. 
purpose,  have  an  effective  and  continuous.: 
link  with  the  economy· of . one  of,  the 
· Member States;  .  · 
(b)  'c~mpanies and  firms'  !lleans  companies  or 
firms  c;9nstituted  under civil  or commercial 
. law,  including . cooperative  societies,.  and 
other  iegal persons  governed  by  public  or 
private  law'  . save  for  . those  which . are ' . 
~on-profitinaking. 
.. -The  E_iuope:tll  Communities  and  their Member 
States funher recall that: 
Community law· provides! for  the  possibility  to  . 
extend .  the  . treatment  described  above  to 
branches  and  agencies . of  companies  or fmns 
not' established  in  obe  of the  Member  States;· 
and  that,  the  applicaci~n- of Anicle· 25  of the 
Energy  Chaner  Treaty' will  ·allow  only  thqse 
derogations  necessary  to  safeguard  the  prefer-
ential  treatment :.  resulting  ·from  the  wider 
process  of ecoitomic. integration· resulting  from 
the  TreatieS  eStablishing  the .  :European 
;  f  -
Communities. 
·  . 6.  With respect to Article 40 
Denmark . recalls  ,that  the'  European  :Energy 
Charter  does  not apply  to Greenland .-and  the 
Faroe Islands until notice to this effect has  been 
reeeived  from  the  .local  governrri~nts  of 
Greenlan~ and the Faroe Islands.  · 
In  this  ;espect ·Denmark  affinn~ that.  Ani~le 40 
of  the  Treaty  applies:  to  Greenland  and  the· 
Faroe 'Islands.  · 
7. Wrtb. respect to Aaaa G  (4) 
·  ... (a) The  European· . Comm\mities'  and  .  the 
Russian..  Federation  declare  that  trade  in 
nuclear  materials  betw~n  : them  shall  be 
governed~  uiltil.  thei .  .  reaCh ·  .  an9th~ 
·. · agr~ent, by 'the'  proVisions. of.·· Anicle. ·  22 
of  the  Agreement  on  Pannership · and 
Cooperation ·  establishing  a  p¥tfiership .  · 
betWeen  the  Euro~an  ·  Communities  and 
their Member States,  of the  one· pan, and 
the  Russian  Federation, ·of the  other part, 
signed  at ·Corfu  .on  24  J~ne: · 19_94,  :the 
exchange of  letterS  attached 'theretO and .  the 
related .  · joint  · declaratio~,  ·  -and  disputes 
regarding· such·  trade· will  be  sub)ea to 'the 
procedures .of the said Agreement.  ' 
(b) The  European  Communities  and  Ukraine 
declare. that,  in  ac:Cordallce  with  the  Pan-
riership ·and  Cooper~tion Agreemerif sig':led 
:at  Luxembourg  on ·14  June  19.94  and :the  . 
Interim  Agreement  thereto,  initialled  th'ere · 
the  same  day,  trade  iri  nuclear  materials 
..  betwee:n  them  shall  bC<  exclusively governed 
by 'the provisions  c;>f  a.  s~ecific agree~J~eitt ,to 
be concluded between the:European·Atomic 
Energy Community and -Ukraine.  · 
Until  entry  into  force . of  this  spe~ific 
agr~ement, the· provisions. of the Agreement· 
on ''Trade  and  EConomic  and  Commercial· 
.  Cooperation ·  betwee~  ·  the  .  Eure>pean  · 
·  ..  EcOnomic  Community,  the  European· 
. Atomic  Energy· Community and .the  .. Union' 
of : , Soviet  .. Socialist·  Republics  · signed;  at. 
Brussels  on  18  ·.December  1989  . shall, 
exdwively  co~tinue  t.O  apply  to  trade  in  . t)-
nu(;Iear .materials between them. 
(c)  The  European  Communities  and 
Kazakhstan · dedare  that,  in  accordance 
. with  the  Pannership  and  Coope:r~tion 
Agreement initialled. at Brussels  on  ··20. May 
-1994,  trade  in  nuclear  materials  between 
theitl  shaH  be  exClusively  governed  by  the·  . 
provisions · of . a  specific_  agreement  to  be.  · 
concludeq : between  the  Eu.ropean · Atomic :  • 
. Energy Community and Kazakhstan."  .·  · .  .  .  .  '  . 
Un_til  entry  into  force  of  this  .-specific 
agreement, the provisions of. the Agreement 
· on  Trade and  EConomic  and  Commercial 
· Cooperation  between  the  Eu;opean 
.  . EConomic  Cornrnunity,  ·  ·the  . European 
· Atomic  Energy .Community ·and  t!:ie.  Union · 
of  ~oviet , Socialist  Republics  signed:  at .:.t. 
.  '1!:'1 
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Brussels  on  18  December  1989  shall 
exclusiv~ly  continue  to  apply · to  trade  in 
nuclear materials between them. 
(d) The  Europeari  .Communities  an:d' 
Kyrgyzstan  decl~  that, in accordance with 
the  Agreement  on  Partnership  and  Co-
operation  initialled  at Brussels  on  31  May 
1994,  trade  in· nuclear  materials.  between 
them  shall  be  exclusively  governed  by  the 
provisions  of  a  specific  agreement  to -be 
concluded  between  the  European.  Atomic 
Energy Community arid  Kyrgyzstan.  · 
Until  entry·  into · force  of  this'  specific' 
agreement; the  provisions  of the Agreement 
on  Trade  and  EConomic  and  Commercial 
Cooperation  between  the  European 
Economic  ·Community,  the·  European 
· Atomic. Energy  Community and  the  Union 
of  Soviet  Socialist  Republics · signed  at 
Brussels  on  -18  December..  1989  shall 
exclusively  continue  to  apply  to  trade  in 
nuclear matenals between them. · · 
'(e) The  European  Commu~ities and  Taj~kiSt.an 
declare  that  · trade  in  nuclear  materials 
between  them  shall  b~ exclusively  governed 
by  the  provisions of a specific agreement .to 
be concluded between the European Atomic 
Energy Community and Tajikiscim. 
Until  entry  into  force  .of · this  specific 
· .. agreement,  the· provisions  of the Agreement 
on  Trade  and  Economic  and . Commercial 
Cooperation  ·  between  .:the  . European 
Economic  ·Community;  . the  European 
Atomic  Energy Community and  the Uriion 
of  Soviet  Socialist  Republics  signed  at 
Brussels  on  18  December  1989  shall 
exclusively  continue  to  apply  to  trade  m 
nuclear materials between them. 
'(f)  The·  European  Communities.  and  Uz.bek-
. istan  declare •that  trade in nuclear  materials 
between them shaD  be exclusively  governed 
by the provisions of a specific agri:euient to. 
be concluded between the European Atomic 
Energy COmmunity and Uzbekistan. 
Until  entry  into  · forC:e  of  this  specific· · 
. agreement,  the provisions of the· Agreement 
on  Trade  and  Economic ·and  Commercial 
Cooperation  ·  between  the  European 
Economic  Community,  the·  European 
Atomic  Energy Community and  the  Union 
of  Soviet  Socialist  Rep~blics  signed - at 
Brussels  on  18  Decembu  ·  1989  shall 
· exclusively  continue  to  apply  to  trade  in· 
nuclear materials between them.  . 
THE  ENERGY  CHARTER  PROTOCOL  ON  ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND  REL!\,TED  ENVIRONMENTAL 
-ASPECTS 
· VII.  The  European  Energy  Chaner  Conference  has 
adopted  the  text  of the  Energy _Charter  Proto~ol 
on  energy  efficiency  and  related  environmental 
aspects which _is  set out in Annex 3. 
'THE EUROPEAN  ENERGY CHARTER 
.  . 
VIII.  The  provisional ·  Ch~rter.  Conf~rence ; and  the  . 
Charter  Conference . provided  for  in·  the · Treaty_ , · 
shall  henCeforth  be  responsible  for  making  . 
deci~ions  on  requestS  to:  sign  the  Concluding 
Document . 'of  .The- Hague  Conference  on  the 
European  .  Energy  Charter · and  the·  European 
Energy Charter adopted thereby.  · 
•  I, 
DOCUMENfA  TION 
XL The  records  of  negotiations  .  of the.  European 
Energy Charter Conference will  be  deposited with .. 
the Secretariat. /,- ·. 
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· -· Iion:e at: usbo~  on the seventeentli ~r  oroec~ber  in the year one ilio~d  ninehim<ired  ·_ 
- and niriety-foW:.  .  .  .  .  .  ,- ·  - . 
c  -
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.  )  .  . 
Udfzrdiget iLissabon,den ~yttende  d~ccmber  nirienhundrede. ogfil-eogha:l~fem~.<- .. 
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THE. ENERGY CHAR'J'ER TREATY  .. 
)'  .''  ·,, 
Preamble  ,_·, 
THE  C9NTRACTING .PARTIEs TO  TIUSTREATY, 
Havi~g regard to  the'Ch~ner  .of, Paris  for'a New Europe;s!gned  on 21 November 1990,~ 
Having)'egard  to  ih~ European  Energy  Chaner~.adopti:d; in  the  Concl~di~g ··Document  of  ilie  Hag~e 
Conference  on the  European E~ergyChaner sil?ned .·at  The Hague onl7 December_  19'11~ ::  ... 
',•' 
Recalli~g ihat all: -~ignatories to 'the  Concludmg. o6cument of the -Hague  Confere~ce undert~k:  to phrsue. 
the  objectiv~ ·and  Prittciples  of  the . European  E~ergy Charier  and  implement I  and  broadep  tht:ir  co~ 
operati<m  as  soon  as  possibl_e  by n'egotiating in 'good  faith  .ui:· Energy  Chaher Treaty ,arid  jlrotocols,  and 
· desir!ng to  pl~ce the  ..  co~initmenis· contained, in  thiit .Charter on· a  secure  and 'binding· international legal· 
basis;  ··  ·  · 
'·I 
D~iring a_Iso  to establish  the  ;t~c~ural fra~ework requi~ed to  implement.  th~ principles  e~~~ci;~ed in. the .. 
European· Ene_rgy  Charter';  ·  '  .  ..  ,,  ' 
Wish!ng  to  i~ple~e~t the  basic  concep~ of  the  European  Ene~~ Chanef.  inici~tiv~  ~hich is  to  c:ualyse 
economic gri>''i\'lh_ by  means  of measures  to  liberalize  investment  and- trade_ in  energy;  . 
.  ~  -·.  ...  ~  '"\ 
.Affirming  ihat Contracting  J:>arties  :iuach  the  utmo~t imp_onan_ce. to  ilie · effea!ve  implementation  of  fun 
natiorial.treaunent  an~·most favoured  nation treatment, and  that.the~e commitmt:rits will  bt:  applied  io the 
'·  .·making  of investments  pursuant'to a  supplementary treaty,  .,...  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  ~ 
HaVing. regai-(1  to  the  objective  o.f  progressive  tib~;.alwuon of  int_~m~tional tra.de  and  to. the:  prin~ipie of 
avoidance  ofdiscrimirui.tion in  international trade  as  ei'IUnciared  in  the  General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade and'  its  Related  ~tru.ments  · and  as  otherwise provided  f-odn  this .Treaty;  ·  · .• 
. ' .··  Determined . progressively  to  remove  ti!Ch.nical;  admin4trative  .  and  I other  barriers. to . trade -in.  energy 
· ma_terials  arid pr~ucts. and  reiaied  equipment;  technologies  and  service$;  .  , 
',· 
,'·t 
Lookmg to d1e  ~~~~uaJ ~embership in. the  Gen~r;lAgree~e~t  o~  ~ariffs .arid Trad.e.of tho;~ COntracting·,? 
. P,arties which· :u:e  riot  curte~tly l'arties thereto and concerned  to_  provide interiiil trade ai-ningement5  which 
wiU  assist ·those· <:ontracting  Parties  and  not  impede :tlieir  preparation:for such. members~ip;  ·  .  · 
...  ./. 
Mindful  of:the rights  and  obli~ations of  eei'tai~  Contr~ctiiig P;nies whi!=h  are also  p~;:ues to the  Gener~l 
'Agreeme~i:' op  Tariffs and  Trade  and  iis.Relati:d  Instruments;~  .  . ... ·  .  ·  ·  ··  ·  .  '..  .  .  .  ~- .  .  .  .  _(.  .  . 
Having_ regard  to.  competitio~ rules  conec;rning  merg~rs, inm1o~olies, anci"competitive  pra~Ce.s .and  abuse · 
of dominant  position~ 
Having  regard  also  to theTreaty  .. On'the  N~n·Proliferation cif  NuclearWeapons, the  Nucle~r-Suppliers 
. Guidelines·: and ·.other  international  nuclear  neil-proliferation  obligations  or l!nderstandings, ·  · 
Recognizing  the. necessity  for .the· -most  efficient  exploration,  production,  conversion,  storage, ·transpon, 
distribution ·and  use  of eriergy  ';  .  ·  '  . .  .  . 
..  Rec~lling the ·united Nations  Framework.~Corivemiori on·C:Jimate. Change, .ilie CoiJVention 'on  J.ong-Range 
.. Transboundary· Air  Pollution  and-its  pro'tocols,  and  other  international  environmental'  agreements  with 
~ne'rgy-rdaied  aspectsi  and  · 
-~ 
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HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
PART,I 
DEFINITIONS AND PURPOS~· 
Article 1 
Definitions 
As used  in  this Treaty: 
· l. 'Charter'  means  the  European  Energy  Charter · 
adopted in the Concluding Document of the Hague 
Conference on the J;uropean 'Energy Charter signed· 
at The Hague on  17_  December  1991; signature  of 
the  Concluding  Document  is  considered  to  be 
signature of the Charter.  . ' 
2.  'Contracting  Party'  means  a  State  or  Regional 
Economic  Integration  Organization  which  has 
consented to be bound by this Treaty and for which 
the Treaty is in force.'  · 
3.  'Regional  Economic  Integration  . Organization' 
means  an  organization  constituted  by  States  to 
which they have transferred  competenc_~: over certain 
matters  a  number  of which  are  governed  by  this 
Treaty,  i;1cluding  the  authority· to  take  decisions 
binding on them in respect o~  ~ose matters. 
4.  'Energy  materials  arid  products'.,  based·  on  the 
Harmonized  System  of the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council  and. the  combined  nomenclature  of  the 
European ·communities, means the' items included in 
Annex EM.  . 
-.........:..._ .. 
,  5.  'Economic activity  m  the . 6nergy  sector'  means  an 
economic  activity  concerning  the  exploration, 
extraction,  refining,  production,  storage,  land 
transport,  transmission,  distribution,  trade, 
marketing, or sale of .energy materials and  products 
except  those  included  in  Annex  NI,  or concerning 
the distribution ofheat to multiple premises. 
6.  'Investment'  means  every  kind· of asset,  owned  or 
controlled  directly  or indirectly  by  an  investOr  and 
includes.: 
(a)  tangible  and·  intangible,  and  movable  and 
immovable,  property,  and  any  property  rights 
such as leases,·mortgages, liens, and pledges;  · 
(b)  a  company  or  business  enterprise,  or  shares, 
stock; 'or. other forms of equity participation in a 
_company or business  enterpris.e, . and  bon~s and 
other debt of a company or business enterprise; 
(c)  claims  to  money  and . claims  to. performance 
pursuant to contract having  an: economic value 
and associated with an investment; · 
(d)  intellectual property; 
(e)  returns; 
(f)  any  right. conferred  by. law  or contract  or by 
virtue  o~  any·  licences  and  permits  granted 
pursuant  to  law  to  undertake  any  economic 
. 'activity in the energy sector.  · 
A ·change  in  the .  form  in  which  assets  are  invested'· · 
does not affect their character as investments and the 
terin  'investment'  includes ·all  investments,  whether 
existing  at  .. or made  after the  later of the  date  of 
· entry into  force  of this Treaty for ihe Contracting 
Party ohhe inve·stor making the investment and that 
for the  Contracti~g Party in  the  area of which  the 
investment  is  made  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  the 
. 'effective  date'}  provided  that the Treaty shall  only 
apply to  matters affecting such investmentS after the · 
effective date. 
'Investment' refers to any investment.associated with 
an  .economic activity  in  the  energy  sector  and  to 
investm~nt5 or classes of investments designated by a 
Contracting  Party in. its  area  as  'Charter efficiency 
projects' and so notified to the Secretariat. .  · 
7.  'Investor' means: 
· (a)  with respect td a Contrac.ting Pitrty;. 
(i)  a  nat~ral  person  having  the  citiz~nship or 
nationality of or: who is permanently residing 
inthat Contracting Party in. accordance with 
its applicable law; No'L380/26  Official Journal" of the European Communities  31.  i~.' 9:4 
(ii)'  a. ¢mpany or other organi~tio~ organized 
in accordance With the .law applicable in. that 
, .  Contracting Party; 
(b)  with respect to a 'third St:ue•,_:a  natural person; 
~ompany' or  other .  organization  which  fu.lfils;  · 
· mutatis  mutant/is,  the  conditions  specified  m · 
subparagra~h (a:)  fqr a Contracting Party. 
B.  'Make  investments'. or  'making  .of  _investment5' 
means  establishing  ~ew  investments, acquiring all  or 
. pan of existing investments or moving  into different 
fields of investment activity.  · 
9.- 'Rcu.irns'  means  the  amounts  derived  from  or 
associated  with . an  investment,  irrespective  of  the 
form  in · which·  they  are _paid,  inCluding  profits, 
.  dividends,  interest,  capital  gains,  royalty  payments, 
management,  technical. assistan,ce  o'r other .fees  and . 
.·payments in kind.  · : :  - .  ·  .·  ·  ~-
10 .. 'Area'  means  with  respect .  tO  a.  State  that  IS  . a . 
Contracting-Paity: 
·(a)  the  ·territory  undc;r  its  sovereignty,  it· being 
. und_erstood  that territory includes  land,  intc;rnal 
:vate~s and the territorial sea; and 
(b)  subject  to  a·nd  in  accordance  with· the  inter- · 
. :national law of the sea: the sea;  sea-bed and  its 
. subsoil  with  regard  to  which  that  Contracting 
Pany exercises sovereign rights ;u1d jurisdiction. 
With  respect  to  a ,Region_al  Economic·. Integration 
.  :Organization  which·  is  a  Contracting  Party, .  area 
means,  the  areas.  of  the  Member  'Sta~es  of  such 
Organization, under the provisions  conta'ined in  the' 
agreement·establishin~ that Or~aniza~ion. ·  ' 
.  ...........  •'  .  -
1L  (a)  'GAIT'. means  'GAIT 1947'  or 'GAIT 1994', 
or: both of them where both are applicable. 
,,  ' 
(b)  'GATr 1947'  means  the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and  Trade, ·dated  30  October  1947, 
annexed . to  'the  Final  Act  Adopted  at  the 
Conclusion .·.  of  the·  Second  Session  of  the 
·.Preparatory. Committee  of the  United· Nations 
..  Conference  on  Trade  and  Employment,'  as 
subseq~ently rectified; amended or modified. 
(c)  'GAIT 1994' means  the  General Agreement on 
Tarifi.s_  and  Trade  as  s.pecified  in  Annex  1A. qf 
the  Agreement  Establishing  the  World  'Jrade 
Organization,  _as  subsequcnily  rectified, · 
amended or modifieq. 
A party to the Agreement Establishing the World  ' 
Trade O~ization  is considered to be a party 
to 01\TI 1994.  .  ··.  ·  ·  · .  - . 
">  •  '  I 
(d)  'Related lnstniments' mean$, u.appropriatc: 
.  •  '  •- 1  I  · 
. (i)  agreemen:ts,  arrang~men~  .• or  othe~  legal . 
instruments, inCluding .decisions,· declarations 
and- unders~ndiJlgs;  concluded  under  the 
auspi~es  of. GATI · 1947  as  subsequently  · 
rectified, amended qr,modified; or  ...  . 
(ii)  the Agreement Establishing the World Trade 
. Or;ganization  including  its  Annex  1 (except 
GAIT 1994),  its  Annexes  2,  3  and. 4, ·and 
the  decisions, .  declara.tions: · and  underc 
·  sta~dings .  · related- ·~hereto,  as -subsequently 
rectified; amended or modified. 
12.  'Intellectual  ;:m)peny'  . includes.  copyrights  and 
·related  right~, 'trademarks, geogr:-phical. indications, 
industrial· designs,  patents,  layout _designs. of inte-
grated  circuits  and  the  protection  of  tindisdosed · 
information.  .  ·  - · 
J3. ·.(a) -'Energy Chaner Protpcol' or 'Protocol' means. a 
. .  .  .  :. treaty'  the ' negotiation  of. which -is  authorized 
·  and the text of which is  adopted by_ the Charier · 
Conference,  which'  is·  entered  into  by  two·  or 
more  Contracting  Panics  in  order  · .to 
..  complement, supplement,  extend  ora~plify the  . 
··provisions  of  this  T  r~aty  w:ith  .. respect  to  any_ 
. ·specific sector or categoxy of activity within the 
scope .of this Tre'aty,  or_ to .areas  of coopet:~,tion 
pursuant to Title m  of the Chaner.  -
(b) .!Energy:  Chaner Declaration'  or  'Declaia~ion' 
.  means a  noh-:bi~ding instrument, the 'negotiation .. 
·  .. of which  is  authorized and· the text of which  is 
·  approved  by  the  Chancr Conference, 'which 'is 
entered into by two or more Contracting Parties 
. to complement· or supplement the  provisions  of. 
this, Treaty..  ·  - · 
14,  'Freely convenible currency' mearis a currency which: 
is  widely  traded. in  international  foreign  exchange. 
markets  .and  widely · use·d  in  international  trans-
.acuons. 
·  Arti~le 2 
P~rpose ;f the Treaty· 
This. Treacy  estab'lishe's  a  legat  f;amework  in· order  to 
promote  long-term  cooperation  in· the·  energy . field, 
based  on  .complcmeritarities.  and  mutual  benefits,  .in 
accordance  ~ith  ·the  objectives  and  principles· .of  the 
.Chaner.  · 
-~  . 
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PARTll 
COMMERCE 
·  Article 3 
International  markets 
The Contracting Panics shall  work to promote· access  to 
international  markets  on  commercial  terms,  and 
generally to develop an open and competitive market, for 
energy. ma_terials  and  products. 
Artide 4 
·  Non-derogation  from  GATT and  Related  Instruments 
Nothing  in. this  Treaty  shall  derogate,  as  between 
particular  Contracting  Panics .:which  are  panics  to  the 
GA  TI, from  the  provisions  q( the  GA  1T  ·and  Related 
· Instruments  as  they  are  applied  betWeen  those 
Contracting  Panies. 
Article. 5. · 
Trade-related · investment  measures 
1.  A  Contracting  Pan/ shall  not  apply  any  trade-
related  investment  measure  that is  inconsistent  with  the 
provisions of Article III  c;>r Xlof the GATT; this shall be 
without  prejudice  to the  Contracting'  Pany'.s  rights  and 
obligations  under  the  GATT ·and·· R.elated  Instruments · 
and Article  29. 
2.  Such  measures  include·  any . invesupent  measure 
which  is  mandatory  o.r  enforceable  under domestic  law 
or under  any  administrative  ruling,  or compliance  with 
which  is  neces~ary to ·obtain  an  advantage,  and  which 
...  requ1res: 
..... , 
~-·  . 
(a)  the  purchaSe  or use  by an ehterprise or products  of 
. domestic  origin  or  from  any  domestic  source, 
.  whether specified in  terms of -particular· products,  in 
terms of volume· or· value of products, or ·in  terms of 
a  proportion  of  volume  or  value  'of · its  local 
production-;  or 
(b)  that  an  enterprise's  purchase  'o~  use  of  imported 
products . be  limited  to  an  amount  related  to  the 
volume or value of _local  p~oducts that it expons; 
or which  restricts: 
(c)  the  importation  by an enterprise of products used  in 
or related  to its  local  production, generally or to an 
'. 
amount -related  to  the  ~l~;~me  or  value  of  local 
· production that it expons; 
(d) the importation by an enterprise of products used  in 
or related  to  its  local  production  by . restricting  its 
access  to foreign  exchange to. an amount related  to 
the  foreign  exchange  inflows  attributable  .  to  the 
·enterprise; or 
(e)  the exportation or sale·for expon by an enterprise of 
products,  whether  specified  in  terms  of  panicular 
products,· in  terms of volume or value of products, or 
in  terms  of a  proportion of volume  or value  of its. 
local  production. 
3.  Nothing  in  paragraph  1  shall  be  construed  to 
prevent  a  Contracting  Pany  (rom  applying  the .  trade-
related  investment  measures  described  in  subparagraphs 
'2  (a)  and  (c)  as  a  condition  of  eligibility  for  expon 
promouon,  ·foreign  aid,  government  procurement  or 
preferential  tariff or quota  programmes. · 
4.  Notwithstanding  paragraph  1,  a  Co~tra~ing Pany 
may  temporarily  continue  . to  maintain  trade-related 
investment measures which were in  effect more than  180 
d~ys  ·bef~re  its  signature .of this  Treaty,  subject  to  the 
notification  and  phase-out  provisions  set  out  in  Annex 
TRM. 
Article  6 
Competition 
1.  Each  Contracting  Pany  shall  work  to  alleviate 
market  distortions  and  barriers  to  competition  m 
economic  activity  in  the  energy sector  . 
2. .  Each  Contracting Pany shall  ensure that within  its 
jurisdi<;tion  it  has  and  enforces  -such  laws  as  are· 
necessary  and  appropriate · to  address  unilateral.  and 
concened  anti-competitive  conduct in  e<;:onomic  activity 
m the  e11ergy  sector. 
3.  Con!-facting · Panies  with  experience  in  applying 
competition  rules  shall  give  full  · consideration  to 
providing,  upon  request  and  within  available  resources, 
. technical  assistance  on  the  development  and  implemen-
tation  of competition  rules  to  other Contracting  Panie~. 
I , .. 
... 
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4.  Contractihg  J?anies  ·may  cooperate.  in  the. 
enforcement of thc?i'  competitio11  rules, by ~o~lting and 
exChanging -infoJ:m_ation.  ·  ·  -.  '  ·.  .  .  .  · 
5.  . If a_ Contractii:Ig  Piny c~nsiders'that any specified . 
2.  · Contracting P~e$.  shall encourage relevant  entici~ . 
to Cooperate  ).n  =.  .  - · ·  ·  · 
(a)  modernizing  ·e~e(gy. transport  facilities  necessary  to 
the transit of ei)ergy materials  ~nd products; 
·anti-competitive  cond.uct  carried  out within· the  area  of  .. 
ar1other-.  Contracting  Party  'is  adversely  affecting  an  . .  (b)  the.  ~evelopment. arid  operation .  of energy. transport 
important  interest relev~nt to.  the·  puq)oses  identified  in·  . facilities- sel:ving ·  the·  areas.  of  more  than  one 
this  Article,- the -ContraCting  Party may notify the. other  ·Contracting. Party; · ·  ·.- ,,  .: 
. Coimacting  Pany arid ·may' request that 'its  cpmpetition 
. authorities  initiate  appropriate. enforcement  action ..  The 
notifying  Contracting Party shall· include  in  such  notifi~ 
cation -sufficient  information  to  · permit  the  notified 
Contracting  ·.Party  to · identify  the  anti-competitive 
· conduct  that  is  th~ subject··  of the  notification  and  shall 
include. an .  offer  of  slich  further  information  and . co-
: operation  as  the  notifYing  Cont~acting Party'is  able  to 
· provide.  The  notified  Contracting  Party ·or,  as· the  case  ~ 
_may  be,· the relevant. competition authorities' may .consult 
with  the ..  comp~tition  . authorities . of .. the  notifying  . 
Contracting  Party and shall  accord  full  consideratiqn  to  . 
the·  request .  of  the · notifying  •.  Contracting  Party  in  . 
deciding  whether  or-. not  to  initiate  enforcement  action 
with  respect  to  the  alleged  . anti-competitive  conduct . 
identified  in  the  notification.  The  notified  Contraeting 
Party shaH  inforin  the notifying  Contracting Party of its 
decision  or the.· decision :of  the  relevant competition  au-. 
thorities  and  inay- if  it  wishes  inform  the  notifying 
Cor;~t.racting  Party of_ the  grounds  for . the  decision.  If 
enforcement  action .  is  initiated;  the  notifie~ C9ntracting . 
Pariy sha_ll  advise  the  hotifying  Contracting-. P~rty of ·its. 
outcome  a11d,  to ·the ·extent possible,  of any  significant 
mtenm  development.·.  · 
(,.  ·Nothing in,  this Article shall require-the provisioil of 
information  by a· Contracting Party contrary to its  laws 
regarding  disclosure ·of  information,  confidentiality·  or 
business •secrecy, ·  · 
7.  The procedures set forih .in  pa~agraph 5  ~nd Article 
27  (1) shall·be  the exdusive .rrieans within .this Treaty of 
.  t~si::>lying any. dispures tha~ may' arise over the implemen-.. 
cation  or interpretation of this  ArtiCle. 
'Article  7 
Transit~ 
1.  . Each' Contracting  Party  shall  uke  the . necessary 
measures  to ·facilitate ·the uansit of energy materials· and: 
products  consistent  with  the  principle  of ·freedom  of 
transit· and  without· distinction  as  to .the.  o~igin,  desti-
nation' or  ownership·  of .  such.  energy .• materials .. and 
products  or 9iscrimination. as· to  pricing  ori  the  basis· of . 
such  distinctions,  and  without -~imposing . any  unreas-. 
. o'nable  delays,  restrictions  or :charges  . 
(c)  measures  to  mltlgate- the  effects · df  interruptions .m: . 
the supply ofenergy materials andproducts;  · 
(d) facilitating  th~  itite~conn~cti~n  of energy  transport 
facilities. 
3..  Each,  Contracting ·  Party  undertakes  that  Its 
p,rovisions .·relating  to  ~ransport of energy  materials .  and 
products  and  the  u~e of energy  transport  facilities ·shall 
.  treat energy ·materials  and  productS  in: transit in  no  less 
: favourable  .. a  manner  than  its  provisions  treat.  such. 
materials  and  products originating  in  or  destined  for lis 
own  area,  unless  :ui  existing . international  agreell'\ent 
_provides  otherwise.·  ·  ·  · 
4.  In  'the  .event  that transit. of 'energy ,materials· and 
product.s·  cannot  be  achieved.  on .commercial  terrris  by  - ' 
means·  of  .  energy  transport  facil\ti~s.  the  Contra~ing 
Panies  shall  ·.not· place  obstacles  _in·  the.  way.  of  new  · 
capacity  being  established,  except  as  may  be  otherwise 
provided in  applicable legislation which is  consistent with 
p~ragrap!l 1.  · - .  ·  . 
5.  A  Conti-acung Party  through  .. whose .area  energy · · 
matenals  an~ products: may  transit shall  not be  obliged 
to 
.(a)  per~it . the  construction  or  modification. of ·energy . 
. transpot:_l  facilities; :or: 
(b)  perr:nit  -~ew  or  additional' tr:~;nsit  thro.ugh  existi~g 
energy transport faciliti_es, 
·  whic_h -it  demonstrates  to .  the  other  Contracting: Parties 
concerned',would  endanger the 'security  or efficiency, of 
its  energy systems,  including the security. of supply.  · 
.  ;: Contracting. Parties  ~hall, subject. to paragraphs 6. and  7' 
secure  establisht:;d  flo~s·  of energy materials and products 
to,  fro~  or  between~ the -areas  of  other  Contracting 
. Parties  .. ·  . . . .  ·  . 
6.  · ·  A  Con~racting. Party  through  whose  area"' energy . 
materials al1d  prod~cts transit shall  not, in- t~e event: of a  . .... 
•• 
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di5pute  over  any  matter  ansmg  from  . that  transit, 
. interrupt  or  reduce,  permit  any  entity  subject  to  its 
control  _to  interrupt  or  reduce,  or  require  any  entity 
subject · to  its  jurisdiction  to· interrupt  or  reduce  the 
existing  flow  of energy materials. and products prior to 
the  conclusion  of the dispute  resolution  procedures  set 
out  in  paragraph  7,  except  where  this  is  specifically 
provided for in  a  contract or other agreement governing 
such  transit  or  permitted  in  accordance  with  the 
conciliator's  decision. 
7.  The  following  prov1s1ons  shall  apply  to  a  dispute 
described  in  paragraph . 6,  but·  only  following  the 
exhaustion  of  all  _relevant  contractual  .or  other  dispute 
resolution  remedies  previously  agreed  between  the 
Contracting  Parties  pany to the  dispute  or between any 
entity referred to in  paragraph 6 and an entity of another 
Contracting Pariy party  to  the  dispute: 
(a)  A Contracting Party party to the dispute may refer it 
to  the  Secretary-General  by  ·  a  notification 
summarizing  the  matters  in  dispute.  The  Secretary-
General  shall  notify  all  Contracting  Parties  of  any 
such  referral. 
(b)  Within  30  days o(receipt of  s~ch a  notification,  the 
Secretary-General, in  consultation with the  parties to 
the·,  dispute  and  the  other  Contracting  Parties 
concerned,  shall  appoint  a  conciliator.  Such  a 
conciliator  shall  have  experience  in  the  matters· 
subject  to' dispute  and ·shall  not  be  a  national  ·or 
citizen  of or pemianently resident  in  a  party  to  the 
dispute  or  one  of  the  other  Contracting  Parties 
concerned. 
(c)  The  conciliator  shaH  seek  the_ agreement  of  the 
parties tO the dispute  to a resolution thereof or upon 
- a  procedure  to achieve  such  resolution. If within  90 
days of his  appointment he has failed  to secure such 
agreement,  he  shall  recoffiitre!ld  a  resolution  to  the 
dispute  or  a. procedure  to  a·Chieve  such  resolution 
and  shall  decide  the  interim  tariffs ·and  other terms 
and conditions to be observed  for transit from a date 
_which  he shall specify until. the dispute is  resolved. 
(d) The  Contracting  Parties  undertake  to  observe  and 
ensure  that the  entities  under their  control  or. juris-
diction  observe  any  interim  decision  under 
subparagraph (c) on tariffs,  terms and conditions for 
12  mol')ths  following  the  conciliator's  decision  or 
umil  resolution of the dispute, whichever is  earlier. 
(e)  NotwithStanding  subparagraph. (b)  the  Secretary-
General  may  elect  not  to· appoint a  conciliator  if  in 
his  judgement the dispute conCerns  transit that is  or 
has  been  the  subject  of  the  dispute  res!)lution 
procedures  set out in  subparagraphs  (a:). to (d) and 
those  proceeding~ have  not resulted. iri  a  resolution 
of the dispute. 
(f)' The  Charter  Conference  shall·  adopt  standard 
provisions  concerning  the  conduct  of  conciliation 
and the compensation of conciliators. 
8.  Nothing  in  this  Anicle  shall  derogate  from  a· 
Contracting  Party's  rights· and  obligations  urider  iilter-· 
national  law  inCluding  'customary  . international  law, 
existing  bilateral  or  multilateral  agreementS,  including 
rules  concerning  submarine  cables  and  pipelines.  · 
9.  This Anicle shall  not be  'so  interpreted  as  to oblige 
any  Contracting  Party  which  does  not  have  a cenain 
type· of  __  energy transport facilities  used  for transit to take 
any measure under this  Article with· respect  to that type 
of energy  transport facilities.  Such  a  Cbfltracting  Party 
1s,  however,  obliged  to comply with  paragraph 4: 
I  • 
10.  Fqr the  purposes of this  Article: 
(a)  'Transit'-·means: 
(i)  ~he carriage  through  the .area  of a  Contracting . 
Party, or to or from port facilities  in  its  area for 
loading  or  unloading,  of  energy  materials . and 
productS originating in  the area of another State 
and  destined  for  the  area  of  a  third  State,  so 
long as either the other State or the third State is 
a Contracting Party; or·  · 
(ii)  the  carriage  through  the  area  of a  Contracting 
Party  of  eneigy  materials  and  products  orig-· 
inating  in  the area of another Contracting Party 
and  destined  for  the  area  of  'that  other 
Contracting  Party,  unless  the  two  Contracting 
Parties  concerned  decide  otherwise  and  record 
their  decision by a  joint entry in  .. Annex  N. The 
tV.:.o  Contracting  Parties  may delete  their  listing 
in  Annex  N  by  delivering  a  joint written  notifi-
cation.  of  their  intentions  tO  the  Secretariat, 
which shall  transmit that notification to alJ  OLher  · 
Contracting  Parties.  The  dele~ion  shall  take 
effect four weeks after such former notification. 
(b)  'Energy  transport  facilities'  consist  of  high-pressure· 
gas  transmission  pipelines,  high-voltage  electricity 
·tr<~nsmission  grids . and  lines,  crude  oil  transmission 
pipelines,  coal  slurry  pipelines,  oil  product pipelines, 
and  other  fixed  facilities  specificaily  for  handling 
energy materials and products.  · ·-.· 
-, 
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Article 8. 
Transfer of  tecLDology 
r.  nie Contracti~g- Parties agree ~  promote  ~ccess to 
and tninsfer of energy technology on a coliun:ercial  and 
non-discriminator}'  basis  to  assist  effective  trade - in 
·energy  materials  and  productS  and  investment  and  to· 
implement the objectives  of the  Ghaner subject  to ·their 
laws_  and regulations, and to the-protection of intellectual-
.property rights.  · 
2~  Accordingly, 'to- the  exient. neeessary  to give  effect· 
to  paragraph -1  the  Contracti~g  · Panies  shall  eliminate. 
existing  and  create  no  new obstacles  to the  transfer 'of 
--technology in  the field of energy materials  and products 
and  related  ·  equipment  and ·  .  services,  subject  ' to _ 
-non-proliferation  and: other  intema~onal, obligations. 
.  '  .  ....  \ 
Article  9 
Access· to  capital 
·- 1.  The  '  Co~tr:icting  Parties  acknowledge-- the 
importanCe  of open  capital  markets  in  encouraging  the 
flow 'Of  capital  to finance. trade in energy_ g:~aterials and 
pro~ucis and  fo~ the' making 9f and assisting" with regard -
.to invesuhents  in  econ·omic  activity  in·. the  energy sector 
in_  the • areas -of  other  ContraCting  Parties,  parti<:ularly 
those _with  economies  in  transition.  Each  Contracting 
Party shaJl accordingly endeavour to promote conditiqns_ 
for_  access  to  its  capital  m~rket .by .companies  ~nd 
nationals of other Contracting Parties, for the purpose of 
financing trade in  ene~gy materials and products ·and  for 
the  purpose  of  investme!lt  in  economic  ~ctivitY.  in- the -
energy  sector  il}  the 'areas · of those  other  Contracting 
Parties, on a  basis  no·l~s· favourable  than that \Vpich it 
accbrds  in' iike  circumstances to its  own companies· and 
• nationals  or  companieS  and  -~ationals -of  any  .other -
Contracting  Party or  any_  third  State, -whichever  is  the 
most  favourable.' 
--. 
2.  A  Contracting:t_P:lrty ·may  ·ado~t  arid  maintain 
_  _I?_rogramriies  ,.Pro~ding for access to.  ~~bli~ loanS,  grants, _ 
guarantees  or-.  msurance  ._  for  .. facilitaung  trade . _  or 
_  investJ1ient  abroad. It shall·make such facilities  available, 
oonsisrent with the objectives, -C:onstraints  and criteria of · 
·ruch  programmes,  (including  any  objectiv~, _constraints 
--or . criteria  relating  to  the  place  of -business  of an 
applicant for any such facility or the plat:e of delivery of 
goods or services  suppli~d with the support of any such 
facility)  for  investments  in  the  economic actiVity  in  the 
energy  .sector  o(  other  Contracting  Panies  or·  for 
financing  trade .  in  energy  materials  and  produ~ with 
;other Cqntracting  Parties...  ·  - · 
_  3.  · -Contracting  · Parties  shall,  in  _ implementing 
programmes in  e_coriomic  activity in _the  energy sector to 
improve  the  ec_onomic  stability  and _investmeiu:· climates 
· of  the  Contracting  Parties,  seek  ;~.s  . appropriate  to 
encourage  the . operations  and.  take  advantage  of  the-
·expertise  of  relevant international  fiitancial  mstttuupfis. 
4.  Nothing  m  this:  Article  shall· prevent: 
-.' 
(a)  fi~ancial institutions from. applying their own lending 
.  or underwriting-practi'?es  based _on. market principles 
. and Pt;Jdential considerations; _or  ~  .  · 
(b)  a. Contrrcting Party from  taki~g  me~sures: 
(i)  for  prudential  reasons; ·  i~cluding the  pr~tectl_o~­
of' investors;  . consumers,  _depositors,  -policy-
holders ·or  persons  to whom  a  fiduciary 'duty. is 
owed by a financial service sUpplier; or  ·. 
•,.  .  ' - ~'  ~  .  '  -
-, 
'  (ii) to·  ensure  the.~ integrity' .and  stahilicy  of  its. 
financi~l system and capital m:irkets.  ··  · 
.  .,.  - .  ·C.  . 
PART III 
INvEsTMENT PROMOTION .AND  PROTECfiON 
Article  10 
·Pro~otion, protection and -treatment of investments· 
I.  Each  Contracting .Party ·shall,- in  a~cordance .with 
_  the·_  provisions  of  this  Trea-ty,  encourage  and  create 
stable,  equitable,  favourable  and  transparent  conditions 
for . investors  of ·other  Contracting  Parties  · to  make 
Investments  m  Its  _area.'  Such  conditions  ~hall- include ... a 
. commitment. to. accord  at  all  times• to  investments  of 
. investors  of other  ·coi.tr~cting ·Parties· fair. ~nd  · equitable 
treatment  .. Such· _inv_estments  .shall ·also  enjoy  the  most 
constant  protection  and _  security  and  _rio  Contrac~ing 
Pany :-shall  . in  any  way  impair  by  unreasonable  or 
. discriminatory  measures· their  management,  mainte~ance, 
usc,  ·enjoyment  or  dispos~L .In  no  case  shall  . such 
investments  be  accorded  treatment  less"  favourable  than .. 
that  r~quired by· intern  a  tiona( law~· including  treaty obli-
- \ 
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gations.  Each Contracting Party shall. obser:ve  any obli-
gations  it  has  entered• ·into  with  an  investor ·or .  an 
investment  of  an  investor  of  any  other  Contracting 
Party. 
2.  Each  Contracting  Party shall  endeavour to accord 
to investors  of other Contracting Parties,  as  regards  the 
making  of  investments  in  its  area,  the  treatment 
described  in  paragraph  3. 
3.  For the  purposes  of this  Article,  'treatment'  IT'eans  , 
treatment accorded  by a  Contracting Party which  is  no 
less  favourable  than· that  which  it  accords  to  its  own 
investors  or to  investors  of any other .Contracting Party 
or any third  State, whichever  is  the  most  favourable. 
4.  A  supplementary  treaty shall,  subject  to  conditions 
to  be  laid  down  therein,  oblige  each  party  thereto  to . 
accord . to  investors  of  other  parties,  as  regards  the 
making  of  investments  in  its  area,  the  treatment 
described  in  paragraph  3.  That. treaty shall  be  open  for 
signature  by  the  States  and  Regional  Economic . Inte-
gration .  Organizations  which  have  signed  or acceded  tO 
· this  Treaty.  Negotiations  towards  the  supplementary 
treaty  shall  commence  not  later  than  1  January  1995, 
with  a  view  to  concluding it by  1 January  1998: 
5.  · Each  Contracting  Party  shall,  as  regards  the 
making of investments  in  1ts  area, endeavour to: 
(a)  limit  to  the  m1mmum  the  exceptions  to  the 
Treatment described  in  paragraph 3; 
(b)  progressively  remove  eXISting·  restnCUOnS  affecting 
investors of other Contracting Parties. 
6.  (a) A  Contracting  Party may,  as ·regards the making 
of  invesunents  in  its  area,  at  any ·time  declare. 
voluntarily  to  the  Cha~r Conference·,  through 
the Secretariat,  its  intel'l\icn not to introduce new 
exceptions  to  the  treatment  described  m 
paragraph 3. 
(b)  A  Contracting  Party  may,  furthermore,  at  any 
time  make  a  voluntary commitment to accord  to 
investors  of other Contracting Parties,  as  regards 
the  making  of  investments  in  some · or  all 
economic activities  in  the energy sector in  its. area, 
the  treatment  described  in · paragraph  3.  Such 
commitments  shall  be  notified  to  the  Secretariat 
and  listed  in  Annex  VC  and  shall  be  binding 
under this  Treaty. 
7.  Each  Contracting  Party shall  accord to investments 
in  its  area of investors of other Contracting Parties,  and 
their  related  acuvltles  including  management,  main-
tenance,  use,  enjoyment  or  disposal,  treatment no  less 
fav:ourable  than that which it accords to investments  of 
· its  own  investors  or  of  the  investors  o( any  other 
Contracting  Party ·or any third  State and their  rel~ted 
activities  including  ·managerrjent,  mainu!nana:,  use, 
enjoyment or disposal, whichever is  the most favourable. 
. 8.  The  modalitieS  of  appliCation  of  paragraph  7  in 
relation to programmes under which a Contiading Party 
provides  grants  or other  financial  assistance,  or e·nters 
into contracts, for energy technology research and devel-
opment,  shall  be  reserved  for  the  supplementary  treaty 
described  in  paragraph  4.  Each  Contracting  Party shall 
through  the  Secretariat  keep . the  Chartc:r · Conference. 
informed  of the  modalities  it  applies  to the programmes 
described  in  this  paragraph: 
9.  ·  Each  State·  or  Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organization which signs or accedes to this Treaty shall, 
on the date  it  signs  the Treaty or deposits its  instrument 
of  accession,  submit  to  the  Secretariat  a  . report 
summarizing  all  .laws,  regulations  or  other.  meas_ures 
relevant  tO: 
(a)  exceptions to paragraph 2; oi: 
(b)  the programmes referred to in paragraph 8. 
A  Contracting Party shall  keep "its  report up to· date by 
promptly submitting  amendments to the Secretariat. The 
Charter  Conference  shall  review  these  reports  period-
,  ·ically. 
.  . 
In  respect of subpa~agraph (a) the  repo~ may designate 
parts of the energy sector in which  a  Contracting Party 
accords  to  investors  of  other  Contracting  Parti~  the 
treatment described  in  paragraph 3.  · 
In  respect of subparagraph (b) the review by the ·charter 
Conference may consider the effects o.f such programmes 
on competition  and  investments. 
10.  Notwithstanding  any  other  p~oVJSIOn  of  ~his 
Article,  the  treatment  described  in  paragraphs. 3  and  7 
shall  not apply· to  the  protec.tion of intellectual property; 
instead,  the  treatment shall  be  as· specified  in  the  corre-
sponding  provisions  of  the  :applicable  ;nternational 
agreements  for  the  protection  of  intellectual  property 
·rights  to  which  the  respective  Contracting  Parties  are 
pan1es. 
11.  For  the  purposes of Article 26,  the application  by 
a  Contracting  Pany  of  a  trade-related  mvestment  '. No L 380/32 
measure  as  de5crilXd  in·. Anicle  5  ( 1  (  and  (2)  to  an  , 
· investment of an:  inv~r of another Cont.r;lcting  Party 
existing :at. the'. time. of such.· application  .. shall, subject to. ' 
_Article 5 {3) and (4), be oonsidered.a,breach  ..  ofan obli- · 
. gati~n of the  f~rmer ~~tracting Party under .  this  part. 
12.  ·Each  Contracting  Party  shall  ensure  that  it.S 
domestic 'law provides ·effective  i:neans  for  the  assertion · 
of claims  and the· enforcement of rights with  re~pect to · 
investments,  investment  agreements,  and  . invesuTient  . 
. authori~ations.  . 
.  -·. ,, 
_Article  11 
.  Key  personnei . 
, ) .  A  Contracting  Party shall,  subject  to  i~ -law~ and 
regulations  'relating  to  the ·entry,  st.ay·-: and  .;work  of 
natural  persons, . examine  _in  . good  faith  req'uests.  by . 
. investors  ~f  another  Contracting  Party,  and.- key· 
personnd  who  are  employed  by  SUCJi  lnvesto~S  .Or  by. 
-investments  ...  6f  such  investors,  to-- enter·· ·and  .rem·ain.  · 
temporarily in· its area  to engage·· in  aqiviti'ef connected 
r'  '  with'  the .. 'm~kjng : or  the  .. development,  managemept,' 
··.maintenance,·  use,  enjoyment  or . disposal  of  relevant 
investments,  including  the  provision  of _advice  or  key 
technical  services.  · 
2.  A  Comracting  Party  shall  permit.· investors  -. of 
another Contracting· Party which have  ipvestmen~ in  its 
area,  and  in~es~ments of such  investors,  to  employ  any· 
key  person  of': the  investor's  or die. investment's _choice_ 
'r;egardless  of  nationality  and  citizenship _provided  thai 
such  key person has been  permitted  to  enter,  stay  and 
work in  the  area ·of the  former  Contracting  Party  and 
·.  that ·the ·employment concerned ·confg.rms· ~o the  terms, 
conditions  and  time  limits  of the  permission  granted  to 
such  key person.  "  .  . 
Article, 12 
~~pe~ation for  lo_~ses 
· 1,  Except w-here. A.Tticle _t3 ·applies;· a.r1  invest~r o£  iny 
Contracting  Party 'which  suffers  a  loss _with· respect  ~o 
any Investment In  the area of. ai:lother  Contracting Pany 
-owing to war or other' ar111ed  conflict, .state of. national 
emergency,  civil_ di.sturbance;. or  oi.her  similar  event  in 
that  a~ea,  shall· be  accorded  by  the  Iauer J::::ontracting 
Pany;  as  regards "restitution,  indemnification,  compen-
sation  or other.  ·settleme'nt,  treatment  which.·.is  the .most 
favourable. of thai, which  that Conu'acting Party  ac~ords 
t~. any  other  iryvestor,  wheiher  'its  . own·  investor; .the. 
.  i~nvestor of .  any other Contracting Party, .  oi  the ·investor 
of  any  ~hird State. 
··., 
_-_, 
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2.  _Without  prejudice ·to.  paragr~pli. i, .an inVestor·. of a 
Contractin~-- Party : whiCh,  in  any  ·of  ·.  t!te  ,  si~ations · 
refer:red tom that paragraph;.  suffers a-loss m -the area of 
.·  ' another.· Contracting Pany resulting from: 
~  .  .  .. 
(a)  requisitioning·  ~f its'  investinen~ or. pan there~f by t!ie 
latter's forces or authoc1ties; or : ·..  .  .  .  '  . 
(b) destruc.uon:  of its  invesi.rnent'.or -p~n thereof by  the 
latter.'s  forces  or authorities,' which was not required 
by the necessity ofthe situation;  _  • · 
.  •  ·.  f  •  '  '  • .... ,: 
~.;  . 
shall  be . accorded  restitution  or compensation. which . m 
··either  c~se shall  qe prompt,  adequate  ~and·  effective . 
. ·Article  13 . . 
Expropriati~~ · 
· 1.  Investments  of in¥estors  of a  Coimacilng  Party ·in~· 
the  area  of apy  other  Contracting  Pany .shall  not .be 
n~tionalized,.  expropriate~. or  su~jected to a  measure  or. 
measures·. having  e:ffeci  equivalent. io  nation;J.lizatio'n  or 
expropnauon  (hereinafter. referred  to. as  ~expropriation') 
except_  where such  exprcipri~tion: is: 
(a) _for a purpose whi<:;h  is  in  th_e  publi~ interest; 
(b)  not discriminato'ry; 
(c)  carried. out underdue. proass of law; and 
(d) accC::,mpanied  by  the  payment  of prompt, ·adeq~ate 
and effective .compensation:.  __ 
Such co-mpensation .shail  amount to the fair  ~arkei value. · 
of the  investment  expropriate~ at. the  i:.ime  immediately 
before: !.he  'expropriation  oi:  imp_ending .. expropriatibn 
became known in such a way as  to affect the val,ue. of the 
mvestmeht - (hereinafter  'referred  to · as· the ·.:valuation 
.  .  -'  ..  ~  .  .  . 
date'). 
Such fair  m~rket  value shall at the  reques~ of the -investor 
be  expressed in a 'fre~Iy convertible currency ori _the  basis. 
·of ~he ,tnarket. ·rate of exchange- existing for·that currency 
o·ri _the  valuation  aate.  Compensation  shall  also  ·include 
interest  at  _a  COIDfi!ercial  rate  established_  on . a  market 
. basis from  the  date  of  ·expropriation  until  the  date  of 
_paymein. 
.. 
2 ... The investor  affected  shall ·have  ~. righ~: to  prompt 
revie'Y,  under the .law of the .Contracting. Party making 
, ihe  e~propriation, by  a  judicial. or  ot~er-ccimpetent and,· 
.  ind~pendc.Iit  authority  of  that  Cont~acting Pany,  of its·· 
qse,  of  the  v~luation  of  its.  investment,  and  of 'the 
payinen't  of compensation,. in_  accorc!ance. with  the  pnn-
ciple_s ·  s_ct  oul: in paragraph ·t.  · i. 
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3.  For  the  av:oidance  of.  doubt,  expropri~tion  shall 
include  situations  where • a  Contraaing  Party  expro-
priates the assets of a company or enterprise in its area in . 
which an investor of any other Contracting Party has an 
investment,  including  through  the  ownership  of shares. 
./i..rticle  14 
Transfers related  to investments 
1.  Each  Contracting  Pany  shall  with  respect  to 
investments  in  its  area  of  investors  of  any  other 
Contracting Pany guarantee the freed9m of transfer into 
and  out of its  area,  including  the  transfer of: 
(a)  the  initial  capital  plus  any  additional  capital  for  the 
maintenance and  devel~pment of an investment; 
.... 
(b)  returns; 
(c)  payments  under  a  contract,  including  amortization 
of principal  and  accrued  interest  payments  pursuant . 
to a loan agreement; 
(d)  unspent  earnings  and  other  remuneration  of 
personnel  engaged  from  abroad  in  connection  with 
that investment; 
(e)  proceeds  from  the  sale  or liquidation  of all  or any 
pan of an investment;  · 
(f)  payments arising out of the settlemerlt of a dispute; 
(g)  payments  of  compensation  pursuant  to  Articles  12 
and  13. 
2.  Transfers pursuant to  paragraph  1 shall  be effected 
without delay and (except in  case of a return in  kind) in 
a  freely  oonvenible currency.  . 
"""'::........,  . 
3.  Transfers  shall  be  made  at  the  market  rate  of 
exchange existing on the date of transfer .with respect to 
spot transactions in the currency to be transferred. In  the 
. absence of .a  market for foreign  exchange, the rate t9 be 
used  will  be  -the  most  recent  rate  applied  to  inward 
investments  or  the  most  recent · exchange  rate  for 
conversion  .of  currencies  into  special  drawing  rights, 
whichever  is  more  favourable  to· the  investor. 
4.  Notwiths~nding paragraphs  io  3,  a  Contracting 
Pany  may · protect  the  rights  of  creditors,  or  ensure 
compliance with  laws  on the issuing, trading and dealing 
in  ·securities  and  the  satisfaction  of judgements  in  civil,  · 
administrative  and  criminal  adjudicatory  proceedings, 
through  the . equitable,  . non-discriminatory,  'and  good 
faith  application  of its  laws  and  regulations. 
5.  Notwithstanding  paragraph .2,  Contraaing  P~es 
which  are  States  that  were  consti~ent  parts  of  the 
fonner Union of  Soviet  Socialist Republics .may provide 
in  a~eements concluded  between them that transfers. of 
payments  shall  be  made  in" the  currencies  of  such 
Contracting  Parties,  provided  ~at S\ich  agreements  do 
not treat investments  in their areas of investOrs  of other 
·Contracting  . Parties  less  favourably  than  either 
investments of investors of the Contracting Parties which 
have  entered  into  such  agreements  or.  investments  of 
investors  of any third State. 
6.  Notwithstanding subparagraph  1  (b)~ a  Contracting 
Pany may  restrict  the  transfer  of a  return  in  kind  in 
circumstances  where  the  Contracting Pany is  pennitted 
pursuant w  Anicle 29  (2) (a) or the GAIT and Related 
Instruments  to restrict or prohibit the exportation or the 
sale  for expon of the.  product constituting the return in 
kind;  provided  that  a . Contracting  Party  shall  perinit 
transfers of returns  in  kind  to be  effected as  authorized 
or  specified  in  an  investment  agreement,  investment 
authorization,  or  other  written  agreement  between  the 
Contraciin.g  Pany  and  either  an  investor  of  another 
Contracting  Party or its  investment  .. 
Article  15 
Subrogation · 
1.  If  a  Contracting  Pany  or  its  designated  agency 
' (hereinafter  referred  to  as  the  'Indemnifying · Party') 
makes a payment under an indemnity or guarantee given 
in  respect  of an  investment  of .an  investor  (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  the  'Party  Indemnified') ·in  the  area  of 
another Contracting Pany (hereinafter referred to as  the 
'Host Pany'}, the Host Pany shall  recognize: 
(a) the assignment  to  the  Indemnifying  Pany of all  the 
rights and claims  in  respect of such investment;. and 
(b)  the  right  of the  Indemnifying  Pany to  exercise  all 
such  rights  and  .enforce  such  claims  by  vinue  of 
subrogation. 
2.  The  Indemnifying  Pany  shall  be  entitled  m  all 
Circumstances  to: 
(a)  the same treatment in  respect of the rights and claims 
acquired by it by vinue of the assignment referred  to 
in  paragraph 1; and  ·  ' 
(b)  the  same payments due pursuant to those  rights and 
claims, 
as  the Pany Indemnified was entitled to receive by vinue 
of  ~his  Treaty  in  respect  of the  investment  concerned. ..  ,··; 
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3.  . In  any :proceedmg'  purSuant  to; .Aiticle  :26,  a 
'  Contracting . Party  shall  not · ~rt .~  a  defe'nee, 
~tmterclaqn, right. of set-off or for· any· other reason, 
that  indeniriifi.Ca:tion . or ~other  compensation for .ail  or 
part of the .  alleged damage$ has· be;en  reeeived 'or will  be 
·rc:Ceived  pursuant to an insurance or guarantee  con~aCt.  .  .  .  ·'  .  .  .  '  ~.  .  .. 
. ·Article  16· 
· Relation  to  ~ther  .agree~elltS 
w,here  two.:.. or  more  Contracting  Parries  haye  erite;ed 
-into •' a  prior 'international  agreement,  or' enter. into  a 
subsequent  .  i~ternational  agreeqtent, .. whose  te~$  .• in 
.. either case concern the subject rhatter. of. Pan III. or v of  .. 
· thi:s. Tteaty;.  '  · 
. ·t.  n9thing  in  P~n  ·III  or ,y. o(  this  .Treaty' shalL  be 
construed  to  derogate  from  any  provision 'of such 
terms  of. ;he  other  agreement.  or from  any  right .. to 
dispute  . resolutjoil  with . respect  thereto  under:  that 
igree.ment;  and· ·  ,:  . , 
2~  noi.hi~g in  such ·terms ohhe oi~er'agr:eementshall;be 
construed  ..  to derogate from' any provision  of Pan III 
·  .. or' V  ot  this  Treaty· or  from  any· right  to. 'dispute 
res?h:nion. with respeci:thereto _uride~ this Treaty; 
..  ·~here  any .  such  provision  is  more  'favourable  to  the. 
investor  or  inv~stment. 
.·  .. 
.  Non~a.,pli~~o-~  •· of Part Ill· in certain:-·  ct:cu~tanecs 
;"·. 
Eai:h ..  Contractiii~ Party  resel"'ies  the  light to· deny  the. 
advantages  of this  pan  ·t?: 
.. l.  a  leg~! entity if  citize~s  ~r. ~ational~ ·of :a  third  Sta~e 
.  .  own or. control  s,Uch  entity and if  tJ.tat  _entity has  ,no 
substantial·  business . activities . in  ·the  area  of . the 
ContraCting Party in  whi~h it'is organized;.or  .  ·.  . 
. ,.  ~  " 
,\. 
2.  an  invesunent;  if·~he deriying ~ont;acting_ Pany  e~~b~· ··· ·· 
' ' lishes  thai  such  investment  is . an  investment  of  an 
. . investor  of  a  third.  St~te  ~ith  or ;as  to  which  .th~ 
_denying  Contracting Pany: .... 
· (a)· does not maintain  a diplomati¢ ielationship; or. 
.. 
(b)  adopts or maintains  meas~res that: 
••  -.  •  - <  .·,  •  - • 
~  .  .  .  .  .. 
(i)  prohibit.  tra~sactions  with .  in~est~rs'  of .that 
State;· o~  · 
·.:. 
(ii)  would . be  viol~ted · or  cir~umv~nt~d.  if  the 
.  benefits . of.  this  . part.  were  accorded  .to 
inv~stars ~f  tha'~ Stat:e· or ta theircinvestrrients. 
.MISCELLANEOUS  PROV~SIONS' 
.·_,, 
' .  Arti~le 18 
Sovereignty  over enex:gy  resources 
"'"  ...... 
c  L  . The  Contracting  .Panies  recog-nize  . State  .~over~ 
~igtlty and  sovereign  rights over. energy resources.  Tiiey 
· ·reaffirm that these. musvbe ·exercised in  accordance with• 
a'nd  subject  to  the  niles'  ~f  international  laW..  . 
2..  ·•  Without  affectirg  ther  objeci:lves. · of  :promoting 
' . access  to  energy  resources, . and  exploration  and. devel-' 
··op~ent· thereof on  a  commeicial.basis,  the Treaty shall. 
in  no .  wa'y  prejudiC'e  the ·rules. in  Contracting  Panies 
gover'1i~Jg  t~e system  ,of  property  owne~ship of  energy-
resources. 
3.  Each State continues to hold in  panirular the  rights  .·· 
t9  de~ide the  geogtaph~ical  areas. widii'n  its  'area  t~. be  . 




,'  ...... 
·.  energy· resources,  the  optimalizatiort · of their  recov¢ry 
:·  and the rate at which they· may be  dep!e~ed or 'othe.rwise 
. exploited,  io  specifY' and .  enjoy  any taXes;  royalties  or,  .. 
othe~ financial  payi_!Ients  payable by virtue of such e:x:plo: 
ration  aitd  exploit.at!on,  and' tq  regulate·  ~he. environ-
mental  and  safety- aspects  of rucfi  explodtion,  devd~ 
opment ·.·  and.  reclamation'  ..;itl:.;in  ' its  area,  . and  to  .. 
pariicip~te> in' su~h  ..  ej(ploration  a~d hploitation~' inter 
-alia,· through ·direct'  participation  by.  the: govemmenLor 
. through .  State·  enterprises.  .  ·.  .  .  ·  • 
4.  The·  Corii~acting·  Parties undenak,e  to. faciiitat~  . 
access  to ·energy  resour~s,  · inier alia,  l:iy  Allocating:  in  a·· 
non-disc:riiniriatory  manner  (In  tht;. ·~asis  of  published 
. criteria  authorizations, ..  licences,  concessions  ~  and 
contracts. to . prospect  .and  explore  for  or . to .  exp'fqit. or 
.extr:l.ct  energy" .resources. 
..  _ .... 
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Article  19 
Environmental  aspects 
1.  In  ~ursuit of sustainable  development  and  taking 
into  account  its  obligations  up.der  those  international 
agreements  concerning  the  environment  to  which  it  is-
party~ each Contracting PartY. shall strive to minimize in 
ari  economically efficient  manner harmful enVironmenta{ 1 
impacts  occurring either . within or outside its  area from· 
all  operations within the energy cycle  in  its  area,  taking · . 
proper  account of safety.  In doing so  each  Contracting· 
Party shall act in  a  cost-effective manner.  In  its  policies' 
and  actions  each 'Contracting Party shall  strive  to  take 
· precautionary measUres  to 
1prevent or minimize  environ-
. mental  degradation.  The  Contracting  Parties  agree  that 
the polluter in  the  areas  of Contracting Parties,  should, 
in  principle, ·bear the  cost  of pollution,  including  trans-
boundary  pollution,  with . due  ..  regard  to  the  public 
intc:rest  and  without distorting  investment  in  the  energy 





take  account.  of  environmental  considerations 
throughout  the  formulation  and  -iniplementat~on  of 
.their energy. policies; 
promote  market~oriented  price  forniation  and  a 
fuller  refl~ction of eiwironmental  costs  and  benefits 
· through.out the energy cycle; 
having  regard  to  Article  34  (4),  en~ourage coop-
eration  in  the  attainment  of  the  environmental 
objectives of the Chaner and cooperation in the field 
of  international  environmental  standards  for  the 
energy  cycle, . taking  into  account  differences  in 
adverse  ··effects  and  abatement  costs  between 
Contracting Parties; 
(d)  have  panicular ·regard  t?f-, i)Tiproving · energy  effi:.. . 
'ciency;  'to  developing  and  using  renewable  energy. 
sources, to promoting  t~e use  of cleaner fuels  and to 
employing technologies  and technological  means  that 
reduce  pollution.;  · 
(e)  promote  the  collection  · and  sharing  among 
·cor'tracting  ·Parties  ·of  information  ·on·  c;nviron-
mentally  sound  and  economically  efficient  energy 
policies  and  cost-effective practices arid  technologies; 
(f)  promote  public  awareness  of  the  environmental 
impacts  of  energy  systems,  of the  scope  for  the 
prevention "or' abatement  of  their  adv:erie. environ-
mental  impacts,  and  of ·the  costs  associated  with  , 
· vario~s- prevention or abatement measures; 
(g) promote and .cooperate ·in' the research,· development 
and  application  of  energy.  efficient  and  environ-. 
mentally sound technologies, practices  an~.  processes 
which  Will  minimize  harmful ·environtnental  impacts 
of all aspects of the energy.  cycle in an' eConomically 
efficient manner;  ·  · 
(h)  encourage· favourable conditions  f~; the transfer and 
dissemination  of  such  technologies  consistent  with 
the  adequate, and_  effective  protection  of iritellect~al  ·. 
property rights; 
(i)  promote the transparent assessment at an early stage 
and prior to ·decision,  and subsequent monitoring, of 
environmental  impacts  of environmentally significant 
energy investment projects; 
(j)  promote  international . awareness·  and.  information 
exchange  on  Contracting  Parties' . relevant·  environ~ 
mental  programmes . and  'standards  .and  on  the-' 
implementation of those Pt:Ogrammes  and standards; 
(k)  participate,  upon  request,  and within  their  available 
·-resources,  in  the  development and implementation of 
. appropriate  environmental  · progr:ammes  in  the 
Contracting  Parties. 
2.  At the request of one or more Contracting Parties, 
-disputes  concerning  the. application  or interpretation  of · 
- provisions  of  this  · Article  shall,  to  the  extent  that 
. arrangements  for  the_  consideration of such  disputes  do · 
nbt  exist  in  other  app-ropriate  international  fora,  be 
reviewed  by  the  Charter  Conference  aiming  at  a 
solution. 
.  3.  For the  purposes of this -~ide:  '' 
(a)  '_energy  cycle'  means  the  entire  ·energy  chain, 
including  activities  related  to prospecting  for,  explo-
ration,  production,  conversion)  ·storage,  transport, 
distribution and consumption of the xarious forms of 
energy,  and the treatment and disposal of wastes,  as 
well  as  the decommissioning; cessation or closure of_ 




'environmental impact'  means any effect· caused by  a 
given  activity  on  the  environment,  including  human ;  ·-
health  and  safety,  flora,  fauna,  soil,  air,  water, 
climate,  landscape  and  historical  monuments  or 
· other  physical  structures  or the  interactions  among 
these  factors;  it  also  includes  effects  on  cultural · 
heritage or socio-economic conditions  resulting from 
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(c)  'inipro~g  energy  efficiencY'  means  acting  to 
maintain._ the  same  ~t  of  o~tput  (of .a, good  or: 
. service) without reducing the' quality or performance 
of the  outpu~ _while  reducing the amount of energy 
requ~  to ·produce that output;  ·  ·.  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  . 
, (d)  'c~;t-effective'  means  to  achiev~ ·a  defined  objective 
at the lowest. cOSt, Or tO  achieve' the greatest benefit at 
_a  given  cost~ 
·  Article  20 
Transparency 
1.  Laws,  regulations,  judicial  decisions  and  adminis-
trative  rulings of genera} application_  which.  affed tiade 
in energy materials arid productS are, in  accordance with·.· 
Article'  29  (2)'  (a),  among  ;the  measures  sub)ect  to  tne. 
tr<~;nspareJJ.cy  disciplines . of . the . GA TI · arid  relevant 
Related  InstnimentS·..  · 
2.  .  . ;La~s  •.  _re~lations; judicial  decisions  and  adminis~ 
trative  .. rulings  of general  application  mad~ effeetive  'by 
any Contracting Party, and agreementS 'in force  between 
Contracting Panies,  which .affect  other matters.covered 
by this  Treaty shaH  also be  published  promptly in ·such a 
·manner' as  to enable CQntracting Panies and  investors to 
become •acquainted .with  them.  The  provisions  of  _this·. 
paragraph  ·shall  not  r~quire  any·  Coiltraeting  P"'ny  to · 
. disclose  confidential  information  which  .  would  Impede 
. law  enforcement· or othc;rwise  be  contrary to  the  public 
. intereSt . or  would . pr~juqice  the  legitimate  commercial 
interestS  of any  i~vestor.  ·  · 
3.  .  Each  ~ontractin~ Pany shall  desi~nate <;>n~ or mo~e  _  · 
enqu1ry .pomtS  t_o ·which: requestS  for  mformauon  about 
the  abovementioned  laws, ·regulations,  judicial  _decisions  __ 
and  administrative  rulings  may. be  addressed' and shall 
.communicate  promptly  such ·designation  ·to  the  Secre~ 
tariat which  shall  make .it  available  on. reque~t. 
Article  21 
Taxation . 
1.  Exeepl:  as  otherwise  provided  .·  in  this  'kticle;  · 
nothing in  this Treaty sh~ll create-rightS or  impo~e  obli-
gations  ·with · respect  to .' .taxation · .'measures  of.  the . 
Contracting.  Part,ies.  In .·the  event . of  any  inconsistency 
between  'this  ~ide and  any  ·other  provision  of the 
Treaty,  this  Article  shall  pre"ai(to ·the  extent of the 
.  mcons1stenc:;y. 
. 2.  ..  Article  7  (3) sha\1  apply to ~taxatioi1 measures· other 
than  those  on  iricome  or on.  ~pita!,  exc~pi that ,such 
provision  shall  not apply  w:_ 
(a)  an -advantage  accorded  .  by  ·a·  Co11trai::ting · Party 
.'  pursuaqt.· to . th~ we  provisions . of  any:  eonveittiori, 
agreement or arrangement desaibed in subparagraph 
(7) {a) (ii); or 
.  '(h)  any' taXation  measure. aimed  a't~ ensunng the .eff~ctive,': 
.  ' ~llection  .. of taxeS,  except where  the  measure ' of ·a 
.Contracting  Party  arbit.Jirily  discriminates:  against~ 
'energy. materials  ·and  produCtS- 'origiria:ting  in,  or .. 
destined· foe  the. area_ .of another· Contracting  Pany 
or .  arbitrarily testriru .  benefitS  accorded  pursuant  to . 
Article 7 {3 ).  ·  · 
3.  · : Anide  10  (2).  and· (7)  shall  apply  to  taxation ··  · 
measures  of the. Contracting Parties .other than those on 
income  or.  on  capi~al;  except . that .such  proyisions  shall 
;  .·not· a~ply to.: .  .  .  .. 
(a)  impose  ~ost favour~l  natiori obligations wit11_ respect 
to  advantages  acc<;>rde-~ · by  a.  Contracting  · Pany 
·pursuant'  to · the  tax  provisions ·.of  any  convention,: 
agreement or arrangement descrihed  in· subparagraph 
(7)  (a)  (ii)  'or  resulting . from  membership  of  any 
R~gional Economic'lniegration  Organizatio~; or  · · 
(b)  a~y  taxation measure  ai~ed at ·ensuring the effective 
. collection  of  taxes;  .  'except  where  the  measure  .. 
a~bitrarily  . discriminates ·  against  an  investor  of·· 
Y,  . another  COntraCting  P~ny  or·  .. arbitrarily . restriC~ . 
benefitS_ 'accorded under the  i~vestmeiit prci'{isiqns  of 
· ·this Treaty:  ·  ·  ·  · 
4.  Article  29  {2)  to  (6) · shall  . ~pply  to  ·taxation 
measures. other than those  on 'income· or on capital. 
. 5.  ·(a)  Anicle  13  ~h~ll appl>:  to  ~xes. 
(b)  Whenever  an  issue  a·rises · pursuant  to Article  13, 
to . the.  extent  it  ~ertain~ . to· whether · a  . t:ix 
constitutes . an  expropriation  .. or· :'o/hether  a  tax 
alleged  to. ·constitute .  an expropriation  is  discrimi-
natOry; the  foll~wing provisions shall  apply:  · 
(i)  the  investo~ or ·the  Co~tra~ting Pany alleging 
expropriation s.hall  refer the· issue  of whether· 
· the .tax is  an expropriati!Jn or whether the tax · 
is ;discriminatory w  _the  rele.vant  competent 
,  tax.  ~uthority.  Failing  su<;h  . referral  by  the 
investor  or  the . Contrac.ting  Pany,  bodies 
~ailed  up.on  to · settle  ·disputes  pursuant  to: 
.. Article  ._26  (2)  (c)  or  27  (2)  shall  make  a 
.referral  to  th~  __ relevant ·competent' ux' auth-. 
orities; 
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(ii)  the  competellt  taX  authorities  shall, ·within  a 
period· of six  months  of such  rdCrral,  strive 
to  resolve  the  issues  so  referred.  Where 
non-discrimination  issues  arc  c:Oncerned.  the 
comjJetent  we  authorities · shall  apply  the 
non-disc:riin.ination  provisions  of the  relevant 
we convention or, if there is no·non-cfasaimi-
naiion  prOVlSlon  in  the  relevant  taX 
convention  applicable  to the we or no such 
taX  convention  ·is  in  force  between  the 
Contracting  Parties  concerned,  they ' shall 
apply  the  non-discrimination  principles 
pursuant  to  the  Model  Tax  Convention  on 
Income  and  Capital  of the  Organization  for 
Economic Cooperation and. Development;. 
(iii)  bodies  called  upon to settle disputes  pursuant 
to Artlcle  26  (2) (c) or 27  (2)  may take into 
account  any  conclusions  arrived  at  by  the 
competent ·tax  authqrities  regarding  whether 
the  tax  is  an expropnation. Such bodies shall. 
take . into  account any conclusioits  arrived  at 
within  the  six-month  period  prescribed  in 
subparagraph  (b)  (ii)  by  the  competent  tax 
authorities  regarding  wttether  the  tax  is 
discriminatory.  Such  hQdies  may  also  take 
into  account  any  ..  conch,  ..  ~ions  arriv:ed  at  by 
· the competent tax authorities .  after the expiry 
of the six-month. period;·  · 
(iv)  under  no  circumstances  shall  involvement  of 
the  COfllpetent  tax  authorities,  beyond  the 
· end  of the  six-month  period  refer-red  to  in 
subparagraph·  (b)  (ii),  lea~ ·to  a  delay  of 
proceedings pursu_ant to Ani!=les  26  ana 27. 
6.  For  the  avoidance  of  doubt,  Anicle . 14  shall  not 
limit  the  right  of  a  Contracting  Party  to  impose  or 
collect  a  tax  by  withholding or other means. -
· 7.  For the  purposes  of this  Article: 
' 
(a)· The term 'taXation  measure' includes;, 
(i)  any  provtston  relating  to  taxes  of the  domestic 
law  of. the  Contracting  Party  or  of· a  political 
subdivision  thereof or a  local  ·authority  therein; 
and 
(ii)  any provision  relating to taxes of any convention 
for  the  avoidance  of double .taxation  or of any 
other international agreement or arrangement by 
which the Contracting Party is  bo\.)nd. 
(b)  There  shall  be  regarded  as  taxes  on  income  or on 
· capital  all  taxes  imposed· on  total  income,  on  total 
· capital  or·  on  elements · of  income  or  of  capital, 
including  taXes  on  gains  from  the  alienation  of 
property,  taXes  on estates,  inheritances  and gifts,  or 
substantially similar taXes,  taXes  on the·total amounts 
of wages  or sa{aries  paid ·by_ enterprises,  as  well  as 
taxes on capital appreciation. 
(c)  A  'competent  taX  authority'  means  the  comp,etent 
authority pursuant to a double taxation agreement in 
forte  between  the· Contracting  Parties  or, when  no 
such  agreement  is  in  force,  the  minister  or ministry 
responsible  for  taxes  or.  their  authorized  represen-
tatives. 
(d) For  the'  avoidanc.e  of  doubt,  the  terms  "'tax 
provisions'  and 'taxes' do' not include  ~ustoms duties. · 
Article  22 
State  and privileged  enterprises 
1.  Each  Contracting Party shall  ensure  that any  Stat~ 
enterprise which  it  maintains  or establishes  shall  conduct 
its  activities  in  relation  to the sale  or provision· of goods 
and ·  services  in  its  area  in  a  manner consistent with  the 
Contracting  Party's  obligations  pursuant  to  Part  III  of 
t~_is  Trea~y.  · 
2.  No  Contracting  Party  shall  encourage  or  require 
such a State enterprise to conduct its  activities  in  its  area 
in  a _manner  inconsistent  with  the  Contracting  Party's 
obligations  pursuant  to  other provisions  of this  Treaty. 
3.  Each Contracting Party shall  ensure that if it estab-
lishes  or maintains  an entity and entrusts the  .. emity with 
regulatory,  administrative  or  other  governmental 
authority,  such  entity  shall  exercise  that  authority  in  a 
manner  consis.tent  with  the  Contracting  Party's  obli-
·gations  pursuant to this  Treaty. 
4.  No  Contracting  Party  shall  enco_urage. or  require 
any  entity  to  which  it  grants  exclusive  or  special 
privileges  to conduct its  activities  in  its  area in  a  manner · 
inconsistent  with  the  Contracting . Party's  obligations 
pursuant  tO  this  Treaty. 
5.  For  the  purposes  of ·this  Article,  'entity'  includes 
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A..rtit:/e  23 
Observanc:e  by  sub-aab.oaal  autborlties 
·• •  .I 
· 1.  · Each  · ContraCting  . Party  .  is  fully:  respoiuible 
p1.U'Sitant  to  this  -Treaty  for  the  observance  of  all 
provision$ of  the Treaty, and shall  take such· reasonable. 
measures  as  may  be  available . to  it  to  ensure  such 
.  observance by· regional and local governments and auth-
orities  wi~in its  area.  ·  - · 
2. ·  ·  The  dispute  settlement  provisio~s  in  Parts  II;  IV 
.an·d  V  ·ofthis_ Treaty  may  be  invoked  in  respect  .of 
meaSureS. affec;ting'  the  obsel.rance  of  the. Treaty  by  .a·. 
Ccnitracting  Party .which  have  been taken by  regional  or 
local  govern'ffients  or authorities  within  the ·area  of the 
Contracting  Party. 
. Article 24 
Excep_tions 
-;-· 
L  Thi~  Ariicle · shall 
and  29. 
not  apply  to  Articles  12,  13 
2.  The provisions  of this  Treaty other than: 
.  .  -.  .  ' 
· (a}  those referred to in  paragraph 1; and' 
~ft  •  •'  '  .......  •  •  •  •  •  i 
(b) .with- respect  to  subparagraph  (i),  Part  III  of the· 
Treaty; 
.  .  . 
shall not preclude. any Contracting Party from. adopting 
or enforcing  any mea.Sure:  .  .  . 
(i)  necessary  to protect_ human,  animal' or plant  life  or · 
health;- . 
(ii)  essential· to  ths<acqui~ition or distribution  of energy ·  . 
materials  and .products ,in  conditions of short supply ·. 
arising  from  causes  outside  the  . control  of  that · 
Contracting  Party, provided :that any  such  measure 
· shall  be  consistent with the. principles that; 
.  . 
(A)  all  other Contracting  P~es'  are entitled  to  an 
equitable  'share  of ·the  international  supply  of· 
.  such  energy materials and products; arid 
· (B)  any.  such  measure  that  is  inconsistent  V.:ith  this 
Treaty  shall  be  discontinued  "aS  soon'  as  the 
conditions -giving  rise  to it  have. ceased  to exist; 
or 
-
(iii)  designed  to  benefit  inv<;stors  who . are  aboriginal 
. people , br  socially or. economically.  <;lisadvarid.ged 
indiViduals . Qr  gfoUpS  Or  theii  inveSuJieilts . and· . 
notifjed  to  the  Secretariat  as  such,'-provided' that '  . 
such  measure:  ·  · · 
(A). has  no  si~cant·.bnpaa 6n ·that  ~n~cting 
.. Paeys  ·economy; and 
{B) 
'  ,.  dOes  not  d~crimi~ate b~een  in~e5tors of· an)  . 
other  Contracting  Party and .  investors  of. that· 
Contracting  Party  not  included · among ,  thos(. · 
,;  for whom the rileastue is  intended;  ·  · 
provided  that  ·no  such  measure  shall  constitute  ~ 
. disgui.sed  restncuon  on  economic  activity· in  the  e~erg) 
sector,  or  arbitrary. :or:  . unjustifiable.  discriminati6r: 
between  Contracting  Parties .. or  betwee~  investors  oz 
other.  interested  persons  of  Contracting  Pariies,.  Sud-: 
f!:teasures  shall  be  duly motivated and shall  not nullify  oz . 
impair any· benefit one or more. other Contracting Partie! : . 
may  reasonably  expect  purs\.tant  to  this  Treaty  to · ar .. 
.'extent greater than  is  strictly necessary tO  the Stated  end 
, -3.  The  provisions  of  this . Treaty  other  than·  thos( 
·referred· to  in  paragraph  l  shaJI  not· be  construed: tc 
p;event any Contracting Party from ·taking any measun 
which  it  considers  n~cessaiy:  . 
{a)  for  the  protection  of  iu .essential .security  interest.· 
· <  includjng  those: 
_..; 
. (i)  relating  to  the ·supply .  of energy  materials  anc 
produCts to a ·lllilitary establishment; or 
'.(ii)'taken· in  time ·6f  war,  armed  conflict  or·  othe 
.  emergency· in  imerna:tional  relat~ons;  , . 
.  .  .  -
(b)  relating_ to ·the  implementation- of  national  policie 
. respecting  the  non-proliferation  of nuclear .  weapon 
or other nuclear explosive  devices  or needed  to fulfj 
·its  obligations  pursuant  t'o  the  Treaty  on  -.th. 
Non~  Proliferation  of' Nuclear Weapons,  the. Nuclea· 
.  Suppliers  Guidelines,  and other  inierria~ional  nude~ 
non-proliferatic:>n .·obl.igatioris  or understandings.; ot · 
.  .  . 
(c)  for the maintenance ofp,ublic order. 
Such  measure  shall  not· constitute  a .disguised  restrictio·  · 
on. transit. 
.  - .  .  .  ,·. 
4.  The  provzstons  of this  ,Treaty  whi~h accord. mo~ 
favoured  nauon  . tr.catmcnt ·  sh.all ..  ,not  oblige  .an .. 
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Contraaing Party to extend to the investors of any other 
Contracting Party any  p~ferential ueaunent:.  · 
(a) resulting from iu membership of a free-trade area or 
rostoms union; or  . 
(b) which·  is  accorded  by  a  bilateral  or · multilateral 
agreement  concerning  economic  cooperation 
between  State$ · that  were  constituent  pans  of  the 
former  Union of Soviet  Socialist  Republics ·pending 
the  establishment of their mutual economic  relations 
on a definitive basis. 
Article  25 
Economic  Integration Agreements 
1.  The  provisions . of  this  Treaty  shall  not  be  so 
construed as  to oblige a Contracting Pany which is  pany 
to  an  Economic  Integration,  Agreeinent  (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  'EIA')  to  extend,  by  means  of  mOst 
favoured  nation treatment,· to another Contracting Pany 
'  which  is  not  a . party  to  that  EIA.,  any  preferential 
treatment applicable between· the parties to that EIA. as a 
result of their. being parties  thereto.  ·  · 
2.  For the  purposes . of paragraph  1,  'EIA'  means  an 
· · agreement substantially  liberalizing, .  inter a/ill,  trade and 
investment,  by  providing  for  the  absence  or elimination 
of  substantially  all  discrimination  bet:Ween  or  among 
parties ._  thereto  through . the  elimination  of  e~isting 
discriminatory  measures  and/  or:  the  prohibition  of new 
or more discriminatory measures,  either at the entry into 
force of tllat agreement or ,on  the basis  of a  reasonable 
time  frame.· 
3.  This  Anicle  shall  not affect  the  application  of the 




Settlement  of  disputes  between  an  investor . and  a 
Contracting  Party 
1.  Disputes  between.  a  Co~tracting  Pany  and  an 
investor  of  another  Contracting  Pany  relating  to  an 
investment of the latter in the area of-the "former, which 
concern an alleged breach of an obligation of the former 
under Pan III shall,  if possible, ,be  settled  amicably. 
2.  If ruch disputes  can not be settled according to  the 
provisions  of  paragraph  ·1  within  a  period  of  three 
months  from  the  date  on  which  either  pany  to  the 
dispute  requested  amicable settlement,  the investor pany 
to the  dispute  may  choose  to  submit  it·  for  resolution: 
........  -·' 
(a)  to  the  courts  or  administrative · tribunals  of  the 
Contracting Party pany t.O  the dispute; 
(b)  in  accordance with any applicable,  previously  agreed 
diSpute· settlement· procedure; or 
(c)  in  accordance  wiih  the  followi~g paragraphs  of this 
Article. 
3.  (a)  Subject  only  to  subparagraphs  (b)  and  (c),  each 
Contracting  Pany  hereby  gives  its  unconditional 
·consent  to  th~  submission  of  a  di~pute  to  inter-
national  arbitration  or conciliation  in  accordance 
with the provisions of this Article. · 
(b)  (i)  The  Contracting  Panies  listed  in  Annex  ID 
do not give  such unconditional consent where 
the  investor  ,,has  ·previously  submitted  the 
dispute under subparagraph (2) (a) or (b). 
. (ii)  For ·  the  sake  . of  transparency,.  each 
Contracting Pany th:u  is  listed  in  Annex  ID 
shall  provide  -a  written  statement  .  of  its 
policies,  practices  and  conditions  in  this 
x:egard  to  the  Secretariat  no  later  than  the · 
date of the  deposi~ of its  instrument of ratifi~ 
cation,  acceptance. or approval  in  accordance 
. with  Anide · 39  or  the  deposit  of  its 
instrUment  of  accession  in  accordance  with 
Anide 41. 
·(c) A  Contracting Pany listed  in  Annex  lA does 
not  give  such  unconditional /consent  with 
respect  to  a  dispute  arising  under  the  last 
sentence of Ani  de 10 ( 1  ). 
4.  In  the event that an  investor chooses to. submit the 
dispute  for  resolution  under  subparagraph  (2)  (c),  the 
investor  shall  funher  provide  its  consent  in  writing  for 
the  dispute  to  be submitted  to:  · 
/ 
(a)  (i)  the  International  Centre  for  Settlement  of 
Inv~stment Disputes,  established  pursuant  to  the 
Convention  on.-· the  Settlement  of  Investmc;_nt 
Disputes. between  States  and  Nationals  of other 
States  opened: for  signature  at  Washington,  18 








'  '  '  . 
COn~entioni if  the  cdntracti~g  · Party  ~of the 
·  investor' and the ContraCting· Party pany"to the .. 
. dispu~e are both parties to the Icsid Convention;· 
...  '  ;  ~ 
o_r 
(ii} ihe  . lni:ehtational  C~~tre ,  ; for  ·.  S~tcle.mertt  of~- ·. 
.·.  ,-lnves.tmeni  Dispi.lres,  established. pursuant to  the 
..  Convention  referred to  in.  stibparagrap~ (a). (i), 
under the  riiles governing  the ;Additional Facility 
.  ~  for  the  Administration ,of  Pr()~eedings  by.  the 
' 'Secretariat of the Centre (hereinafter referred .to· 
-·as  .  the  'Additional· Facility  .  R~les'), . if  • the-
: C:ontracting  ._·_  ~any · of ·  t~e·  investor,.  or  the 
:.  Contracting  ~any party w  the  di~piJie, . but  not 
both, is. a party to· the Icsid ,Convention;  · 
· (b} a  soJe" arbitrater"or; ~d  'h~c'arbitration ~ribuna! e5tab" 
lished.  i.Jnder  the  Arbitration- Rules  of  the  United 
Nations  Co~mission  on. International  :Trade·-Law 
(her_einafter referred-to as  'Uncitrat};oi· ·  __  ·  . 
.. '·.(c) ;n  .arbitral proceeding under the' Arbimn,ion .Institute' 
of the-Stockholm Chamber of•Commerce. 
5.  (a) _The  consent  given 'in  paragraph: 3 _together  wiih ·. 
·  the written consent· of the investor given  pursuant 
to  paragraph  4 'shall, be co_nsidered  to  satisfy  the 
,- ,_. 
·  requi~emenr for-:.  '  '  · 
.·  .. · 
(i}· wriiten  corise~·; o/the~arties to a.· dispu~e'for. 
purposes  of . <;:hapter.  · II · of  thi::.'  . Icsi9 
Convention  · and·.  :foi'  pUrposes·  0f  ihe 
Additi<;mal  Facility. Rules;···  · 
(ii)  a~  'agreement 'in ' writirtg'  for .  purposes  of 
·  ·  'Article II of the  United. Nations  Convention 
: I  on  ~he  Recognition  'and·  ' E~forceineni  of 
F6reign Arbitral Awards, done' at N~w  York; 
.  - -10  Jurie  195~ :(hereinafter· referred  tO  as  the 
. 'New Yor~ c;onventjon'); ahd 
..  ,.  .  - .....  .  .  .  - . 
'  ,:·:  ~. 
'  ( 
. (iii)  ~the pa{iies  to  a  contra,ci  (to}  have'  agr~e~ in 
.·.·•.  writing'  .• for the' purposes .  of Article  i. of  the 
. Uncitral .~bitration Rules.· 
·.(b) 'Any  arbitration  pursuant io ·this. Article .shall at. 
die reques·t  oLiny party' to .·the  dispute be held  in 
a  State.  that . 'is · a  , pariy'  to  die ·New  X  ork. 
Convention: · · Claims  · submitted··  to  arbitration· 
hereunder  shall  be  considered . to  aris~  out' of ·a 
. c~mm'er~ial  relati·()~ship  or.  'trans~ctio,n  for  the. 
•. p_urpos.es  of Article I .of that Convention. 
6..  A  tribun-al  established  p~rsuant to p;ragraph. 4.  ~hall. 
decide. the- issues  in'  dispu,tc'  in,.  accordanc~  with  this 
'.  ~.  .  ' 
.;  ·  .. 
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Treaty.  and  applicl,ble: niles· arid  principles.  ·of inter:-
national  law~:  ·  · · 
7..  :AD.  investor other than 'a nalural person which has' 
the  nationality  of  a  Conu:actirig  Pa,rty .. pany  · to  the 
: dispute on ,the date· of t4e consent in  writing referred to ' 
·in  paragraph  4  and  which,  before.  a  dispute _be:CWeen  it 
. _and  thai  Contracting  Party  arises,  is  cpnt:rolled - by 
inyestors of anot}ier  Contracting .Party,  shall·  for  .the . 
purpose ofArtide 2.5  (2}  (b) of the  lcs~d,_Convention be 
treated .  as  a  'national· of:  another ContraCting State' and  ··:"  · 
shall for \!le' ptirpos~: of Artide J  (6) o(  the;  Additional, . 
Facility Rules  be treated as  a: 'nationaJ of ariqther ·state\· 
-·  -- .  .  .·  ·'  '  .  . ·.·  .  . 
:s.·  . The  aVfards  of a~bitr~tion,' -tvh_ich  may  in~lude· an 
award  of  in~erest,  shall ,be  final  and· binding. upon  the 
.  •parties  to  the  . dispute.  'An  award·· of  a'rbitration' . 
.. ·· .. con~erning a- measure ,of a  sub-nagonal  government  0~'  . 
·_ ·_  aut~ority  of  the  ..  disputing  ··  Contracting  Party  ·shall 
· pr6vid1: ·that· the  ~ol).trac.;ting· Pariy  may  pay  moner'ary  . 
· . damages  in  lieu· of  .any ·  oiher ·  r<;med)r'granted.  Each  · 
-. ·  Cqntracting. Party shall carry' out· without delay ;ny.  suth 
:  award  . and  . shall: . make '  provisio11  ; for·  ihe  · .effecdve 
..  elHorcement in: iis  arei' of such· awards. 
· · ·Article i 7 
· Settlement'  ·of dispute$ .. between"  Contr;cting Parties, 
.  .  •  .  •  ,  •r  ·.  •· 
. 1. .  <:::ontracti~g -:parties  shaH.,  endeavour ·  · to  seule. 
~dispjl~es  concerning. th_e  applicatio'n  or -inrerpreiation  of .· .• 
this  Treaty through·di.pio_matic  channels:.:·  ·  ·  · ··  · 
.  - .  - .  .  .  '  . . 
2  ..  ·.  ·  .·lf a  dispute~ has  ~Ot Oeen  Settled  in. accordance with 
paragraph  1 .within  a  reasonable· period .of  time,  either. 
• pa·riy thereto  ~ay, -exeept .~s .otherwise  provided  in _this  • 
Tr~aty ·or agreed  in writing  by- the  Contracting Partjes, · 
.and  except  as  concerns  the  application  ox:  interpret:~tion 
of.Anicle  6  or  Article  19  or,  for  Contracting  Parties 
·  listed  in  Anoex · IA; ihe  last .sentence of Article  10  '( 1  ), 
'upqn" Viritte~  n~tice  to •the' other  patty. to  th~  dispute. 
submit the 'matter  ~o. an  ad hoc tribunal  pursuant .i:.o .  this 
Article  . 
''  / 
3 ... Such-~~ ~d  hoc a~bi~r3J  triburial:sh~ll be  c6nstit~ted 
as  follows:·. 
(a)  The  Cohtraciing  Pa~~y  iiistitl!ting  the 'proceedi!lgs · 
:shall appoim oneme!llber ofthe·tribunal and inform 
the' oihef <:::omracting  Pany •to  the  dispute 'of-· ii_s · 
appoint~ent with~n 30  days  of  rec~ipt of  the  notice 
- referred  to  in·  paragraph ·2  by the other-. Contracting 
Party>.  .  .  · · · 
(b) -Within 60  days  of 'the. receipt· of  th~ written notice. , 
·  .. rderred  to  in' paragraph 2,  ,tl1e  other  Cont"f:tcting,.· 
I.·-:g._-
.  .  . 
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Party pany to the diSpute sbaJ1  appoint one member. 
If  the appointment is  not made within the time limit · 
prescribed,  the  Contracting  Party  having  instiwted · 
the proceedings. may, within 90 days of the receipt' of 
the· written notice referred to in paragraph 2, .request 
that the  appointment . be  made  in  accordance  with 
subparagraph (d). 
{c)  A  third  member,  who  may  not  be  a. national  or 
citizen  of a ·  Contraa:ing Pany pany to the dispute, 
shall  be appointed by the Contracting Parties parties 
to the dispute. That member shall be the President of 
the tnbunal. If, within  150 days of the receipt of the 
notice  referred  to  in  paragraph  2,  the  Contracting 
Panies are  unable ·to agree on the appaintment of a 
third member,  that  appointment  shall  be  made,  in 
accordance with  subparagraph (d),  at the  requeSt  of 
either  Contracting  Pany submitted  Within  180  days 
of the receipt of that notice  .. 
(d)  Appointments  requested  to  be  made  in  accordance 
with  this  paragraph  shall  be  ·made .  by the  Secretary-
Gener::.!  of  the  Permanent  Court  of  International 
· Arbitration within 30  days of the receipt of a request 
· to· do so.  If ihe Secretary-General  is  prevented from 
discharging  this  task,  the app6iutmentS shall be  made 
by  the  First Secretary of the·  Bureau. If the  latter, in 
u~rn,  is  prevented  from  discharging  this  task,  ~he 
appointmf:ntS  shall  be  made  ·by  the  most  senior 
deputy. 
(e)  AppointmentS  made  in  accordance  with 
subparagraphs  (a)  to  (d)  shall  be  made  with  regard 
to  the  qualifications. and· experience,  partiCl,l.larly  in 
matters covered by this Treaty, of the members to be 
appointed. 
.(f)  In  the  absence  of  an  agreement  to  the  contrary 
between  the  Contracting  Parties,  the  Arbitration 
· ·Rules of Uncitral. shall  govern,  except  to the  exteflt 
·modified  by  the · Contracting · Parties  parties  to  the 
dispute or by the  arbitrators. The tribunal  shall take 
itS  decisions by a majority vote of itS  members. 
(g)· The tribunal  shall. decide. the ·dispute  in  accordance.· 
with  this  Treaty and  applicable  rules  and principles 
of international law. 
(h) The arbitral· award  shall  be .  final  and  binding  upon 
·  .. the Contracting Parties parties to the dispute. 
(i)  Where,  in  making an award, a  tribunal  fmds  that a 
measure  of  a  -regional  or  local  government  or 
. authority· within  ,the  area  of. a. Contracting  Party 
listed  in  Pan I of Annex Pis not in conformity with 
this  Treaty,  either pany to the  dispute  may  invoke 
the provisions of Pan II .of Annex P. 
{j)  The  expenses  of the  tribunal,  including  the  remun-
eration· of its  members, shall be  borne in equal shares 
by the Contracting Parties panies to the dispute. The 
tribunal  may,  however,  at itS  discretion direct that a· 
higher proportion of the  costs be  paid- by one of the 
Contracting  Pani~ parties to the dispute.  · ' 
(k)  Unless  the  Contracting  Parties  parties  to the dispute 
agree  otherWise,  the  tribunal shall  sit  in  The Hague, . 
and  use  the  premises  and facilities  of the  Permanent 
Court of Arbitration. 
(I)  A  copy  of  the  award  ~hall  be  deposited  with  the 
Secretariat which shall· make it generally available. 
Article 28 
Non-application  of Article  27  to certain disputes 
A  dispute . between· Contracting  Parties  with  respect  to . 
the  application  or interpretation of Article  5 or 29  shall 
not  be  settled  pursuant  to  Article  · 27  unless  the 
Contracting Parties .parties  to  the  diSpute. so  agree. 
PART VI 
TRANSITIONAL  PROVISIONS 
Art'lcle  29 
Interim  provisions  on ·trade-related  matters 
1.  The provisions of this  Article shall apply to trade  in 
ene·rgy  materials  and  product$  while  any  Contracting 
Party  is  ·not  a  party  to  the  GAD"  and· Related 
Instruments. 
2.  (a)  Trade  in. energy  materials  apd  products  between 
Contracting Parties  at least one of which js not' a 
party  to  the  GAIT · or  a  relevant  Related 
Instrument.  shall  be  . governed,  . subject  to · 
subparagraphs  (b)  and  (c)  and  .to  the  exceptio~s 
and  rules  provided  for  in  'Annex  G,  by  .the 
proyiSlons  of  GAIT  1947  and  Related·. 
Instruments,  as. applied  on  1  March  1994  and 
practised  with  regard  to  energy  materials  and 
products  by  parties  to GAIT.l917 ainong  the~-'  .J 
;_...... 
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selv~, as  if all  Con~~cting Panies were panies io 
<:;A 1T 1947 and Related InStruments:  . 
· (b j  Such trade of a Contracting Party which is  a State. 
· that was a t:onstitueni: pari of the former Union· of 
Soviet  . Socialist  Republics  may  instead  · be 
governeq,  subject  to  the  provisions  ·of  Annex · 
TFU, by an. agreement between two ·or more such 
States,· until  1 December 1999 or the admission of 
tha't:ContractiQg Party to~the GAlT, whichever is 
the earlier: 
(c) .As  concerns trade beiween any two panies to  the 
GATI, subparagraph  (a) shall not. apply,.if either 
of those panies is· n<;~t a pany to GA  1T 194_7 .. 
3:  Each  sig11:atory  to. this· Treaty,  and  each  State  or 
Regional  Economic . Integration  Organization  acceding 
· ·w this  Treaty, shall on the date of its' signature_ ·or of its 
· · deposit  of  its. instrument  of  accession ·provide  to  the. 
Secre~riat a  list·. of  all  tariff  rai:es  aqd :other . charges  . 
.  · · levied  on  energy  materials . and  prod.uru  at the  time  ~f 
imponation  or·  exponation,' notifying ·the  level  of .  such 
rates- an:d  charges  applied  on  su'ch  date  of signature  or 
deposit. Any thanges to such rates or other charges shall 
be  notified· to  the  Secretariat,  which·  'shall  inform  the 
Conti~cting Parties  of such. changes. 
. ·4.  Each  Contracting  Pany. shall' endeavour . riot -to 
<inc~ease any. tariff rate· or other charge levied  at the time 
of importation  o.r  e~portation: · ·  ·  · 
(a)  in  the  case  of the  imponation  of -::nergy  mareri3.1s 
·and  products  described in  Pari  I  of_ the ·_schedule 
relating' to  th_e  Contracting  Pany  referred .'to  in 
Article  II of the  GATT, above  the level  set fonh in  . 
that schedule,  if  the  Contracting Pany is. a  pany to . · 
the .GAlT;  -.., 
(b)  in  the  case  of .  the  exportation  of energy  m~terials 
"and  products,  and· that  ~f  ·their  importation  if  the 
Contracting Pany is  not a pany to the. GA TI, above 
the·  level  most  recently  notified  to · the  Secretariat, 
except  ' as ..  permitted.  by  the  provisions  .  made 
'  applicable by subparagraph 2 (a). 
5.  . A  Contracting  Pany  may  increase  such  tariff  rate · 
or 6t_her.  charge  above  the  level  r:eferred .. tci_  in  paragraph·. 
4  only if:· 
(a)  in  the  case  of a. rate  or other charge  levied  at the 
time  of importation,  such  action  is ·not' mconsJstenr 
with  the· applicable  provisions  of the  GA1T'.other. 
than  tho~ proV:isic;>ns  o(GAtr  19~7 ~d Related 
InstrUments' listed  in Annex G and,  the corresponding 
. provisions  of GA'J! 1994 and  ~dated lrlStruments; 
or· 
(b)  it has,  to the fullest extent practkable under its legis-
. lative  procedures,  notified  the  rSecretariat  of  its 
·.  ·proposal  fqr such an increase,  given other inrere5ted 
. Contracting ·  ·  Panies  ·reasonable . , opponunity  for 
consultation  with  respect  to  its  -proposal,  and 
accorded  consideration. to  any. representations  froi:n 
$uch  Contracting  Paru~s. 
6.  . Signat9ries  undenake  to.·  commence·  negouauons 
riot  later th'a(l. 1 January 1995 :with  a yiew to concluding . 
by  1 January  1998,  as  appropriate •  in  th'e  light  of  any 
developments  in  the  world. trading  system·,  a.  text of an 
· amen·dment  to·  this  Treaty  whiCh  shall,· subject.  to 
. conditions . to  be .. laid'  'down . therein,  coi:nm.it  each 
Contracting  Pa.t:ty· not to increase such tariffs br charges • · 
beyond_ the  level  prescribed under that amendment.  . 
.·_,·. 
. 7  .. · · An!le~- b  shall  apply  to  disputes  regardi~g 
. complrance  with , provisions  applicable  tO .  trade pursuant .. 
to  this Anicle and; 'un,le~s both Contracting Panie.s agree 
other-Wi~e, to .disputes 'regarding  compliance wiih  Anicle' 
5  between  Contracting  Panies . at  l~ast one of which  is  · 
not a· pany to  i~e GA  TI, except that Annex D shall not 
. apply  tq.  any  dispute  between ·.Contracting Panies,  .·  the. 
·.substance  of. which  anses  under an agreeinenr.  that: 
'  '  - -
(a)  has  been  notified  in .accordance  with·a~d m~e.ts the 
.  other requirements of  subparagraph 2 (b) and Arinex 
'IW;or  ·  '  ·  ·. 
(b)  establishes  a  free-trade  area  or a customs  umon  as 
described in  Anicle xXIV of the GA  Tf. 
~- ..  . 
·Article · jo · 
. Developments  Ill. intematic>nal  trading  arrangeme~ts 
Contracting  Panies  undertake  dt,at.  in .th.e.  light  ;;,f _the 
results  -of  die  Uruguay  R.ound .  :of  Multilateral  Trade_ 
Negotiations.  embodied . principally  in  the ·.  Final  Act 
.  t~ereof done  at  Marrakesh,  15  April ·.  1  ~94,  they  will .. 
commence  cons:deration  not  later  than  1 July  ·1995. or 
the entry into force of this Treaty, whichever is  the later, 
of appropriate amendments to this Treaty with a ·view  to 
the  adoption· of  any  such  amendment$  by  the  Chaner 
Conference.· Official Journal of the European  Communities 
Article 31 
Energy~  equipment 
The  p~ional Charter  ConferenCe  shall  at  its  first 
'meeting  commence  examination  of  the  inclusion  of 
- ·energy-related equipment in the  uade provision$  of this 
Treao/· 
·Article 32 
T raositional  arrangements 
1.  In  recognition of the need  for time to adapt to the 
requirements of a  market economy, a  Contracting Party 
listed  in  Annex  T  may  temporarily  suspend  full 
compliance with its obligations under one or more of the 
following  provisions  of  this  Treaty,  subject  to  the· 
conditions in paragraphs 3  to. 6: 
Article  6  (2) and (5) 
Article  7  (4) 
-Anicle  9  (1) 
Anicle  10  (7)  - specific  measures . 
Article  14  (1}  (d) - related only to uansfer of unspent 
earnings 
Article  20  (3) 
~·Article 22  (1}  and (3) 
2.  · Other  Contracting  Panics.  shail .  assist  any 
Comracti11g  Party which  has  suspel)ded  full  compliance 
pursuant to paragraph  1 to achieve  the  con~itions under 
which such suspension can be terminated. This assistance 
may  be  given  in  whateVer  form· the  other. Contracting 
Panics consider  most  effective  ~o respond  to  the  needs. 
notified pursuant to subparagr&Rh  4  (c)  incl.l1ding,  where 
apprppriat.e,  ·through  bilateta,l  or  ·  multilateral 
arrangements. 
3.  The  applicable  prov1s1ons,  the  stages  towards  full 
implementation. of each,  the  measures  to  be  taken  and 
.  the  date  or,  exceptionaily,  contingent  event,  by  which 
each  stage  shall  be  completed  and  measure  taken  are 
listed  in  Annex  T  for  each  Contracting  Party claiming 
transitional  arrangements.  Each  such _  Contracting  Party 
· shall take the measure listed by the date indicated for the· 
relevant  provision  and  stage  as  set  out  in  Annex  T. 
Contracting  Parties  which  have  temporarily  Suspended 
full  compliance  pursuant  lO  paragraph  1  undertake  to 
comply fully  with the relevant obligations by  1' July 2001. 
Should  a  Contracting  Party  find  it  necessary,  due  to 
exceptional  circumstances,  to  reque,st  that the  period of 
such  temporary  suspension  be  extended  or  that. any 
further  temporary  suspension  not  previously· listed  in 
Annex T  be  introduced,  the  decision  on  a·  request  to 
. amend  .Annex . T  . shall  be  .  made  by  the  Charter 
~nference.  / 
4.  A Contracting Pany which has invoked uaD.sitional 
arrangements  shall  notify  the  Secretariat  no. less  often 
than once every  12  months: 
(a)  of the  implementation  of any  measures  liSted  in  its. 
Annex  T  and  of  i~  general  progress  to  full 
compliance; 
(b)  of the progress it expects to ~ak~ during the qext i2 
months  towards full  compliance  with  its  obligations, 
......._  .  of any  problem  it, foresees  an~ of its  .proposals  for 
dealing with that problem;. 
(c)  of  the  need  for  technical  assistance  to  facilitate· 
. completion  of  the  stages  set  out  in  Ann.ex ·  T  as 
necessary  for the  full  implementation of this Treaty, 
or  to  deal  with  any  problem  notified  pursuant  to 
subparagraph  (b)  as  well  as  to  promote  other 
necessary  market-oriented  reforms  and  modern-
ization of its  energy sector; 
(d) of any possible  need  to make a  request of the kind 
·  refer~ed to in paragraph 3.  · 
5.  The-Secretariat. shall: 
(a)  circulate  to  all  Contracting  Panics  the  notifications 
referred to in  paragraph 4; 
(b)  circulate and actively  promote,· relying where appro-
priate  on  arrangements  existing  within· other  inter-
national  organizations,  the  matching  of  needs  for 
and  ·offers  of  technical  assistance  referred  to  in 
paragraph 2 and subparagraph 4 (c); 
·  (c)  circulate to all  Contracting Parties at the end of each 
six~month  period  a  summary  _of  any  notifications 
made pursuant to su_bparagraph  4 (a) or (d). 
6.  The Charter Conference  shall  annually. review  the 
progress  by  Contracting  Parties  towards  implementation 
of  the  provisions  of  this  Anicle  and  the  matching  of 
needs  and  offers  of  technical  assista·nce  referred  to  m 
paragraph  2  and  subparagraph  4  (c).  In  the ·course  of 
that review  it  may  decide. to take appropriate  action. 
.• , -.r. 
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- •':  PART.Vll  .· 
·  STRUcruRE AND. INSTITUTIONS .  .  ,.-· . 
Article JJ 
Energy Charter, Protocols. and' Declarations 
1.  · 'The  Charter  ·conference  may  a\nhoriz~  the .  ~ 
·  ~egotiation of a. number of Energy Charte-r  Protocols or: 
Declaiations ~in  order to pursue  the .objc;ciives  and  prin-
ciples .of  the  Charter. · ·  ·· 
2..  Ariy  signat'ory  i:.o  the  Charter· inay  participate  m  . 
· such  negotiation.  · 
. 3.  A  S~te or Regional  E;Conorriic  Integration  O~gan- ·  · 
ization · shall  not_  become  a  party  ~o  ·a  .. Protocol  or. 
Declaration unless·  it· is,  or. becomes· at- the  same  time,  a· 
signatory to the Charter and a·  Contracting Party to  this 
·Treaty.:  . 
4.  Subject  to  paragraph  3_- and  subparagraph  6  (a,), 
final  provisions  applying ·to a Protocol shall be defined in 
. that Protocol.  · 
'  5 ..  ·  A  Protoc~l  shall·  ·apply  'only. to'  the  ~omractirg 
Parties, which _consent  tO .be  bound  by  it, 'and  snail  not 
· derogate  from  .the  rights  and  obligations  of  those 
Contracting Parties  not party to the  Protocol. 
6.  (a)  A  Protocol . may  assign  duties  to · the  Charier' 
· Conference  ...  and  functions  to  the  Secretariat, 
provided that no such  ~ssignrrient may be:made. by 
an  amendment  to  a·  . Protocol  unless ..  that 
amendment .. is,  approved  by. _- the. ·  .. Charter 
<;onference,  whos~ approval  shall  not  be  subject 
to any provisions of the  Prot_ocol  which. are auth-
orized by-subparagraph (b).  -
(b): A  . Protocol :  which  .  prov~des .  for  decisions 
thereunder to be taken  by. the Charter Conferer1ce 
may;  subject  to  .. sUbparagraph ,(a),  provide. with 
'·  respect .to  sucll"'-de.cisi~ns:  .  · 
(i)- for:~ocing ~le·~ other than those contained in 
Article  36; · .  · 
/  -·  -
(ii) ·that  ~nly  parties  to  the  P~otocol -shall  be  _ 
-considered  to. be  Contracting  Parties  for  the . 
purposes  ()f  Article  36  or  eligible  t9  vote 
·  under thi iul~s provid~dfor in the Protocol.. 
~.  i  .  '.Article  34 · 
·Energy Ch:p1:er  Conference 
1..  The Conuacting· Pa.;_ies  shall  meet  perio'dically  in 
the Energy Charier Conference (referred to herein as-the . 
- /· 
. : 'Charter Conference')· at which each  Conuacting. Party 
shall  be. entitled  to ·have  one  representative~  Ordinary 
meetings  shall  be  held  at · intervals  detet:mined  by · the 
Charier . ConferencJ!.  · 
~- ExJ~aordinary meetings 'of the .Charter Conference 
may be  held  at such times  as  may be  determined by the .. 
Ch~rter Conference,· or· at  the  written  request -.of .any 
. CoJiuacting Party, provided that, within six 'Yeeks 9f the 
request  being  communicated  to  the  Co~uacting Parties 
by the. Secretariat, 'icis supported by' at least one-third of 
the  Contracting  Parties .. ·  · · 
[·. 
3.  The  functions· of the  Cha.ner  Conference  ·shall  be 
to: 
(a)  carry out the quties assigned to  it by~his Treaty· and 
any  Protocols;.  ·'  · 
(b)  keep under :review· and  facilitate  the. implementation  . 
of  the · principles  of  the  . Charter  and  of  the· 
provisions of this Treaty and the.  Protocols;~ 
(c)  · facilitate  in  accordance  with  this. Treaty  and·  the· 
Protocols  the  coordination  of appropriate  general 
. measures to carry ~Ut the  principles of the Cha_rter;' 
(d)  consider  and~:  adopt. p'rogrammes  of  work  to  be 
carried out ~Y' the  Secretariat;-~ 
·.(e)  'c~nsider. and  approve  ~he  anpual  accounts  and 
budget ·of the Secretariat; 
(f)_  consider' .and  approve  or.  adopt  the  terms  of any 
. headquarters .  or  other  . agreemen,t;·  including 
. privileges ·and  irpmunities  considered  necessary  for 
the Chaner Coriference and the Secretariat; 
·.  .  '  -'  ~ 
(g)  enCourage  cooperative  efforts  aimed  at  facilitating 
and  promoting·, .market• oriented  reforms  . anq 
modernization'  of energy  s~ctors  in  those cou'mries 
of ceimal and eas.tern  Europe arid  ~he former Union· 
of  Soviet ·Socialist  R~ptiblics. u-ndergoing  economic 
uansi,tion;  _' 
:~(h)  .~uthoriie and approve  th~ terms of referenc~ fgr the 
neg~tiatio~ of  Pi:atocols,  ·and  consid,et.  and.  adopt 
the texts thereof arid  of amendments thereto;· 
(i)  authOri;e·  ihe  negotiation  of. dcdaratiohs,  and 
app_rove  their issuance;_ 
(j)  decide on  :~:cc~ssions to'  this Treaty; ·· 
. \ ·\  (3 
, 
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(k)  authorize · the  negotiation  of  and . consider  and 
approve or adopt association agreements; 
(I)  consider  and ·adopt  texts  of  amendments  to  this 
Treaty; 
(m)  consider and approve  modifications of and technical 
changes to the Annexes to this Treaty; 
({l)  appoint the Secretary-General and take all  decisions 
necessary  for  the  establishment  and  functioning  of . 
the  Secretariat  including  the  structure,  staff  levels 
and  standard  terms  of employment of officials  and 
employees. 
4.  .In  the  performance  of  its  duties,  the  Charter 
Conference, through the Secretariat, shall coop.er;ne with 
and  m:ake  as  full  a  use  as  possible,  consistently  with  . 
economy and  efficiency,  of the services  and programmes 
of  other  institutions  and  organizations  with  established 
competence  in  matters  related  to  the .  objectives  of  this· 
Treaty. 
5.  The  Charter  Conference  may  establish  such 
subsidiary  bodies  as  it  considers  appropriate  for  the 
performance  of its  duties. 
6.  The  Charter  Conference  shall  cor.sider  and  adopt 
rules  of procedure  and  financial  rules. 
7.  In  1999  and  thereafter  at  intervals  (of  not  more 
than  five  years)  to  be  determined  by  the  Charter 
· Conference,  ·the  Charter·  Conference  shall  thoroughly 
review  the  functions  provided  for  in  this  Treaty  in  the 
light of  the extent to which the. provisions of the Treaty. 
and Protocols have  been. implemented. At the conclusion 
of each  review  the  Charter  ~onference may  amend  or 
abolish  the  functions  specified  in  paragraph  3  and  may· 




1.  In  carrying  out its  duties,  the  Charter Conference 
shall  have  a  Secretariat  which  shall  be  composed  of  a 
Secretary-General  and  such  staff  as  are  the  minimum 
consistent  with  efficient  performance. 
2.  The.  Secretary-General  shall  be  appointed  by  the 
Charter Conference. The first  such appointment. shall  be 
for  a  maximum  period ·of  five  years, 
3.  In  the  performance of its duties the Secretariat shall 
be  responsible  to  and  report to the Charter Conference. 
4.  The  Secretariat  shall  · provide  the  Charter 
Conference  with  all  necessary  assistance  for  the 
performance  of  its  duties  and  shall  carry  out  the 
functions  assigned to it in  this Treaty or in any Protocol 
and. any  other  functions  a.Ssigned  to  it  by the  Chaner · 
Conference.  ·.  · 
5,  The Secretariat may enter into such  administrative 
and contractual arra,ngements as may be required for the 
effective  discharge  of its  functions. 
Article  36 
Voting 
l.  Unanimity  of the  Contracting  Parties  present  and 
voting at  the  meeting  of the  Charter Conference where 
such  ma.tters  fall  to .be  decided  shall  be  required  for 
decisions  by  the  Charter Conference  to:  ·  · 
(a.)  adopt  amendments  to  this  Treaty  other  than 
amendments to Articles  34  and 35  and Annex T; 
(b)  approve  accessions  to  this  Treaty pursuant to Article 
41  by  States  o~  Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organizations  which  were  not  signatories  to  the 
Chaner as of 16 June 1995; 
(c)  authorize  the  negotiation  of and  approve  or adopt 
the text of associatic>n  agreements;  · 
(d)  approve modifications to Annexes EM, Nl, G and B; 
(e)  approve  technical  changes  to  the  Annexes  to. this 
Treaty; and 
(f)  approve  the  Secretary-General's  nominations  of 
panelists pursuant to Annex D, paragraph 7.. 
The Contracting Parties shall  make every effort to reach 
agreement  by  consensus  on  any  other  matter  requiring 
their  decision  pursuant  to  this  Treaty.  If  agreement 
cannot be  reached by consensus,  paragraphs 2  to  5 shall 
appl~,  -
2.  Decisions  on  budgetary  matters  referred  to  in 
Ani  de 34  (3) (e) shall be taken by a qualified majority of 
Contracting  Parties  whose  assessed  contributions  as 
specified  in  Annex  B represent,  in  combinatio.n,  at least 
three-fourths of the  total  assessed  contributions specified 
therein. 
3.  Decisions  on  matters  referred  to  in  Ai:ticle  34  (7) 
shall  be  taken  by  a  three-founhs . majority  of  the 
Contracting  Parties. 
4.  Excep~ in  cases  specified  in  subparagraphs' 1 (a)  to 
(f),  paragraphs  2  and  3,  and  subject  to  paragraph  6, 
decisions  provided  for in  this  Treaty shall  be taken by a .... 
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three-foUrths majority_ of the ·Contracting·  'parti~ present 
and voting at the meeting of the Charter Confereri~ at 
which such matterS  fall  'to.~ decided.  .  · 
5.  For  pW:poses:· of this  Article,·  'Contracting  P'ani~ · 
prese~t and- voting' :means  Contr:i:cting  Parties.  present 
_and  casting  affirmative or negatiV:e 'votes,  provided  that_ 
the  Charter  Conference  may  .. decide  upon  rules  of 
procedure  tO  enabie  such  decisions  to  be  . taken  by . 
~oritracting Parties  by correspondence. 
- '  ~  t  • 
· 6.  Except  as  provided  in  paragraph  2,  no  decision 
referred to in. this  Article shall  be  valid  unless  it  has  the 
· .support· of a  simple  majority  o£- the  Contracting Parties. 
7.  A  Regional  Economic  Integration  Orga~ii.a:ti~n · 
shall,  when voting,  have  a :number of votes  equal  to  the. " 
number  of  its  Member  States  -which  are  Contracting· 
.:-Parties w  this·  Trea~y;  provide4  ~hat such  an  Organ-
-ization ·shall  not ex.ercise  its  right to vote  if  its  Mem\:>er · 
States ·exercise  theirs,  and ·  vice  versa. 
· 8.  In  the  eveni' of persistent  arrears  in  a  Contracting 
Party's discharge of financial  obligations pursuant to  this· 
Treaty,'  the  Charter  Conference  may  ·suspend- that 
Contracting Party's ·voting  rights  i!l  whole  or in. part. 
··-
Articfe 37. 
Funding  principles 
l.  'Each  Contracting Pany shall  b~ar i~ own .  cosis  of 
representation  at  meeci~  . of· the .  Charter .Conference. ' 
.·  ..  and  any subsidiary  bodi!!S. 
.  2.  The  Cost · of meetings  of  the · Charl:er :Conference 
a_nd  any subsidiary bodies shall  be regarded-a:s  a .  cost of 
the ·Secretariat.  · 
3.  · The ·costs  of ·the·  Secretariat  shall  be  .met  by  the 
Contracting  Parties  assessed  .• according  to  their  cap~city. 
to  pay,  determined·  as  specified  in  Ann-i:J!:  B, . the 
provisions of whicl-i  may be  modified  in  accordance with 
Anicle  36  (1)  (d)_;  · 
4.  A  Protocol  shall  contain  provisio[JS.  to  ass.ure  that ·· 
any  costs· of  the  Secretariat  arising  from  that  Protocol  · 
are _borne  by  the  parties ~t~ereto. 
5.  The  .Charter  Conference  rilay  in  additi~·n  accept 
-.  voluntary  contribudons ,from  one  or  more .Contracting 
Parties  or -from · other. sources:  Costs  met  from  such 
contribution's  shall  not 'be  considered  costs .  of the  Secre-
tariat for  the. purposes  of par-agraph  3. 
, PART VIII  · ·  .·,_· 
FINAL  PROVISIONS 
-Ar:ticle  38 
Signature 
This  Treaty shall  be  open:  f()r  signature at :Lisb~n from 
17  December  1994  to  16  June  1995  by  the  States  and 
Regiona'i  Economi~ · Integration  ()rganizations  which 
haye  signed  the  Charier.  · 
"'  --Article  3 9 · .·. 
Ratification,  acCeptance_ or approval  · ..  ' 
This  T~eaty·  shall  be  ~ubject to ratification, acceptance-or . 
.. :approval  by·  signatories.  . Instruments . 9f  ratification, 
acceptance  or ·approval  shall  b~  deposited'  with- the 
~epositary..  \  . 
Article 40· 
.  . 
Application  to  territories 
(  Any  State  :or  Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organ~zation may  at  the  tim.e  of signature,  ratific.:tion, 
acceptance;  approval  or  access10n,  -by  a  declarinion 
. deposited  _with  the  Deposi_u:ry,  'declare  that  the  Treaty 
shall  be  binding upon it. with respect to au· the  territories . ' 
f<)r  the  international  relation~ of which  it .  is  responsible, 
or to erie  or more  of tbetn.  Such  declaration  shall  take · 
effect. at  tl~e  time  .the· Treacy  e.nters  into  force  for, that·· 
Contracting  Party.  · 
?-:  Any  Contracting  Pariy  may  at  a  later  c;iate,  by  a· 
declaration . deposite9.. with.  the  Depositary, . bind  itself. 
: ul1der 'this. Treaty w:ith  respect'to  .. 'other terntory sp~cified 
in  the.  deClaration.  In  respect of such  territory the Treaty 
· shall  enter ·into  force  on  the  90th  day  following ·the 
.  receipt  by the  Depositary of such  declar~tion. 
3.  Any  declaration  made  tinder~ the  two- preceding 
paragraphs ·may, in ·respect ·of  any  territory specified  in 
such  declaration,  be  withdrawn  by  a  n0~ification ·to the 
Depositary. The withdrawal shall,  subject  to the' applicac · 
· bility  ofAnicle 47 (3),  become  effective  upon  the  expiry 
. of one year after the  date. of .receipt of such  notification  . 
., by the qeposital)_'.  ,  · .. 
.  '  .  . 
'  ' 
4.  . ;rhe' definition -of  '~rca'.  in~ Article -1  (10)  shall  be 
. construed . having_  regard  tO  any  declaration  depo_sited 
pursuant tO  this  Article. 
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Article  41 
A~ccssion 
· This Treaty shall be open for accession, from the date.  on 
which  the Treaty is  closed  for  signature,  by States and 
Regional  Economic  lnregration  Organizations  which 
have signed the Charter, on terms to be. approved by the 
Charter Conference;  The  instruments  of accession  shall 
be  deposited  with  the  Depositary. 
Article  42 
Amendments 
1.  Any  Contt-acting  Pany  may  pr~pose amendments 
to  this  Tr-:aty. 
2.  The text of any proposed amendment to this Treaty 
shall  be  communicated  to  the .  Contracting Panies by the 
Secretariat  at  least  three  months  before  the  date  ori 
which  it  is  proposed  for  adoption  by  the  Charter 
Conference. 
3.  Amendments  to  this  Treaty,  texts ·of  which  have 
been  adopled  by - the -Charter  Conference,  shall  be 
communicated  -by  the  Secretariat  to  the  Depositary 
which  'shall  submit  them  to· all  Contracting  Parties  for 
ratification,  acceptanct:  or approval._ 
· 4.  Instruments  o.f  ratification, .  acceptance  or approval 
of amendments to this Treaty shall be'deposited with the 
Depositary.  Amendments  shall  enter into  force  between 
Contracting Parties having ratified, accepted or approved 
them  on the 90th· day after deposit with the  Depositary 
·of instruments of ratification,  acceptance or approval by 
at  least  three-fourths  of  the  Contracting  -Parties. 
· :Thereafter th'e  amendments shall  enter into force for any 
other  Contracting  Party  on  the.  90th  day  after  that 
/Contracting  Party deposits  its  instrument  of ratification, 
acq:ptance  or approval  of the  amendments. 
Article  43 
Association  agreements 
1.  The  Cha:rter  Conference  may  authorize_  .the 
negotiation  of  association  agreements  with  States  ot 
Regional 'Economic  Integration  Organizations,  or  with 
international  organizacons,  in  order  to  pursue  the 
objectives  · and_  principles  of . the  Charter  and  the 
provisions  of this  Treaty or one or more. Protocols. 
2.  The  relationship  established  with  and  the  ·rights 
enjoyed  and  obligations incurred  by an  associating State, 
Regional  Economic  Integration  Organization,  or  inter-
. national  organization  shall  be  appropriate  to  the 
particular circumstances .  of the  assoaau~n, and  in each 
case shall  be  set out in the association  agreeme~t.  . 
Artick·44 
Entry into -force 
1.  This Treaty shall  enter into force  on the 90th day 
. after the date of deposit of the 30th instrument of ratifi-
cation,  acceptance  or approval  thereof,  or of accession 
thereto,  by  a  State  or  Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organization which  is  a  signatory to the  Charter as  of 
16  June  1995.  • 
2.  For _each  State  or  Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organization  which  ratifies,  accepts  or  approves  this .. 
Treaty or accedes  thereto  after  the  deposit  of the  30th 
instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval, it shall 
enter into force on the 90th day after the date of deposit 
by such State· or Regional  Ec0nomic Integration Organ-
ization  of  its  · instrument  of  ratification,  acceptance, 
approval  or accessiOn. 
3.  For  the  purposes  of  paragraph  1,  any instrument 
~eposited  by  a· Regional  Econo_mic  Integration  Organ-
. ization  shall  not ·.be  counted  as  additional  to  those 
deposited  by Member..States  of such  Organization. 
Article  45 
Provisional  application 
1.  Each  .signatory  agrees  to  apply  this  Treaty 
provisionally  pending  its  entry  into  force  for  such 
signatory  in  accordance  with  Article  44,  to  the  extent 
that such  provisional  application  is  not inconsistent with 
its  constitution,  laws  or regulations. · 
2.  (a)  Notwithstanding paragraph  1 any  Signatory  may; 
when  signing,  deliver  to  the  Depositary  a· 
declaration that it -is  not able to accept provisional 
application.  The  obligation  · contained  in 
paJ;agraph  1 shall not apply  to  a signatory making· 
such a declaration. Any such signatory may :u any 
time  withdraw  that declaration  by  written  notifi-
cation to the Depositary. 
(b)  Neither a signatory which  makes  a  deClaration  in 
accordance  ~ith subparagraph  (a) nor investors_ of 
that  signa'wry  may  claim  the  benefits  of 
provisional  application  pursuant tO paragraph  I. 
(c)  Notwithstanding  subparagraph  (a),  ~ny  signa)~ry ·· 
making  a  declaration  referred· to in  subparagraph 
(a)  shall  apply  Part VII provisionally  pending  the 
entry into  force  of the  Treaty  for  such  signa~ory 
in  accordance  with  Article  44,  to the  extent  that '.·· 
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such  provisional  applieation  1s  · not ·  inconsisten-t 
with its  laws or regula:tions  ... 
.3.  (a) Any . signatory  may  terminate  its  ·provisional 
application  of this  Treaty by  written  notification 
to the-pepqsiW:y of.its intention  not to become a: 
Contracting Pariy to the  Treaty: Termination of .•. 
provisional  application.  for  -any  signatocy · shall ·  · · 
take  effect  upon  the  expiration of  60 days from  . 
the date on which .such signatory's written notifi-
cation is  received by ~e  Depositary~ 
j: 
(b)  In._.  the  event  that  a  . signatory  terminates 
provisional·  applicaii~~  pursuant .  to  subparagraph ·  . 
{a),  the .obligation  of  the  signatory  pursuant ·to . ·· 
paragraph 1 to apply Pans Ill and V  with respect 
to  any  investffients  made: in  its  area  during. such 
provisional.· application'  by  investors  of  other 
signatories shaiJ .nevertheless  r<;main  in  effect with 
.respect  to·.  those  investments  for  ·20  years 
following  the effective  date of termination, except··. 
as  other-Wise•provided in  spbparagraph (c).  - · 
'),  .  .  .  .  -. 
·.  (c) .Subparagraph (b) shall  not ,\pply·to anY  signatory· 
\ 
· . Article  46 . 
Reserv~tions  · · 
No_  res~rvatioris may be·made to this  Treaty.-
;\rticle  4,7-
. · Withdrawal. 
1.  At any time after fiv~ years  fr~m the date on' ~hich 
this  Treacy'  h~s- entered  into  force .  {or  a  Contrai:ting 
Party, that  Contracting  Pany ·may· give  .  written  notifi~ 
catiqn  to  the  D_epositar)r  -~f  its . ~ithdra  wal. from  the. 
Treaty:  ·  · 
2..  Any  such  withdrawal' shall  take  effect  upon  the 
expiry  of  ~me year after  the  date  of  th~ receipt  of the 
·notification  by  the  Depositary,  or·  on  such· later  date  as 
may  be  specified  in  the  no~ifi~ation of with'Cirawal. 
;- .  .  '  :-
3  .. ·:  The  provisions  of  this  Treaty  shalL  c0ntinue  to 
apply  to  investments· made ·in  the  area  of·  a  Co~tracting· 
. Party by  iri'vestors'· of· other Contracting Par1:ies  or in  the 
area .  of  other  Contracting  Parties: by  investors  of that 
Contra~ting Party  as  of the  daie  when that. Contracting 
Party's  withdrawal  from  the  Treaty  takes  effect  fo-r  a 
period of 20 _years  from  such date.  ·  · 
·--:· 
.  .  .  ' 
· listed· in  Anne~ PA.  A  signatory shall  be  removed • 
from  the _list  in  Annex PA effective upon delivery 
'tO  the Depositary of  it;s  request therefor  .. 
.  4.  ·.  All  Protocois to which  a  Contra-cting Party-·is party· 
·  shall :cease to be  iri. force  for  that Contracting  Party on 
· the  effective' date of its  withdrawal  from: this  Treaty.__  · 
4.  Pending  the·  entiy ·.into  force  of  this  Treaty  the· 
signatories- shall  meet  p_eriodically  in  _the  provisional 
Charter Conference,_ the  first  ~eeting of which  shall  be 
convened  by ,  the, provisional  Secretariat  referred  to  in -
paragraph 5  riot iater.  than  180  days  after  the  opening 
date for signature of the' Treaty as specified in  Article: 38 .. 
'·  . .  .  .  '· 
.  s~  The fUnctions  ~i the. Secr'eiariat shall be carried Out 
on an  interim  basis. by, a. provisional  Secretariat until the . 
entry into _force'. of this Treaty ,pursuant to Article 44 and 
· the  establishment of a -Secretariat: 
6.  . The -signatories  sh~ll. ~in  :. accordance . with  -and 
-subject to the provisions of paragraph  1 or subparagraph 
2  (c)  as  appropriate,  contribute  to  the  costs  of  ,the  '  -
provisional  Secretariat  _,as  if .  the .  signatories ·  were  . 
Comrac'ting ·Parties  purs'uant  to  Article.  37  . (3).  Any 
.• modifications  made  w  Annex 'B  by  the_  signatories  shall 
. terminate upon  the entry 'into  force  ofthis Treaty. 
7.  A State or Regio-nal  Economic  Integ~a}ion Organ-
ization. which,  prior to 'this Treaty's  emry  into  force, 
:accedes .to the Treaty in ·accordance with  Arii~le 41  .shall,, 
pending the Treaty's entry into force,  h?-ve  the  rig~ts and· 
assume  the ·obligations  of  a  sign~tory  pursuant  to  this  · 
. Article.  · 
Article  48 
_Status  of Annexes  and  D'ecisions 
The Annexes  to. this  Treaty· and the  Decisiuns set  o~~ in  · · 
. Annex  ·  2 · to the  Fh.al .  .Act  of  the  E,:]ropean :Energy 
:Charter  Conference  si~;ned ·at  Li~bon oil  17· .Decem  per 
1994 are  iinegral parts of  tte Treaty_. 
Article  49 
Depositary . 
The Governm~nt ~f ~he Portuguese Republic snail be  the . 
Deposii~ry of_  this  Treaty. 
.  Article  50 
Authentic  texts  •  _·  1 
,',:.,. 
In  witness  whereof  the  undersigned, being- d~ly.  auth~ 
_orized  to that effect,  have  sig.ned this Treaty. in  English, 
· Fr~nch, German, italian, Russian· and  Spanish,_of  which 
e~cry text is  equally authentic,. in  one• orig'inal,-which. wilL 
be  deposited . wii.h  the  Government  of .the  Portuguese 
Republic. '  . 31. 12.94 
-, 
Official  J~umal of the  European  Communities 
Done at Lisbon on the seventeenth d,ay of December in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and ninety-fqur. 
Fait a  Lis bonne, le dix-sept decembre mil neuf cent quatre-vingt-quatorze. 
- .  ' 
Geschehen zu Lissabon am siebzehnten Dezember neunzehnhunderrvierundneunzig:· 
F~tto a Lisbona il diciassettesimo giomo del mese ~i dicembre dell'anno millenovecen~onovanta­
quattro., 
C0BepmeHO  ll  JIHCC!l6one  n  CeWH!I.IIU!ITiiA  .neHb  .neJ:!15pR  O.IIM!l  TIICllll!l 
aeollTbCOT  lleBnnocTO  'IE'TBeproro  rolle. 
Hecho en Lisboa, el diecisiete de d_iciembre de mil novecientosnoventa y cuatro. 
Udfrerdiget i ·Lissa bon, 'den syttende december nittenhundrede og·fireoghalvfems. 
Gedaan te Lissa bon, de zeventiende december negentienhonderd viere~negentig. 
Feito em Lis boa, aos dezassete de Dezembro de mi£ novecentos e noventa e quatro  . 
.•.  -,.,., 
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Per Republiken e Sb9iperise 
.. 
'lWJWuinwli~ · =!wlipullqbmntpjwli hwllwp 
· .. • 
For Au.stralia 
••  <, 
I 
Fiir die Rep~blik Osterreich 
.r. 
'· 
_ .. , 'P:·· 
~-"· 
~·:_ 
]f  I{~ 
I 
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7 
Pour le  royaum~:: de Belgique 
J.  •  I' 
Voor het Koninkrijk Belgie 
Fiir das Konigreich Belgien 
:~-
.. 
. ,  ~-
Cette signature engage egalement Ia Communaute fram;:aise de Belgique, Ia Communaute flaman~e, 
la Communaute germanophone de Belgique, la  Region wallonne, ,Ia  Region flamande et Ia. region 
de Bruxelles-Capitale. 
Deze handtekening bindt eveneens de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, de Franse Gemeenschap van Belgie, 
de Duitstalige Gemeenschap van Belgie, .her Waals Gewest en net Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest. 
_ Diese Unterschrift bindet ebenso die Ftamische Gemeins<;haft, die Franzosische Gemeinschaft Belgi-
ens, die Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft Belgiens, die Flamische Region, die Wallonische Region 
und die Region Brussei-Hauptstadt.  · 
A11  Bill  P:Jcny6n; K i  fienapycb 
NoL380/Sl 
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Noi:-380152  Offiaal_)ournai of ~e Etiropean ·  c':o~unitie$ 
Forcanad:l 
Pour Je Canada 
For, the Republic of Cyprus  ... 
~- .  .·  .  . 
. Za &skouRepubliku 
'· 
.•.' 
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Of6cial JQI111lal  o~.  ~e.  ~pean.  Communities 
For Kongeriget Danmark 
EestiVabariigi nimel 
Por las  C~munidades  Europeas 
For De Europrei~ke Frellesskaber 
Fi.ir die Europaischen Ge~einschaften 
r\o: -nc;  Eup~m_o:~Ktc; KotV6nrt~  . 
For the Europe.an Communities 
Pour les Communautes europeennes 
Per le Comunita europet; 
Voor de Europese Gemeen~happen. 
Pelas Comunidades Europeias 
Suomen tasavallan imolesta .. 
·J~- -·.  - ( 
t.--.__  ..  ___  ....._  ....... _,_ 
NoL~80/S~ .,  .. 
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A Magyar Kozclrsasag neveben 
Fyrir bond LyOveldisins islands 
/ 
Thar c~eann na hEireann 
For Ireland 
Per Ia Repubblica italiana 
.· 
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I, 
Latvijas·Rep_ublikas varda-
', 31.12.94  Official Journal· of the· European  Communities  NoL380/S7 
Fiir das Fiirstentum Liechtenstein 
Lietuvos Respublikos vardu 
-~  (.J 
For the Republic of Malta NoL380/58  ' official  ]01.!.."11~1 of  the  &n-o~  <;:ommunities  '  31.~12. 94 
Pen~  Republica Moldova · · 
:,._. 
'' ' 
.  ·:·  .  ' 
'~  : 
Voor het Kollink'riik.der Nede~landen · 
.  :r 
/ 
For.KongeriketNorge · 
._-,.  •  •  i  •  .  .--. 
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l. Anna·EM 
ENERGY MATERIALS AND PRODUCI'S 












Uranium  o~ thorium ores and concentrateS. 
Uranium ores and concentrateS. 
Thorium· ores and  ~o.;_centcates. 
Radioactive chemical elemenu and. radioactive isotopes (including the fissile  or fenile chemical 
elemenu and isotopes) and their compounds; mixtures and residues  containing these producu. 
Natural  uranium  and iu compounds. 
Uranium ·enriched  in  U235  and  iu compounds; plutonium and iu compounds. 
Uranium  depleted  in  U235  and  iu compounds; thorium  and  its  compounds. 
Radioactive clemenu and isotopes  and radioactive compounds other than 2844 10,  2844 20 or 
. 2844 30. 
Spent (irradiated)· fuel  elementS  (cartridges) of  ~uclear react~rs. 
Heavy water (deuterium  oxide). 








Coal, briquettes,  ovoids· and similar solid  fuels  manufactured  from  coal. 
Lignite, whether or.  not agglomerated  excluding jet. · 
Peat (including  peat litter), whether or not agglomerated. 
Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat, whether or not agglomerated; retort carbon. 
Coal ·gas,  water gas,  producer gas  • nd similar gases,  other than  petroleum  gases  and other 
gaseous  hydrocarbons. 
Tar d_istilled .  from  coal,  from _lignite  or from  peat,  and  other mineral  tars,. whether or not 
dehydrated  or partially distilled,  including  reconstituted  tars. 
Oils  and  other producu of the- distillation  of high  temperature  coal  tar; similu producu in 
whi<;{t ··the  weight of the  aromatic  constituenu exceeds  that of the  non-aromatic constituents 
(e:g.;~~ole,  toluole,  xylole,  -naphtalene,  other  aromatic  hydrocaibon  mixtures,  phenols, 
creosote ·oils  and others). 
2708  Pitch and pitch coke, obtained  froni  coal  tar or from  other mineral  tars. 
2709  Petroleum oils  and oils  obtained  from  bituminous  minerals,  crude. 
2710  Petroleum oils  and  oils  obtained  from  bituminous ·minerals,  other than crude. 
2711  Petroleum  gases  and  other gaseous  hydrocarbons 
Liquified: 
.  natural  gas, 
propane, 
-butanes, 
- ethylene,  propylene,  butylene  and  butadiene  (2711_14), 
- other. / 
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lri gaseous  state: 
-natural gas,. 
-::- other: 
2713  ·Petroleum coke,  petroleum  ~i~umen and  other Usidues  of peuole~m oils  or of oils· ob~ned 
from  bitumio~us minerals. 
2714  -Bitumen and asphalt,  n~tural; bituminoUs  Qr  oil  sh~le and' tar san-ds;  asphaltites  and asphaltic 
rocks.·  ··  ·  . 
2715  ·  ·Bit~minous mixture$  based  on. iiauiral  asphalt,. on .  natural  bitumen, on petroleum  bit~men, on 
. mineral tar or oh mineral  tar patch  (e~g., bituminous ·masticS~ cut-backs)..  . .  . .  :  .  ..  . '  ~ 
2716  ElectricaJ  energy~ -
Otlier energy 
4401  10  . Fuel  wood,  in  logs;  in billets, ·in  t'i\rigs;  in  faggots. or in  sfmilar  forms. 
4402  Charcoal  (including  charcoal from  shells  or nuts),  whether  or not agglomerated. 
2.  Annex Nl 
NON-APPLICABLE  ENERGY  MATERIALS  AND  PRODUCTS  .FOR  DEFINITION- OF 
'ECONOMIC ACTIVITY  IN THE ENERGY.SECTOR' 
(In  accordance  with  Anicle  1  '(5)).  ,  .  . • 
2707  Oils  and  other products of the.  distillation  of high  temperature  coal  tar; similar  products  in· 
which  the  weight. of the  aromatic  constituents  exceeds  that of  the  non~aromatic constituents 
(e.g.,  benzole, ''iohiole,  xylole,  naphtalene,  other 'aromatic  hydrocarbon  mixtures,  phenols,·.-
creosote· oils  and  others).  .  .  . 
· A401 10  . Fuel  wood,  i~ logs,  in  billetS,  in.  ~igs, in  faggots  cir  i~ similar  fo~. 
4402  Charcoal  (including  c~arcoal  fr~m  · shells  or nuts),  whether or not  aggl~merat~d. 
·::., 
3.  Annex TR.M 
.  .  .  .  . 
NOTIFICATION 'AND  PHASE-OUT (TRIMs} 
(In accordan.::e  with Article  5 (4)) 
1: .  Each  Contracting. Pany shall  notify  to  the  $ecretariat  all .  trade-related  investment  measures  which  n 
'applies that· are not in· conformity with the provisions of. Article s; within: . 
(a) -90  days after the entry into force of this Treaty i_f the Contractirig.Pany is a pany to. the GATT; or 
(b)  i2  months  after the  entry  into  foree  of  diis  Treaty if .the  Contracting  Pany is ·nor a  pany to  the 
-GATT._  ·- .  .  . .  . 
Such  trade~related investment  measures_  of .general .or. specific  application  shall  be  notified  along with. 
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2.  In the  case  of trade-related  investment. measures  applied  u!}der  discretionary  authority,  each  specific 
application  shall  be  notified.  Information  that would  prejudice  the legitimate  commercial  interestS  of 
particular enterprises need  not be disclosed.  ·  . 
3.  Each  Contracting Party shall  eliminate  all  trade-related. investment  measures which  are  notified. under: · 
paragraph 1 within:  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  ..  ·  -
(a)  two years from the date of 'entry into force of this Treaty if the ContraCting Party is  a party to the 
GATT; or 
(b)  three years from the date of entry into force of this Treaty if the Contracting Party is  not a party to 
the GATT. 
4.  During the applicable period  referr~d ~  in paragraph 3 a Contracting Party shaU  not· modify the terms' 
of any trade-related investment measure which  it notifies pursuant tO  paragraph 1 from  those prevailing 
at the  date  of entry into force  of this  Treaty so as  tO  increase  the  degree  of inconsistency  with  the 
provisions of Article 5 of this Treaty. 
5.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4,  a Contracting Partf, in order not to disadvantage estab-
lished  enterprises  which  are  subject' to  a  trade-related  investment  measure  notified · purruant  to 
paragraph  1,  may  apply  during  the·  phase-out  period  the  same  trade-related  investment  measure  to a 
new  investment where: 
(a)  the products of such investment are like products to those of the established emerpris_es;  and· 
(b)  such  application  is  necessary  to  avoid  distorting  the  conditions  of. competition  between  the  new 
investment  and the established  enterprises.· 
Any trade-related investment measure so applied  to a  n~w investment shall  be  notified to the Secretatiiai. 
The  terms  of such  a  trade-related  investment  measure shall  be  equivalent  in  their competitive  effect to 
those applicable to the established  ent~rprises, and it shall  be  terminated  a't  the same time. 
6. ·Where  a  State .or  Regional  Economic Integration Organization accedes  tO  this  Treaty after  the Treaty 
has  entered into force:  · 
(a)  the  notification referred to in-paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be made by the later of the applicable date in 
·paragraph  1 or the date of deposit of the instrument of accession; and 
(b)  the end of the  phase-out period shall  be  the later of the applicable date  in  paragraph 3 or the date 
on  which  the Treaty enters  intO  force  Jor  that  State  or· Regional  Economic  Integration  Organ-
ization. 
4.  Annex  N 
LIST OF CONTRACfiNG PARTIES REQUIRING AT LEAST THREE SEPARATE AREAS TO BE 
INVOLVED  IN A TRANSIT 
(In  accordance with  Article  7 (10)  (a)) 
·1.  c;nada and United States of America 
5.  Annex  VC 
LIST  OF.  CONTRACTING  PARTIES  WHICH  HAVE  MADE  VOLUNTARY  BINDING 
COMMITMENTS IN RESPECT OF ARTICLE  10 (3) 
(In  accordance with  Article  10  (6)) 
.• No L 380/68  :.~ciaJ  JoUnial  of the  Eul()pean  Cooimunities 
,·  6. Anna ID · 
··LisT oF coN'I'itA<:riNc  PARTIEs  NOT ·ALLOwiNG  AN  INVESToR ro  ·RESUBMIT nm 
SAME DISPUTE TO INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION AT A 'LATER STAGE PURsUANT TO  .  .  .  .  ARTICLE  26  . 
1. ·Australia 
. .  ' 
2.  Azerbaijan  ·· · 
3~  Bulgaria  . 
4.  Canada· 
s.  eroatia 
6  ...  Cypros 
7.  The  C;ech  Republic 
· 8.  E~rope~ri. Corrui.unities 
9.- Finland 
10.  Greece 
· 11.· Hungary. 
12.  Ireland· 
(In acxoroance with. Article  26  (3)  (b) _(i)) 
1~. italy 
.  14. Japan 
·  15.  Kazakhstan 
. 16.  Norway . 
17.  Poland 
18.  Pon~gal" 
. 19  •. Rom.ania 
'"  . · 20 .. The  Russian  Federation 
2 t.  Slovenia 
22. ·spain  · 
23.  Sweden 
24.  U~ited States  of AmeriCa.  .  · 
7.  Annex /A 
LIST  OF CONTRAcnNG  PARTIES. NOT  ALLOWING  AN  INVESTOR  OR CONTRACTING 
PARTY TO SUBMIT A DISPt.Jn: CONCERNING TilE LAST SENTENCE OF ARTICLE 10 (i) .TO 
.  INTERNATIONAL  ARBIT~T~ON ·  '  ' 
'  .  .  . 
I  •  •  '  ' 
· . (In accordance with Arti"les  26  (3)  (c)  and  27  (2)) 
\  . 
t. Australia · 
2.  <,:anada 
., 
3.  Hungary 
4.  Norway 
.............. 
.s.· Annex p· 
- ~ . -
·SPECIAL SUB-NATIONAL  DISPUTE  PROCEDURE 
(In  accordance. wilh  Anicle  27  (3)  (i)) 
PART!  •  . 
.  :-...;. 
\ 
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PARTll 
t. Where,  in  making an award,  the tn"bunal  finds  ·~t a .measure of :..  ~nai  or local  govet1r.~ent or 
..  authority of a Contracting Party {hereinafter referred  to as  th~ 'RespoiiSI"ble  Panf') is~not in conformity 
with  a  provision of dUs  Treaty, the  Responsible  Pany shaD -take  such  reasonable  musures as  may  be  /I 
available to it to ensure observance of the Treaty in respect of the measure; 
2.  The Respoi!Sl"ble  Party shall, within  30 days from the date the· award is made, provide to.  the Secretariat 
written  notice  of iu intentions  as  to ensuring  observance  of the Treaty in  respect of the  measure...  The 
Secretariat shall  present  the  notification  to the  Charter  Conference  at the  earliest  practicable  oppor-
wnity, and no later than the meeting of the Charter Conference following  receipt of the notice. If it is 
impracticable to ensure observance immediately, the RespOIISl"ble  Party shall  have a reasonable period of. 
time in which to do so. The reasonable period of time shall be agreed by  both par.ties  to the dispute. In 
the  event  that such  agreement  is  not reached,  the  Responsible  Party shall  propese  a reasonable  period 
for approval by the Charter Conference.  . 
3  .. Where the  Responsible  Party fails,  within  the  reasonable period of time,  to ens11re  observance  in  respect 
of the  measure,  it ·shall  at the request of the  other Con[facting  Party party to the  dispute  (hereinafter 
referred  to as  the  'Injured Party') endeavour to agree with the  Injured  Party on  appropriate  compen-
sation as a muttally satisfactory resolution of the dispute.  · 
4.  If no satisfactory 'i:ompensatio'n  has  been  agreed within  20  days  of the request of the Injured Party, the 
Injured  Party· may with  the authorization of the  Charter Conference suspend such of iu obligations  to 
the  Responsible  Party under  the  Treaty as  it  considers  equivalent  tO  those  denied  by  the  measure  in 
question,  until' such. _time  as  the  Contracting  Parties  have  reached  agreement  on a  resolution  of their 
dispute or the non-conforming measure has  been brought into conformity with the Treaty. 
5.  In  considering  what obligations  to suspend,  the  Injured  Party shall  apply  the  following  principles  and 
procedures:.  · 
(a)  The  Injured  Party" should  first' seek  tO  suspend  obligations  with  respect  to the  same  part of the 
Treaty as that in  w~ich the tribunal has found  a violation  . 
(b) If  ·the  Injured  Party considers· that  it is  not  practicable  or effective  to suspend  obligations  ·with 
respect  to  the  same  part, of the  Treaty,  it may  seek  to suspend  obligations  in  other partS  of the 
Treaty.  If the  Injured  Party  decides  tO  request  authorization  tO  Slispend  obligations  under  this 
subparagraph, it shall state the  reasons  therefor in  iu request tO the Charter Conference for  author-
izatiorL  .. 
6.  On written request ·of the  Responsible Party, delivered  tO the Injured Party and  to the  President of the 
tribunal that rendered the-award, the tribunal shall determine whether the level  of obligations suspended 
by the Injured Party is  excessive,  and  if so, to what extent. If the tribunal cannot be  reconstituted, such 
determination shall  be  made by  one or more  arbitrators appointed  by  the  Secretary-General.  Determi-
nations  pursuant to this  paragraph shall  be  completed within  60  days  of the  request to the  tribunal or 
the  app-Ointment  by  the  Secretary-General.  Obligations  shall  not  be  suspended  pending  the  determi-
nation, which shall be final  and binding. 
7.  In  ~uspending any  obligations  to  a  Responsible  Pany, an  Injured  Party shall  make  every  effort  not io 
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9.  Anna G  ,· 
EXCEPTIONS AND RULES GOVERNING 11fEAPPUCA'DON 011-'IHE PROVISIONS OF 'D:IE  •· . 
.  . GAIT AND RELATED 'INSTRUMENTS  .  . 
.  .  .  .  ~. 
.  .  (In ~  with Anide. i9 (2) (a))· 
1.  Th~ foUowing  provisions of GAIT 19<47  and Rdated  Insuwn~  shall  not be  applicable wider Article 
29 (2) (a): 
(a) Gcuent ~  oa Tariffs ~Trade 
II  Schedules•of concessions (arid the Schedules co  the  Gene~  Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade)  ·  ·  ·  · 
IV  spcciat  p~io~  relating .  to cinematographic  filmS 
x:v  ExChange  arrangements 
XVIII- · Governmental  assistance  to . economic  development 
'XXII  Consultation  .· 
XXIII·  Nullification  or impairment 
XXV  Joint action by  the  COntra<=?~~ Panics 
Acccpuilcc. Entiy into force  an~ regi5tration 
·XXVII  Withholding  or withdrawal  of ~nccssioru 
XXVIII  Modification  of  Sch~uiC:S 
XXVliia  .  Tariff  negotiations 
XXIX  The  rcl~tion of this  Agreement t6 the Havana· Charter 
XXX  Amendments 
·XXXI  Withdra~al 
XXXII·  Contracting ·Parties 
xxXIII  •  Accession 
XXXV  ·No~~application of the  Agrceme~t between  particular Conuacting ,Parties 
. -XxxV!'  Principles  ahd  objectives 
.. 1 
XXXVII  cOmmitment.$ 
XXXVIII  Joint  action _ 
Annex H ·  Relating co  Article  XXVI 
Annex I  Notes  and  Supplementary  provisions  (related  to  above  GAIT Articles)· 
Safeguard action for development purposes  -
. Understanding  rega~ding notification,  ~on~ltation, dispute settlemerit and  surveillance. .,, 
' 
.,, 
~:'  ··:· 
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(b) Related  IDstramcots 
(i) -~  on  T~iad  &men to Tnuk (Stmu£.nls .C«k) 
Preamble (p~bs  I; 8, 9) 
'·  1.3.  General  provisions 
No L·380/7l 







Annex  2 
Annex·3 
cenual government  bodies  ·  · 
Information about  technical  regulations,  standards  and  certification  systems 
Technical assistance  to ocher  Panies 
special  and  differen"tial  treatment of developing  countries 
'l)le  Commi~tee on Technical  Barriers  to Trade 
Consultation  and  dispute  settlement 
Fmal  provisions  (ocher chan  15.5  and  15.13) 
Technical  Expert Groups 
Panels 
(ii)  Agreement on.  GOvernment Procurement 
_(iii)  Agreement  on  lnterprewtion  and Appliaztion  of Articles  VI,  XVI and XXIII (Subsidies  and 
Counteroailing  Measures) 
10.  Export subsidies  on certain primary productS 
12.  Consultations 
13.  Conciliation,  dispute  settlement  and  authorized  cOUnter  measures . 
14.  · Developing  countries 
16.  Cominittee  on Subsidies  and  Countervailing  Measures 
17.  'Conciliation 
18.  Dispute  settlement 
. 
19.2.  Acceptance  and  a~ion 
19.4.  Entry into force· 
19.5.  (a)  National  legislation 
19.6.  Review 
19.7.  •,  Amendments 
............ 
19.8.  :.Withdrawal 
19.9.  Non-application of chis  Agreement  between  particular signatories 
t9  .11.  Secretariat · 
19 .12.  Deposit 
19 .13.  Registration_ 
(iv)  Agreement on  Implementa~ion of  Article  VII (Customs  Valuation) 
1.2.  (b)  (iv) Transaction  value 
·11.1.  De~rmination of customs  value 
14. ·  Applicauo"n  of Annexes. (second  sentence) 

















· Dispute · seulement 
'  '  '  '  '  ;-- '  .. 
Special and differential  ~tment'of developing  c:Owitries. 
'  - ·.  ,·  . .  '  . 
AccepWtce  and' acCession 
Eiluy into  fori:e. ·  · 
National  legislation 
RevieW 
Amendments 




Technical  Coriunitte~ .on  Customs  Valuation· 
· Ad hoc  !>and~ . 
•' 
I 
· Protocol  to  the  Agreeme~t oii ·Implementation  of  Anicle  VII  (ex~ept  1.7'  and · 1.8;  with · necessary 
c:Cmfonning  introductory  language) 
(v)  Ag"reement on  imp~rt Li~i~g  Procedures 
1.4. 
2.2. 
·General  ~pro~sions· (last  sentence) 
Automatic  import  licensing  (footriote-_2) 
-... 
4~  ·.Institutions, 'consultation. and  dispute  settl~ment 
~:  Final  provisio~ (except  paragraph' 2) 
(vi) Agreement on  ImplementAtion of  Artide VI (Antidumping Code) 
.  ·I 
13.'  -Developing·· countries 
14.  Committee  on\Anti-Dumping  P~actiees · · 
15.  'Consultation,  conciliation  and  disPute  s~ttlemeht. 
16.  Final  pt~visions (except  paragraphs  l-and. 3) 
· (vii)  Arrangement regarding  bo-vine  meat 
<~;ii)  lntem4tioriizl dt:iiry 'arrangement 
(,ix)  Ag~~ement'on Trade  in Civil Airdafi 
(x) Declaration  on  trade'.measures  taken /or bala~e-,of-payments purposes.· 
· (c)  ~other  provision$ in the GAIT ot.Rdate_d l..aStruments which. relate t(!: 
.._  .- .. 
(i)  governmental  assistance  to  economic  development  and 'the. treatmeiu  of  de~eloping. countries, 
. except for paragraphs 1 to 4  __  of the Decision of28 November 1979 (L/4903) on differential and .. 
more favourable treatment, reciprocity  and  fuller  participation of developing countries; 
.  ·.  .  .  .  ~  . 
(ii)  ihe establishment or operation of specia!ist_ committees :ind: other subsidiary institutions; 
•  '•  •  ''  ,i  - •  •• 
(iii)  signature, .accessio~,  ·entry  i~t~ fore~, withd_raw~l, deposit and registration. 
I 
3'1.  12. 94 
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(d) All  agrecmeou, . arrangcmenu,  decisions,  undemandings  or odter  joint  action  pursuant  co  dte 
provisions liaed in subpangrapbs (a) co  (c). 
2. Contracting Parties shall-apply dte provisions oi'dte "Declaration on trade measures taken  foe balance-
. of-payments  pUIJXISCS' .  to. measwes  taken  by chose "Codtr.aaing  Parties which  are not panies. co  dte 
GAIT, co the. euent praaicable in dte con~  of dte odter provisions of dais "J;"rea.t)'.  • 
3.  Widt respect co  noti6catio~ required by dte provisions made applicable by Article 29 (2) (a): 
(a)  Contracting Panies which  are  nix panies  co  the  GAIT or a  Related  Instlument shall  make dteir 
notifications  co  dte  SecretariaL  The  Secretariat  shall  circulate·  copies  of dte  notifications  to  all 
Contracting Parties.  Notifications to dte  Secretariat shall  be  in  one of dte  ~udtentic languages of 
dtis Treaty. The accompanying documents may be solely in dte language of the Contracting Party; 
(b) such requiremenu shall not apply to Contracting Parties to this Treaty which are also parties to the 
GAIT and Related lnnrumenu, which contain their own notification requiremenu. 
4.  Trade in  nuclear materials may be governed" by agreemenu referred to in the declarations related to dtis · 
paragraph contained in the Final Act of the European Energy Charter Conference. 
10.  Annex TFU 
PROVISIONS  REGARDING  TRADE  AGREEMENTS  BETWEEN  STATES  WHICH  WERE 
CONSTITUENT PARTS  OF THE FORMER UNION OF.  SOVIET SOC~IST  REPUJ:JLICS 
(In  accordance with  Article  29  (2)  (b)) 
l. Any agreement referred  to in  Article 29  (2)  (b)  shall  be notified  in  writing to the  Secretariat by or on 
behalf of all of the patties to such a~ment  which sign or accede to this Treaty: 
(a)  in  respect of an agreement in  force  as  of a date dtree months after the date on which  dti:  firn of 
such panics signs or dej:.osiu iu instrument of accession to the Treaty, no later man six months after 
such date of signature or deposit; and  . 
(b)  in  respect of an'  agreement which  enters  into force  on a  date subsequent  tO dte date referred  t~ in 
subparagraph  (a),  sufficiently  in  advance  of  iu  entry  into  force  for  other  States" or  Regional 
Economic  Integration  Organizations  which  have  signed  .or  acceded  to  the  Treaty  (hereinafter 
.referred to as  the 'Interened Parties') w have a reasonable opponunity to review the agrec;:ment and 
make  rep~nutions concerning it to  the  panics  theretO  and  tO  the  Charter Conference  prior to 
such· entry ini'O. force. 
2. "The  notification shaU  include: 
(a)  copies of lhe original teXtS of lhe agreement in  all  languages in which it has been signed; 
(b)  a description, by reference to the items  included in  Annex  EM, of the specific energy materials and" 
. producu to which it applies; 
(c)  an  explanation, separately for  ~ch relevant provision  of the GATT and  Related  lnnrumenu made 
applicable by Article  29  (2)  (a), of the circumnanees which make it impossible or impracticable  for 
the panies to the agreem"ent to conform fully with that provision;  . 
(d) the  specific  measures  to. be  adopted  by  each  pany tO  the  agreement. tO  address  the  circumstances 
referred to in subparagraph (c); and •. 
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(e)  a  desCription  of the pm.ies• p~es  for achieving  a  progressive  reduaion and  ultimate  dim- · 
·  ination of the _agreement's  non:.COnforming  provisions. ·  .  ·  :·  ' .  ·  ·  .  . 
,-· 
. · · 3.  P~~  to an a~ment  n~cified in· accordanee wl:th_paragraph  1 sha!J  afford r:, the Interested  Parti~ a 
reasonable·  Opponunity  tO·  co~lt with  them  with  _respea.  to  such  agrcemen~  and  shall  ~rd  .  ·  .. 
consideratio~:_to their repr~tations.-Upon the request of any of.the Iniereste4 Parties, .the agreement 
shall  b~ conSidered _by  the  ~harter Conferenee,:which may adopt recommendations with respect thereto: 
4.  The.  Charter Q>nference shaU  periodically  revi~ the  implementati~n of agre~meius notified pu~ani  to  · 
· paragraph  1 and  the progress  haVing  ~ii made  towards the eliminaticin  of provisions thereof that do 
not eonform with  provisions  of the  GAIT_ and  Rdated Instruments  niade  applicable  by  Article· 2~ (2) • 
(a): Upop the  request of any- of the Interested  Parties,  the  Charter Conference ·niay _adopt  recommen-
dations with respect to such an agreement.  · 
,,--
5.  An agreement descnbed in  Anicle 29  (2) (b)  may in case  ~f exceptional urgency .be a,llowed  to ·erner into 
.  force without the  notification  and  consaltation provided for in  subparagraph  l  {b),  paragraphs 2 and  3,. 
provided .  that  such  notification  takes.  place  and  the.  opportunity. for'  such ·consultation· is' afforded · 
promptly  .. In  such a case the parties to the agreement shall  nev~rtheless notify its  tbct in 'acoordance with 
./ 
subparagraph 2 (a) promptly·upon itS entry into force.  ·  :  ·  .  .  :  · 
.  ·•  .  /  ·'  . 
9.  Contracting  Parties  which  are  or  become  .parties  to· an  agreement  described· in  Article  2?  (2)  (b) 
undertake  to .limit  the  non-conformities  thereof  with  the  provisions  of  the  GAIT  and  Related 
In~truments made  applicable  by  Article  29  (2) (a)  to  those  necessary  to  address  the  particular circum-·. 
stances  and  to  implement  such  an  agreemc:nt  so  as  least  to  deviate  from  those  proVisions.  They shall 
· make every effort to take. remedial  action  in  light of _representations  (rom  the Interested· Parties  and_ of 
any recommendations of the Charter Conference.  ·  ·· 
/ 
~d. Anne~ D 
INTERIM  PROVISIONS--FOR  TRADE  DISPliTE SETnEMENT 
...  ~n  · acc6rdance. with Article  29 (7)) 
1.  (a)· In their relations with one another, ContracWig Parties shall make evei:y effon through cooperation 
·  and  eonsultations  to  arrive  at ·a  mutually· ·satisfactOry  resoluti<?il- of  any,  dispute  ~bout existing 
measures that might  materially affect compliance with'the provisions  applicable io trade pursuant  i.o~ 
Ani«le 5 or 29.  ·  · 
- . .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  ;  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  .  ·.  .  . 
(b) A (:ontracting Pany may  make a  written request to any other Contracting Party for. consuh:2ii;,ns 
regarding  any  existing  measu-re  of  the  other  Contracting  Party  that  it -considers  might  affe~ 
. materially compliance with provisions applicable to .trade_ pursuant to Article  5 or 29. A Contracting· 
Party  .which  r'equestS  consultations  shall  to  the  fullest  extent  possible  indicate'  the  measure· 
complained  of  and  specify  the- proVisiori.s  of- Article  5  or  29  and  of  the  GAIT and  Related 
Instruments  that  it  considers  relevant. ·RequestS  to  C:onsult  pursuant  to  this  paragraph. shall  be 
notified  to  the  Secretariat,  which  shall  periOdically  inform  the  Contracting· Panies ·of  ·pending . 
consultations ·that have_ been notified.  · ·  ·  · 
'(c)  A  'Con~acting Party shall ·treat any: confidential  or  pro~rietary information· identified  as  such  and 
contained  in  or received  in  response  to a written  request, or received·  in .tile course of consultations, 
in ihe same  manner in which it is treated by the  Contra~ing Party proViding the.·infonnation ..  :  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  ~ 
. {d)  Iil  s~eking to resolve  ~atters consiqeredby~ Contracting Pany to affect compliance with provisions 
·  applicable  to._ trade pursuant to Anicle  5 or -29  as  between  iuelf and  a'nother Contracting Pany, the  . 
'  Contracting P.a'nies  participating in  consultations or other dispute settlement shall  make every dfon 
to avoid a resolution that adversely affeCtS  the trade of any other-Contracting Party.·· 
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2.  (a) H, within 60 day$ from the  . .rea3pt of the request for consultation rUerred to in subparagraph l  (b). 
the  Conuaaing Parties  have  not raolved  dteir dispute  or agreed  to  raolve it by c:onciliation, 
ai.cdiwon, ubiuation OJ' Otha· !JlCthod,  eilher. Comraaing Party may  deliver to rhe Secruariat  a 
wriaen request fOJ"  the establishment of a panel in  ac:sordance wim subparagraphs (b) to (f). In iu 
request the. requesting Conuaaing Party shall state me substance of rhe dispute and indicate which 
provisions of Anide 5 or 29· and  of me  GATI and  Related  InstrumentS are coiisidet"Cd  relevant.. 
The Secretariat shall p~  deliver copies of me request to all Contraaing Parties. 
(b) The interesis  of orher Contraaing Parties shall  be  taken  into  account  during  the  raolution of a 
dispute. Aity ocher Contraaing Party hilving  a substantial  in~erest in a matter shaH  have me right to 
be  heard  by  me  panel  and  to make  written  submissions  to  it,  provided . that both  the  disputing 
ContraCting Parties and the Secretariat have received  "trit~ notice of itS  interest no later than the 
date of establishment of the panel, as dete'rmined in  accordana: wim subparagraph (c). 
(c)  A  pa~el shall  be  deemed  to be  established  45  days  after  the  receipt  of the  written  request  of a 
Contractir.1g Party by the Secretariat pursuant tO subparagraph (a). 
(d) A panel shali be composed of three members who shall be  chosen by the Secretary-General from the 
roSter describtd in paragraph 7. Except where the disputing Contracting Parties agree otherwise, the 
members of a panel shall' no~ be  citizens of Contracting Parties which either are party to the di$pu1e 
or have notified their interest in. accordance with subparagraph (b), or citizens of States members of 
a  Regional Economic  ln~egration Organization which  either is  party to the dispute or has  notified 
its  ililterest in accordance with subparagraph (b). 
(e) The disputing 'Contracting Parties shall respond  within  10 working days to the. nominations of panel 
members and shall not oppose nominations except for compelling reasons. 
(f)  Panel  members  shall serve  in  their individual  capacities  and  shall  neither seek. nor take instrUction 
from  any government or other body.  Each  Contracting Party undertakes to respect these principles 
· and not to seek to influence  panel members ,i,t  the,,pertorm;mce of their taSks.  Panel members shall 
be .selected  With  a  view  to' ensuring  their  independen'Ce,  and  that  a  sufficient  diversity  of back-
grounds and ,breadth of  experien~ are refleCted  in  a panel. 
(g) The Secretariat shall prompdy notify all  Contracting Parties that a panel has been constituted. 
3.  (a) The Charter Conference shall  adopt·rules of procedure for panel  proceedings consistent with this 
Annex.  Rules  of  procedure  shall  be  as. close  as  possible  to  those  of· the  GA  TI and  Related 
Instruments. ft.  panel shall also have the right tO adopt additional rules of procedure not inoonsiSICnt 
with. the ~'of  procedure. !!dopted by  the Charter Conference or with this Annex. In a proceeding 
before a pand each disputing Contracting Party and any other Colmacting Party which has notified 
its  interest in  aci:ordance with subparagraph 2 (b), shall have the right to at least one hearing before 
the  panel  and  to provide  a  written  submission.  Disputing  Contracting  Parties shall  also  have  the 
right to provide  a  written  rebuttal.  A panel  may  grant  a  request  by  any other Contracting Party 
which  has  notified  its  interest  in  accordance  with  subparagraph  2  (b)  for  access  to  any  written 
submission made to the panel, with the consent of the Contracting Party which has made iL 
The proceedings of a  pa~el shall he confidential. A panel  shall  make  an objective assessment of the 
matters  before  it,  .including ·the  facts  of  the  dispu~e  and  the  compliance  of  measures  with  the 
provisions applicable to trade pursuant to Article  5 or 29.  In  exerCising  its functions,  a  panel shall 
·conrult  with  the  disputing  Contracting  Parties  and  give  them  adequate  opportunity  to.  arrive  at a 
mutually satisfactory solution. Unless otherwise agreed  by  the disputing Contracting Parties, a panel 
shall base. its  decision  on the argumentS  and  submissions of the disputing Contracting Parties. Panels· 
shall  be  guided  by  the  interpre'tations  given  to  the  GAIT and  Related  Instruments  within  the 
framework of the GAIT, and shall  not question  the  compatibilil:)'  with Anicle ·  5 or 29  of practices 
applied  by  any  Contracting Party which  is  a party to  the  GAIT. to other parties to the GAlT to 
which  it  applies  the  GAIT and  which  have  not  been  liken  by  those  other  parties  to  dispu1e 
resolution under the GAIT. 
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.  UnlesS  otherwise  agreed  by- the- disputing  ContraCting  Panies,  all ·  pro~dures:.  involVing  a  panel, 
· · including the ·issuance of its·  final  repoCt, shouM be  complei.ed :within · 180 days .of the date. of estab-
-lishment of the panel;  how6rer, a  failure  to eomJ,lete _all· pro&dures. within· this- period shall  not 
- ·- affect-the validity ofa finaf'repon.  .- ·  ·  ·  ·  .  '  ·  ·  . ·  -.  ·  . 
•  •  '  ~  t  ~  ~ 
(b) A panel. shall detennirie  i~ jurisdiction; 'such  detenci~ation sh~ll;>e final·~~ binding.  Any·objeai~n  . 
.  by a.disputing  ..  Contraciing P?-rty  tha't a  dispute  is  riot-within the jurisdiction_of the_panei  shall  be 
-·  considered  by  the  panel,  which  srui.ll  decid~ whether  tp  deal with  the. o_bjection  as  a- preluninary 
.  - que~tion or_ '1;0  join it to the merits of the disppte.  ·  .  _  .  · /. 
'· 
' 
-(c) In the-event of two  or"  more  requests. for  ~blishment.  of a  pane!  in  relati_on -to· disputes  i~at are 
substantively similar,  the  Secretary-General  may  with  the  consent ·of all.the  disputing  Contracting 
Parties appoint a single panel.  .  ..  .  ·  ·.  . 
- 4~  (a)  After  having  coqsidered  rebuttal ,arguinc;nts, a  panel  shall  submit  to_  the -disputing  Contracting 
.  Parties ·the descriptive  secti<;>ns. of its. draft written  report;  including  a .statement· of the facts. and a  -
summary ·of  the  arguments  made· by  the  disputing ·Contracting  Parties_.  The disputing  Contracting 
Parties· shall  be  aHorded  afl  opportunity  to··submit  written  coiliments  on  the  descriptive  sections 
wii.hin  a period set· by the panel.·  ·  ·  · 
Follo;W:ing .the date set for receipt of comments from -the  Contracting  Pani~s.  -the  panel  shall  issue. to· 
the· disputing Contracting  Parties  an  interim  written 'repoi-t,  including. both  the  descriptive  section·s 
.  and  the  panel's  proposed  findings  and  conclusions.  Within  a·  period  set  by· the  panel  a  disputing 
Contracting Party may suhmit to the panel·a written request that t,he  panel review specific aspects of.· 
tJ'te  interim ·report before  issuing ··a  final-report  ..  Before  issuing  a  final  report the  panel  may,  in  it5 
discret~on,  meet  with  the .disputing  Contracting  Parties  to  consider  the  issues  raised . in  such -a 
request_-
· The final-repon shall  in~l~de descriptive sections (including  a·  stateme~t of the facts  and a summary 
of the arguments made  by the disputing Contracting Parties), the  panel's findings  and ,conclusions, 
:·:and .  a. discussion  of arguments  made  on. spec_ific aspects  of the ·iriteriin  repori' 'at _the  stage  of its 
1:eview. The final  report shall  d~al with every· substantial issu'e ·raised bef<?re  the. panel  and necessary 
tO  the resolution of th~ dispute md s~'aii State the reasons for the panel's' conclusions..  . -
A  panel  shaH  issu~ its .final  report by pr~viding it  promptly to the  Secretana~ ?-nd  to  th~ disputing 
Contracting Piirties.  The Secretariat -shall  at the earliest practicable  opportuniiy. distribute  the- final 
report; together with any' written·views thai a disputing Contracting Party desires_ tq have appended, 
to aiL Contracting Parties. · .  .  ·  ·  ·  . 
(b) Where a panel cqncludes thai ·a  measure. introduced or mainciined .by a  Co~tracting Pa;.y does not 
comply with a provision of Article 5 or,79 or wiih a provision  of the GA  1T or a Relati:'d  Instrument 
that applies pursuant to Article 29, the pa'nel  may recommend in  its  final report that the Conti:acting. 
··Party alter or abandon the meas.Ure or con'duct so as  tobe in  compliance-with tha.t provision.  .  - .  ''  .  .  .  .  .  .  .· 
- (c)  _Pa_r:t~l~eporu shall  b~ adopted b~ the Chaner Conference. In order t~ ~rovide sufficient time  forth~ 
" 'Charter;_ Conference  to· c<insider  panel  repof:ts,  a  report· shall  not  be  adopted  by  the  Charter 
Conf~rence. until  at least  30  days.after~it has  been provided  to an-Contracting Parties.by the  Sec7 
·  retarii!t.  Contracting Parties having  objections  to a .  panel  report shall  give  written  reasons  for  their 
objections  to  the  _Secretari~t ·at  lea5t  tO. days -prior  to  the  date  on  which  the  report  is  to  be 
:considered for adoption by- tlie· Chaner Conference,. and the Secretariat shall  promptly provide them' 
i.o  all  Contracting Parties. The disputing Contracting Parties .and Contracting Parties which  notified 
(},'eir  interest in  accordance with .subparagraph  2  (b)  shall.have  the  right to participare_ fully  in  the· 
consideration of .the  panel  report  011  _that  dispute by the; Chaner Cpnfc;rence,  an'd  their· views  shall 
be fully  recorded. ·•  ·  · 
(d), In order. to ensure  effecti~e. resolution  of disputes  to the  b~nefi't of all" Comr:icti~g.  Parties, prO!l)p.t  . 
.  · . ·compliance with rulings· a·nd  recommendations of a fin.al-panel·report that has been  adopted.by the.  · 
.  Charter  Conference .is.  essential. ',f. ·:c.ontracung: Party  which  is _subject  to ·a  ruling  or  recom_men-. 
dation  of a  final  pan!=!  report  that has 'been  a9qpted  by ·the  -Ch~rter Conference shall  inform  the·-
·'Charter Conference of ii.s  intentions regarding.  com-pliance  with such  ruling or.  recom_mendatio~  .. In 
·.the .event that immediate compliance  is impracticable,,the Contracting Party concerned shall  e>iplain. 
·its reasons  for  non-compliance ,to  the  Chaner  C9nfe'i-en·c~  and,  in  light 'of._i.his  explanation,  shall 
·.- have  a. reasonable  period  of time  tO  effect compliance.' The aim  of dispute  resolution  is  the  .. modifi-. 
·_  cation. or removal .of  inconsistent measures.  ..  .  . 
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5,  (a) Where a Contracting Part)' has failed  within a reasonable period of time to comply with a  ruling or 
recommendation  of  a  final.  panel  report  that  has  been  adopted  by  the  Charter  Conference,  a 
Contracting Party to the dispute injured by such non-compliance may deliver t0 the non-complying .'  · 
' Contracting  Party  a  written  request  that  the,.noR-complying  Contracting  Party  enter  into 
negotiations with  a .view  to agreeing  upon mutuaUy  acceptable  compensation. If so.  requested  the 
non-complying Contracting Party shall promptly enter into such negotiations.  · 
(b)  If  the non-complying Contracting Pany refuses _to 'negoi.iate, or if the Contracting J_'arties  have  not 
reached · agreement  within  30  days  aher  delivery  of  the  request  for  negotiations,  the  injured 
Contracting  Party  may  make  a  written  request. for  amhorization  of the .Charter  Conference  to 
suspend obligations owed by it to the non-complying Contracting Party pursuant to Anicle 5 or 29. 
(c)  The Charter Conference may, authorize  the  injured  Contracting Party to suspend  such of its  obli-
gations  to  the  non-complying  Contracting  Party, ·under. provisions  of  Anicle  5  or  29  or  under 
provisions  of t)le  GATT or Related  Instruments  that apply  pursuant to Anicle  29,  as  the  injured 
Contracting Pany considers equivalent in  the circumstances. , 
(d) The suspension  of obligations  shall  be  temporary and  shall  be  applied  only until  sue~ time  :is  the 
measure  found  tO be  inconsistent  with  Article  S.  or. 29  has  been ·removed, or until. a  mutually satis-
factory solution is  reached. 
..  4  '\,  '<-.-.t  ~ 
6.  (a)  Before  suspending  such  obligations  the  injured  Contracting  Party shall  inform  th~ non-complying 
Contracting  Party  of  the  nature  and  level  of  its  proposed  suspension.  If ihe  non-complying 
Contracting Party delivers  to the Secretary-General a  written  objection to the level. of suspension 'Of 
obligations proposed  by  the  injured Contracting Party, the objection shall  be  referred  to arbitration 
as  provided  below. The proposed  suspension of obligations shall  be stayed  until  the  arbitration  has 
been  completed  and  the  determination  of  the  arbitral  panel  has  become  final  and ·binding  in 
accordance with subparagraph (e). 
(li)  The Secretary-General shall  establish  an  arbitral  panel  in  accordance with  subparagraphs  2  (d)  to 
(f), which if practicable shall  be  the same panel  which  made the ruling or recommendation referred 
to  in  subparagraph  4  (d),  t9  examine  toe  level  of obligations  that the  injured  Contracting  Party 
proposes  to suspend.  Unless  the Charter  Conference decides  otherwise  the  rules  of procedure for· 
panel  proceedings shall be  adopted in accordance with subparagraph 3 (a).·  ·  · 
(c)  The arbitral panel shall determine  whe~her the level  of obligations proposed to be suspended by  the 
injured  Contracting Party. is  excessive  in  relation  to  the  injury  it  experienced,  and  if  so,  to what 
· extent.  It shall  not review  the  nature of the obligations suspended, except in  so far as. this  is  insep-
arable from  the determination of the level  of suspended obligations. 
(d) The  arbitral· panel  shall  deliver  itS  written  determination  lO  the  injured  and  the  non-complying 
Contracting. Parties and to the Secretariat within 60 days 'Of  the establishment of the panel or within 
such other period as  may be  agreed by the injured and the  non-complying Contracting Parties. The 
Secretariat  shall  present  the  determination  to  the  Charter  Conference  at  the  earliest  practicable 
opportunity,  and  no  later  than  the  meeting  of  the  Charter ·Conference  following  receipt  of the 
determination. 
•., 
{e)  The det.c:rminaticin  of the arbitral panel  shall  become  fi_nal  and  binding  30  days after the  date of itS 
presentation tO  the Charter Conference, and any .level  of suspension of benefits allowed thereby may 
thereupon  be  put into  effect  by  the  injured  Contracting  Party in  such  manner as  that Contracting 
Party considers equivalent· in  the circumstances, unless  prior to  the expiration of the  30 days period 
the Charter Conference decides otherwise.  · 
·(f)  In  suspending  any ob!igatipns  to a '(]On-complying  Contracting Party, an injured  Coiuracting Party 
shall  make every effort not to affect adversely the trade of any other Contracting Party. 
7., Each  Contracting  Party  may  designate  two .individuals  who  shall,  in  the  case  of Contracting  Pa.rties 
which.  arc:  also  party to the  GATT, if  they  arc  willing  and  able  10  serve  as  panellistS  pursuant  to  this 
Annex,  be  panellistS  currently  nominated  for  the  purpose  of  GAIT dispute  panels ..  The  Secretary-
General  may also designate, with  the  approval of the Charter Conference, not more than  10  individuals, 
who  are  willing  and  able  to  serve  as  pandlistS  for  purposes  of dispute  resolution  in  accordance  with 
paragraphs 2 to 4. The Charter Conference may'  in  addition  decide  to designate for  the same  purposes· 
up  to  20  individuals,  who serve  on  dispute  scnfcmem  rosters  of other  international  bodies,  who  arc 
willing  and  able  to serve  as  panellistS.  l11e  names  of all  of the  individuals  so designated  shall  constitute 
the  dispute sculcment roster.  Indi,·iduals shall  be  designated 'strictly on the  basis of objectivity,  reliability  .  . . '  .. 
.. 
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a:nd  sound judg~ent and, to the 'grea~  extent possible, shall  h~~c-eJtpenise  'in·.inte~ation~ trade ~d. 
energy matters, in  pariicular as  relateS  tO provisions applicable pu):suarit  to Article  29. In 'fulfilling  any  ' 
function  pursuant to this  Annex,  designees .  shaD  not  be 'affiliated  with' ot take  instrUctions  from  any ' . 
Contracting Party.  Designees  shall serve  for  renewable  tenus  of. five  years  and  until  their ·successors 
· have been .designated. A designee whose term expires shall oontinue tO fulfil  any function for  ~hich that . 
individualhas·been chosen  purs\J~~ tO this Annex. In the ·we of death, resigqation or incapacity pf  a 
designee,  the  COnt.rilcting ·Party . or the  Secretary-General,  whichever  designated ·said · designee,- shall 
'have  the  right  tO designate 'another individuai 'to  serve  for  the  remainder' of that' designee's  term,  the. 
designation by the Secretary-General being subject to approval of the Chanet Ce>nferen~.  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  '.' -
8.  Notwithstanding  the  provisions  contained  iri  this  Annex,. Contracting Parties are encouraged  to ~onsult 
.. /.  thfoughout the dispute resolution proceeding with a view  to settling their dispute . 
). 
.. 
9.  The Chaner Corifere'nce may· appoiiu or designate qther  bodi~  ·or fora-to perform any of the .  functiotis·. 
· .dete'gated in  this. Annex to the Secretariat and the Secreury:Gene_ral.'  · 
12.  Annex B 
FORM.Ul.A  FOR  AL~OCATING CHARTER COSTS 
·'(In accordance  with  Anicle. 37  (3)) 
t.  Contributions  payable. by  Contracting  Panies  shall. be. determined  by  the ·Secretariat  annually  on  the 
·  basis·  of ·their .  percentage  contributions ·required  under  the  ·latest  available  United · Nati9ns : Regu,lar 
·Budget  Seale . of· Assessment  (supplemented  by  info,;ma.tion'  on  theoretical  conuibutioiu  for  -any 
Contracting Panies which are .riot Uf·members). 
2.  The  contributions  shall  be  adjusted· as  necessary  to .ensure  that  the .. total ·of  all  Contracting  Parues' 
contributions  is  100 %. 
· .13.  Annex PA 
LIST  Qf  SIGNATORIES  WHICH  -DO  NOT· ACCEPT  THE  PROVISIONAL  APPLICATION 
• .  .  OBLIGATION  OF ARTICLE  45  (3)'  (b)  .  . . 
.  l~.  .  .  .  .  ' 
(In  accordanc~ with  Anicle  45  (3) (c)) 
· 1.  The Cz.ech  Repu'blic 
· ' 2.  Germany  !' 
3.  Hungary 
4.  Lithuania· 
5.  Poland. 
_ · 6,  The Slovak  Repu~lic 
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14. Annex T 
CONTRACflNG PARTIES'  TRANSmONAL MEASURES 
(In accordance with Anicle 32 (1)) 
L~t of Contracting Parties  entitled to  ~itional arrangements 
Albania  Latvia 
Armenia  Lithuania 
Azerbaijan  Moldova 
Belarus  ·Poland 
Bulgaria  Romania 
Croatia  The  Russian  Federation 
The Czech  Republic  Slovakia 
Estonia  Slovenia· 
. Georgia  ·Tajikistan 
Hungary  Turkmenistan 
Kazakhstan  Ukraine 
Kyrgyzstan  Uzbekistan 
List  of provisions  subject  t~ transitional  arrangeQ!.ents 
Provision  Page 
Anicl_e  6  (2)  so 
Anicle 6  (5)  82 
Article  7  {4)  84 
Anicle 9  (q  85 
Anicle 10 (7)  86 
Article  14  (1) (d)  86 
Article  20  (3)  87 
Article ·2:J  (3)  88 
-"-.. ;  ·, 
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·I  '  Article  6  (2)  , 
'Each' Contractirig  Party  shall .  ensure, that  Within  its  juris~iction  it ·has-· and ·enforces· such  laws  as  are . · 
necessary  and  appropriate  to  address  unilateral  and  concerted  anti-competitive  Conduct· in  eionomic, 
activity. in the eAergy  sector~· 
·COUNTRY: ALBANIA· 
Sector· 
AU  energy  secw~. 
/.rue/  of  govemmeni. 
Natio'nal. 
Description· 
There  is. no  law on protection of competition in. Albania.  The 
law. No 7746 of 28 July 1993 on. hydrocarbons and the law No . 
7796  of  17 · February . 1994  on  minerals  do  not  include  such 
provisions. There is  no law on electricity which. is  in' the stage of  .. 
.  . preparation.  This  law  is  planned  to. be  submitted,  to. the 
P_arliament  by the erid of 1996. In these  Ia 'll{S  !Jbania intends t() 
.-include  provisions ·on  anti-competitive  conduct.  ·  · 
Phase~out 
(January  1998. 
COUNTRY: ARMENIA 
Secior 
. All  energy  sectOrs .. 
·Level of  gin>ernm~t · · 
. Natic:mal.. 
Description 
·  At ·present a  State  ~onopoly exiSts  in.Arme~ia in  most energy 
. ·.Sectors.  :Jbere is .  nq law on protection of competition, thus. the 
' rules  of competition  ~e not yet being  implemented.  There  are 
no laws on energy. The draft laws ·on• energy are planned, to  be 
·  sub~iUc:d t9 the Parliament .in  1994 .. ·The  laws  ~re: envisaged to 
·  iridude  provisions  qn  anti-Competitive· behaviour,  which  would 
be· harmonize<;l  with  the  EC. legislation  on- competition. 
Phasi-out  -.., · 





.  ,. 
A.ll erieigy  seCtors  .. 
LeVel  of  government' 
National..· 
Description 
The anti-monopoly. legislation  is  ~t the  stag~ of elaboration. 
Phase~ouL 
· 1 January .2000; 
.  I 
COtJ:tiTRY:  BELARUS 
·Sector· 
All  energy: sectors  .. 




Anti~~onopoiy  ·legislation  ts  at the  stage  of elaboration: . · 
Phast;-out · 
· 1 Januaiy :woo .. 
COUNTRY:  GEORGIA 
· Sector • 
All  energy  s·ectors·.  _. 
.  Leyel of  government • 
National.· 
Description 
Laws ·on  d~monopoli~~·tion are at present. at the stage ·of elabor-· 
.  a~ion  in  Ge?rgia  and  that :is·  why.  the  State  has  so  far  the· 
monopoly .. for  practically' all  'energy  sources  and  . energy . 
resources,  which  restriCts.  th,e  possibility  of, competition  m  the:-_ 
energy  an.d  ~el co~ple~.  ...·· 
·Phase-out . 
1  Ja~u~ry 1999. 
.. 
Sector· 
All  energy sectors .•. 






The · law  on  development. ·of  competition  ·and  restncuon  of · 
inonopolisti~-·activities  (No  656  of  11- june· 19.91)  has  been 
apopted,  but  is. of a  genqal  l"!ature:  II_ .is  necessary  to' develop 
the  legislation_-further,  in· particular' by· means  of  ·adopting-
relevant  amendments  or  ~dopting a ·new  bv.;.  · 
... 
Phase-out  ~  . ' 
I  January  .1998. 
. COUNTRY:  KYRGyzSTAN 
-:-· 
Sector 
All. energy  sectors .. 31~ 12. 94  'official Journal_ of the  E~opean ComntUniJies  No L 380/81 
Level of government 
National. 
Description 
The  law  on  anti-monopoly  policies  has  already  been  adopted. 
The transitional period  is  needed to adapt provisions of this law 
to the energy seaor which is  now strictly regulated by the State. 
Phase-cut 
1 July  2001. 
CQUNTRY:  MOLDOVA 
Sutor 
All  energy  sectors. 
··J  Level  of  go1-.:mment 
National. 
Description 
The  law  on  restncuon  of  monopolistic  activltles  and  devel-
opment of competition of 29 January 1992 provides an organiz-
ational  and  legal  basis  for  the  developmenr  of competition, and 
of measures  to  prevent,  limit  and  restrict monopolistic activities; 
it.is oriented towards implementing market economy conditions. 
This  law,  however,  does  not .provide  for  concrete  measures  of 
anti-competitive  conduct in  the  energy sector, nor does it cover 
completely  the  requirements  of Article  6. 
In f995  drafts of a law  on competition and a State programme 
of demonopolization  of the  economy will  be  submitted  to  the 
Parliament.  The  draft  law  on  energy  whi~h  will  also  be 
submitted  to the  Parliament in  1995 will cover issues on demon-
opollzation  and  ·development  of  competition  in  the  energy 
sector.· 
Phase-out 
1 January  1998. 
COUNTRY:  ROMANIA 
'  Sector 
All  energy sectors. 





The  rules  of competition  are  not.yet implemented  in  Romania. 
The· draft law  on  protection  of competition  has _been  submitted 
to  the  Parliament  and  is  scheduled  w  be  adopted  during  1994. 
The ·draft  contains  provisions  with  respect  to  anti-competitive  · 
beha,·iour,  harmonized  with .the  EC's  law  on-competition. 
Phase-out 
31  December  1996: 
COUNTRY: TilE RUSSIAN  FEDERATION 
Stet  or 
All  energy sectors. 
Level of  gowmment 
The  Federation. 
Description 
·A  comprehensive  framework  of anti-monopoly  legislation . has 
been  created  in  the  Russian ·Federation  but  other  legal  and 
organizational  measures·  to  prevent,  limit  or suppress  monop-
olistic activities  and  unfair competition will  have to be  adopted 
and  in  particular in  the  energy seaor. 
Phase-cut 
1 July  2001. 
COUNTRY: SLOVENIA· 
Sector 
All  energy seaors  .. 
Level of  gO'l,ltmment 
National. 
Description 
Law  on·  protection  of  compeuuon  adopted  in  1993  and 
published  in  Official  Journal  No  18/93  treats  anti-competitive 
conduct generally. The existing  law also provides for conditions 
for  the  establishment  of competition authorities. At present  the 
main  competition  authoricy  is  the  Ofilce  of  Protection  of 
Competition  in· the  :mnisuy of Economic Relations and· Devel-
opment. With r-.-gard  to importance of energy sector a separate 
law  in  this  respect  is  foreseen  and  thus  more  time  for  full 
compli~ce is  needed. 
Phase-out 
1 January  1998. 
COUNTRY: TAJIKISTAN 
Sector 
All  energy  sectors. 
Level of  government 
National. 
Description 
In  l~93 Tajikistan  passed  the  law  on  demonopolization  and 
competition.  However, due to the difficult economic situation  in 
Tajikistan,  the  jurisdiction  of  the  law  has  .been  temporarily 
suspended. 
Phase-out 
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COUNTRY: TIJRKMENISTAN 
Sedor 
All  en~  s~ctors, 




1 July 20_01.  ,..-
COONTRY:- UZBEKISTA~ 
SeCtor 
All  energy seCtors. 
Level of  government _ 
National. 
Description-. 
- Under the Ruling of the President of Turkmenistan .N~ 1532  ~f 
21  Octeber .1993  the· Committee;  on  Restricting  Monopolistic 
ActivitieS has been etablished and is  acting now, the function 'of 
which is  to protect enterprises and other entities from  monopoly -
conduct and practices arid  to promote the formation of market 
principles  on  the  basis  of the  d~elopment of competition  and . 
Th~ law  ~n· restricting  monopolY·  activiti~s has .been  adojJte.d  in  \ 
.  Uzbekista,n and has been in foree since July 199.2.  However,. the 
entrepreneurship.  " 
· law  (as  is . specified  in  Article  1  (3)  does  not- extend' to  the 
activities ·of enterprises_ in  the energy _sector. 
Further · development  of legislation  arid  regulations -is  needed 
which  "(Ould  regulate  anti-m()nopoly  conduct_ of enterPriSeS  in 
the- econ?mic  ~ctivity ·in  the .·energy  s~ctor. 
Pha-se-out  ·· 
1 )Y-!Y  2001. 
Sector 
Article ·6  (5) 
'If, a  Co~tracting Party considers thai  ~ny. spe(:ified· anti:co~p~titive conduct carried out.'w!thin •  the are'a of. 
another Contracting Party is adversely affecting an im-portant interest relevant to the  purp'oses ide-ntified  in 
this  AI:iicle,  the: Contracting  Party  m~y' notify the  other. Contracting  Party  and  niay  request  that  its 
competition  authorities  initiate  appropriate  enforcement  action.  :The  notifying  Contracting  Party  shall  , . · 
include_ in such  notification. sufficient  information  to pernik the notified  Contracting Party to _identify  the 
ami-competitive_ conduct that is  the subject -of  the ·notification- and' shall  include  an  offer of such  furthe'r" 
information .and cooperation ·as  that Contracting- Party is  able  to provide. The· notified  Contracting_ Party 
"Or, aS  the case may be, the relevant CO!l\petition  authorities may consult with the competition a·uthonties of 
· the  notifying  Contracting  ·Par-tY  and . shall  accord  full -consideration  to  the  request  of- the  notifying 
Contracting Party  in  deciding  whether or not. _to  iniuate  enforcement action_ with  respect  to the  alleged  · 
anti~competitive  conduct  identified  in_ the·  notification.  The_ notified  Contracting  Party  shall  info-rm·  the ' 
notifying Contracting Party of  :its  decision or the decision of  -the  relevant competition  authorities and may 
if  it  W~hes  ·inform the  noti~g  COntracting  P~ny of ·the -grounds~  for ~the decision. If enforcemerit actiOn  is  ... ' 
initiated, the- notified ContraCting Party shall  advise  th~ notifyi,ng· Contracting Party of  its  outcome and, to. 
the.  exient possible,  of ;my significaqt' interim  development.'  '  -
'  ' 
.  ·COUNTRY: ALBANIA  LeVel  a/government 
-:  ·-NationaL 
All  energy sectors. ·  · Description 
-I 
Level_ of  government  ·institutio~s to enforce the ·provisions of  _this  p~:agraph have' not 
National, · 
-In  Albania  there  ;re  rto  eStil.blished  institutions  to  enforce  the 
competition  rules  .. Such 'instituti~ms will  be  p~ovided  f~r in  the 
la:w  on  the. protection  of competit,ior;t  which  is  planl)-ed  to  be 
finalized  in  1.996. 
January  19~9. 
COUNTRY:  ARMENIA 
Sector 
- Ali  energy  sectors. 
· been  established -in  Armenia.  ·  ' 
·  I  t  • 
The laws  on energy and proteCtion of competition' are planned -
to inClude  provisions  to  establish  such  institutions.  · 
Phase-out 
. 31  December  1997. 
COUNTRY: AZERBAIJAN 
Sector 
_All  energy.·sectors: 
Level. of  government 
_Nation~!,-
~·  .. .. 
·-~· 
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Description _ 
Anti-monopoly  authorities  shall  be  established  after  the 
adoption  of anti-monopoly  legislation. 
Phase-out 
1 January 2000. 
COUNTRY:  BELARUS 
Sector 
All  energy sectors. 
Level Of government 
National. 
Description 
Ami-monopoly  authorities  shall  be  established  after  the 
adqpt\on  of  anti-monopoly .legislation. 
Phase-out 
I  January 2000, 
COUNTRY: GEORGIA 
Sector 
All  energr sectors. 
Level. of  gcn,oernment 
National. 
Description 
Laws .on  demonopolization are at presem at the stage of elabor-
ation  in  Georgia and that is  why there are  no competition auth-
qrities  established  yet. 
Phase-out 
1 January  1999. 
COUNTRY: KAZAKHSTAN 
·Sector 
All  energy  sectOrs. 
Level of  government 
National. 
Description 
An  Ami-monopoly  Committee  has  been  erublished  m 
Kazakhstan,  but  its  activiry  needs  improvemem,  both  from 
legislauve  and  organizational  points  of .  view,  in  order  to 
elaborate  an  effective  mechanism  handling  the  complai"ntS  on 
anti -competi tiv.e  conduct. 
Phase~out 
1 January  1998. 
COUNTRY:  KYRG~TAN 
Sector 
All  energy  sectors. 
\. 
4wLof  government · 
·National. 
Tiiere  is  no  mechanism  in  Ky~  to  control  the  anti-
competitive conduct and the relevant legislation.  It is  necessary 
to.  establish  relevant  anti-monopoly  authorities. 
Phase-out 
1 July 2001. 
COUNTRY:  MOLDOVA 
Sector. 
All  _energy  sectors. 
National. 
Description 
The  Ministry  of  Econqmy  is  responsible 'for  ihe  control  6f 
competitive  conduct  in  Moldova.  Re!evimt  amendmentS  have · 
been  made to the  law on breach· of administrative  rules,  w~ich 
envisage  some  penalties  for  violating  rules  of competition  by 
monopoly  enterprises.  · 
The draft law on competition which is  now at the stage of ·elab-
oration will  have  provisions  on  the  enfoicemerit of competition 
rules. 
Phase-out 
1 January  1998. 
COUNTRY:  ROMANIA 
Sector 
All  energy  sectors. 
Level of  government 
National. 
Description · 
Institutions to enforce the  provisions of this paragraph have  not 
been  established  in  Romania. 
The . institutions  charged  with  the  enforcement  of compeuuon 
rules  are  provided  for  in  the  draft  law  on  protection  of 
competition  which  is  scheduled  to  be  adopted duri_ng  1994. 
The  draft  alsq  provides  a  _period  of  nine  . months  ·for 
enforcement,  staning  with  the  date of itS  publication. 
According  to the  Europe Agreement  establishing  an  assoc1auon 
between  Romania  and  the  European  Communities,  Romania 
was  granted  a  period  of five  years  to  implement  competition 
rules. 
Phase-out 




All  energy seaors. 
Level of  g~ment 
Nation·ai. 
DescTiption . 
.Tajiltist.an  ·has ·  ~dopted  laws  on  demo~opolization  and 
competition, but .institutions  to enforce competition  rules  are  in 
the  stage of develo~ment.  . 
Phaie-out 
.J t  De.cember  t 997. · 
.COYNrnY:. AzERBAUAN 
Sector 
. All  eneri}- seCtors .. 
• Level pf  g(niernment 
Nati.i:mal. 
·,Description 
It  is  ~e~s;ary tci  adopt  a .set  of  laws. on  energy,  including 
licensing  p~oced~res  regulating . transit.  ·  Puring  a. 'transition., 
period·  it  is  enVisaged  to  build  and  modernize  power  trans• 
mission. line$,· a$  .  well ·as .. generating  capacities  with· .the  aim  of  · 
bringing  their  li!chnical  leVel  to  the  world requi~ements  and · 
. ·.: adjusting  to conditions  of' a  market economy. 
Phase•out 
3t.  December  1999.·.  · 
COUNTRY:  BELARUS· 
.Sector·. 
.  .&Jt .energy  sectors. 
~[  of  government 
National. 
Description 
Laws  on  energy,  land  and- ot~e~ .subjects  are 'being  worked  out 
at·  present, and  umil  their final· adoption, uncertainty  remains ·as 
to  the  conditions  for  establishing  new  transpon  capacities  for, 
. energy carriers  in  the  territory. of Belarus. 
Phase-out 
31  December  1998. 
· couirfRY: UZBEKiSTAN 
Sector  ;-· 
. Ail  en~  sectors. 
LeVel of  gomnmeril_ ·  .. 
National. 
Description 
The law on restrictirig  monopoly activities  has.:been  adopted  in 
Uzbekistan:and has  been in force since July i?92. However, the 
law  (as  is  specified  in  Article  l · (3)  goes  not.  extend  .to ·me · 
activities  of the. enterprise.~. in. the  energy '$ector._  · 
Phas~-out 
t  July 200L 
COUNTRY~. BULGARiA 
Sector  · 
·All .  energy  sectors. · 
~;·a/govern~;,.·; 
National;  / 
Description 
Bulgaria  has  no -l~ws  reguiati~g  .· tra115i~ of, energy  materials .  and 
products.  An  overall  resfructuling  is  .ongoing. ·in  the. energy 
sector,· including ·  developmen~ of i~iu,tio~al framework,  legis-
lation 'and  regulation. 
··- ~  . 
Phase-:out·  · 
The. transitional  period  of seven  ye~rs· is. necess';ry  to bring  the 
.. legislation  C(?n~roing ·  tJie  transit  .()f  energy .  ·materials  ·and 




All  energy  sectors .. 
Level of  government 
National.  · 
Desciiption 
It is  necessary to prepare a set ~f laws .on ,the  matter.'At present 
· there  are. subStantitlly' different conditions  for  the transpon ·and 
·transit. of various  energy  sources  in  Georgia  (electric  power, 
. natural  gas,  oil  p,roducts,·  coal).  . 
:Phase-out 
,-1  January  1';199. 
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COUNTRY:  HUNGARY 
Sector 
Electricity  indusuy. 
Ltwl of  gOWTIUIImt 
National. 
Description 
According  to the current legislation establishment and operation 
of high-voltage  transmission  lines  is  a State monopoly  .. 
COUNTRY:  POLAND 
Sector 
All  energy sca.ors. 
Lew/ of  gowmmmt  '  ' 
National. 
Description 
The  creation  of the  new  legal  and  regulatory  framework  for 
establishment,  operation  and  ownership  of high-voltage  trans-
mission  lines  is  under  preparation. 
The  Ministry  of  Industry  and· Trade  has  already  taken  the 
initiative  to  put  forward  a  new  Act  on  Electricity  Power,  that 
will  have ·its  impact  also  on the  Civil  Code .and on the  Act on 
Concession.  Compliance an be achieved  after entering in  force 
of  the  new  law  on  electricity  and  related  regulatory  decrees. 
Polish  law  on  energy,  being  in  the  final  stage of coordination,. 
stipulateS  for  creating  new  legal  regulations  similar  to  those 
applied  by  free  market countries  (licenses  to generate, transmit, 
distribute  and  trade  in  energy  carriers). ·Until  it  is  adopted  by 
the  Parliament a temporary suspension of obligations  un~er' this 
paragraph  is  required. 
Phase-out 
Phase-out 
31  December  1996.  31  December  1995. 
Sector 
Article  9  (1) 
'The Contr'acting  Parties· acknowledge the importance· of open  capital  m.arkets  in  encouraging the flow  of 
capital to finance  ti'adc in  ~nergy materials and producu and for the making of and assisting with regard to 
investments in  ecc>nomi£ .activity in the energy sector in the areas of other Contracting Parties, particularly 
those  with·  economics  i~.  transition.  Each  Contracting  Party  shall  accordingly  endeavour 'to  promote 
conditions for access to iu capital market by companies and nationals of other Contracting Parties, for the 
purpose of fipancing trade in  energy materials and producu and for the purpose of investment in economic · 
activity  h1' the energy sector in the areas of those  other Contracting Parties, on a basis  no  less  favourable 
than · that which· ·it  accords  in  like  circumstances  to  its  own  companies  and  nationals  or companies  and 
nationals  of any. other Contracting Party or any  third  State,  whichever  is  the  most  favourable.'  · 
.  . 
COUNTRY:  AZERBAIJAN  Phase:-aut 
1 January  2000. 
All  energy  sectOrs. 
Level of  govem'lnent 
COUNTRY:  GEORGIA. 
National.·  Sector 
Description  All  energy  sectors. 
Relevant  legislation  is  at the.  stage~  of elaboration. . 
..... ,,.  .··  Level of  government 
Phase-out  National. 
I  January  2000. 
Description 
COUNTRY:  BELARUS  Relevant  legislation  is,  at  the. stage  of preparation. 
Sector 
Phase-out 
All  energy  sectors. 
I  January  ,1997. 
Le'Uel  of  go-vernment 
National.  COUNTRY:  KAZAKHSTAN 
Description  Sector 
Relevant  legislation  is  at  the  stage  of elaboration.  All  energy  sectors. 
·;~~"!;~l 
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Lew/ of  gooemmmt 
National. 
/Ascriptiim · 
. The bill  o~ fol:eign  investments is  at.the stage. of authorization· 
.  approval with the aim  to adopt it by the. Parliainerit. in  autumn 
1994.  .  . 
Phase-out 
. 1 July 2001. 
COUNTRY: KYRG"YZSTAN 
Sector 
All. energy sectOrs. 
.·Lew/· o/gwemmmt 
National  . 
Description·  · 
'  '  ~  . 
Relevant legisliu.ion  is •  Currently  un~er preparation. · 
Phase~ut  . 
1 July 2001. 
.. '  \ 
. A..tiide  10  (7)  .:.....,.  Specific  inea5ures 
·Sector 
· 'Each. ContraCting Party shall  accord  oo  investments  in  its  area·  <;~f investors. of-another Contra~ing Party; 
arid  their related  activitie:s  including  management,  maintenance,  use.- enjoyment or disposal,  treatment no 
. less  favourable  than. that. which  it aceordS. to inveStments 'of its  own  investors  or of the .  investors  of ariy 
other Contracting Party or any third State arid  their related  activities ine:luding  management,. inaintenaf!ce, 
use,  enjoyment or disposal;  whichever  is  the  inost favoura'ble.'  ·  ·  · 
.  ~  .  .  . 
COUNTRY:  BULGARIA  A  foreign  person· ma.y  aquire propeny .rights over ·buildings, but 
without  propeny righu· over the ·land.  · 
Nl .energy  seetors. 
Foreign  persons  or ·companies  with  foreign  controlling  panici-
pation  must  obtain  a  pennit· before  performing  the  following 
~I  of  government 
National. 
De~mption 
Foreign  persons  may  not acquire  propertY  right.S  over.  land.  A 
company with  ~ore than. 50 % of foreign  person's  share .  may 
not  acquire propeny. right over agricultural  land.  . 
~  .  .  ' 
Foreigners  and. foreign  ·legal  persons .  may  not. aquire  propeny . 
rights over land  except by way of inherit:ince  aCcording  ~to the" 
Ia~., In this' case  they have to make it over. 
.1  •  activities:  · 
·_ e_xploration,  development and extraction of natural  r~ources 
from  . the  territorial  . sea,  continental  sh~lf . or . exclusive 
· econo'mic  zone, 
- ·  acquisiclon of real estate in  geograj:>~ic regio.ns, design~  ted. by 
the .Council  of Ministers,.  ·  · 
~  the. penni.:S  ~re issued  by the Cmmcil  of Ministers or' by  a 
·  body authorized by the Council of Ministers .. 
Phase-out  .  .  . 
· 1 July 2001. 
Article  14  (1) ·(d) 
Sector 
'Each Contracting Party shall  w_ith  respect to irveStmentS. ~n itS  area of investors of  a~y other Contracting .. 
Pany  guar<~.ntte the  freedom  of transfer into  and  out ·of its  area,  including  the ,transfer of: 
.....  .  '  .  .  .  .  ... · 
unspent  earnings  and  other  remuneration  of  personnel  engaged  from  abroad  in:  connection  with  that 
investment;'  · 
COUNTRY: BULGARIA  Description 
Foreign  nationals  employlid by c.ompani~ with more ·than  50.% 
of  foreign  participation,  or  by  a  foreign  perso'n  registered  as 
All  e~ergy sect!)rS. 
.- sole.trader or·  a. branch  or a  representative  office  of a  foreign 
company  in  Bulgaria,  receiving  their  salary  in·  Bulgarian  leva, 
in~y  purchase  foreign  .cum;ncy  not· exeeding · 70%  of:. their·· 
salary,  including  social  ~ecurity payments  ... 
Pbase-out 
·National..  July 2001. 
.  ~ : 
.; 
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COUNTRY: HUNGARY 
S«tor 




According to the ACt.  on Invesmients of Foreigners in Hungary, 
Article  33,- foreign  top managers, executive ·manager$,  members 
of the  Supervisory  Board  and  foreign  employees  may  transfer 
their income up to 50 % of their aftertax earnings derived from 
the . company  of their  employment  through  the  bank  of their . 
company. 
Phase-out 
The  phase  out  of  this  particular . restriction  depends  on  the 
progress  Hungary is  abte to make in  the  implementation of the 
foreign  exchange liberalization programme Whose  final  u.rget is 
the  fuU  converubility  of the  Forint.  This  restriaion  does  not 
create barriers  to foreign  l.nvestors. · Phase:-aut is bmd on stipu-. 
lations of Anide 32. 
.1  July  2001. 
Article  20 (3) 
'Each  Q;ntraeting  Party shall  designate  one or more  enquiry  points  to  which  requests  for  information 
about the abovementioned  law·s,  regulations,  judicial decisions and administrative  rulings  may be ad4tessed 




All  energy  seetors. 
Level of  govmament 
National. 
Description 
In  Armenia  there  are  no  official  enquiry  points  yet  to  which 
·requestS for information about the relevant laws  and other regu-
lations  could  be  addressed.  There  is  no  information  cemre· 
either. There is a pia~ to establish such a centre in  1994  ~o .1995. 
Technical  assistance  is  required. 
Phase-out 
31  December  t 996.  · 
COUNfRY: AZERBAIJAN 
Sector 
All  energy  sectors. 
Level of  government 
National. 
Description 
~  .... ·. 
There  are  no  Q.fficial  enquiry  points  so  far  in  Azerbaijan  to 
which  requests  for  information  about  relevant  laws  and- regu-
lations  could  be  addressed.  At  present  such  information  is 
concentrated  in  various  organizations. 
Phase-out 
31  December  1997. 
COUNTRY:  BELARUS 
Sector 
All  energy  sectors. 
Level 'of government · 
National. 
Description 
· Official  enquiry offices  which  could  give  information  on  laws, 
regulations,  judicial  decisions  and  administrative  rulings  do not 
exist yet in  Belarus. As far as  the judicial decisions and adminis-
trative  ·rulings  are  conceined  there  is  no  praaice  of  their 
publishing. 
Phase-out  · 
31  December  1998. 
COUNTRY:  KAZAKHSTAN 
Sector 
AJI  energy  sectors  .. 
Live/ of  government 
National. 
Description 
The process  of establishing  enquiry  points has  begun.  As  far as 
the  judicial  decisions  and  administrative  rulings  are  concerned 
they are not published in  Kazakhstan (except for some decisions 
made  by  the  Supreme· Court),  because  they  ar~ not considered 
to  be  sourc:es  of  law.  To  change  the  existing  practice  will 
require  a  long  transitional  period.  ·  .  · 
Phase-out 
.1  July  2001. 
COUNTRY: MOLDOVA 
Sector 
All  energy  secwrs. 
Level of  government 
National. ·, 
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· Description 
It is ·  ~e~sary to. esu.biish  enq~irr poi~~-
Phase-out· 
·31 December  1995. 
'  .  . .  '  .  .  .  .  ' 
COUNTRY: THE RUSSIAN  FEDERATION 
Sector· 
All  endrgy  s~~r$. . 
•· ..  Level o/govemment 
The Federation and the  Republics  con$tituting  Federation. 
Description' 
.. No official  enquiry:pointS exist in the  R~ssian Federation as  of,' 
now to which  requestS  for information about relevant laws  and 
other regulation  actS  could ·be  addressed. 'As  far  as  the judicial 
.  de~isions and  administra'tive  rulings  are concerned they are  not 
considere.d  to  b~ sources of law.  . .  . 
·. Phase~out. 
31  December·  2ooo.· 
. COUNTRY: SLOVENIA. 
, Sector 
All. energy sectors. 
·Level',of govemmmt 
National. 
: · .' £)escription 
..  .< 
In  Slove~ia  there  are  no  official  enquiry. pain~. yet.  to  which 
requestS  for  information  about  relevant  laws  an& other  regu· 
latory  acts  could  be  addressed. Ar present  such  information  is  . 
available  in.various ministries.  The 'law 9n  foreign  investments·' 
which  is  under  preparation. foresees  eStablishment _of  such  an··· 
enquiry point.. 
.Phase-out 
1 January t9'98..-· . 
·.  COUNTRY: TAJIKISTAN 
.Sector 
_All  energy sectors. 
..• ~~  of  govemmmt 
Nation'al.: 
D_escription  · 
.  .....  .-.  .  .  .  .·  .  ·, 
There are ·no enquiry points yet in  Tajikistan to which requests 
for information about relevant  la~s and  oth~r regUlations could· 
'be addresse9.  It is  only. a  question ?f having  available  funding. 
Ph~se"out 
31  December. 1997; · 
·COUNTRY:  UKRAINE 
Sector· 
All  energy. setters  . 
Lev~! o/gowmment_  .· 
National. 
· Description 
Im.prcivemerit -of 'the present .transparency  .. of l.aws  ~p  ·  ~o the level· 
o(  international  practice.  is  required  .. Ukraine  will  ·have  .  to· 
est,ablish  enquiry points providing  information about laws,  regu--
lations,  judicial  · decisions  and  administrative·  rulings·  and 
. st,andards .of general ·application. 
.  ' 
·  ~Phase-o_ut 
· l  January  1998. · 
Arti~e 22  {3) 
· 'Eadi .  Contracting Panr shall  c:nsure  thati.f it. establishes or mainta.i~s ~  .  State en_tity and entrusts the entity 
with  regubtpry, administrative. or other·'governmental. authority, such entity shall exercise· that authority in-
·a  manner consistent with  the  Contracting Party's obligations  under this Treaty.' 
··-...._:: 
. COUNTRY; THE CZECH. REPUBLIC 
Sector. 
t)ranium  and  nuclear -industries ..  · 
Lroel of  gclvemment 
National.'· 
Description 
In  order to. deplete. uranium ore  rese~es that are s'tocked  by  Admi~istratio~ of Sta~e Maten;l Rese;..es,no. 
imports  or'  uranium  ore.  and  co~~emrates, .. induding  uranium  fuel  bundles  __ containing  ·uranium·· of . 
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ANNEX 2 
DECISIONS WITI1 RESPECT TO THE ENERGY CHARTER TREATY 
·The European  Energy Chaner Conference  has  adopted 
the  following  Decisions: 
1.  With respect to the Treaty as a whole 
In  the  event  of  a  conflict.  between . the  treaty 
concerning  Spitsbergen  of  9- February  1920  ·(the 
Svalbard Treaty) and the'- Energy Chaner Treaty, the 
treaty  concerning  Spitsbergen  shall  prevail- to  the 
extent  of  the  conflict,  without · prejudice  tO  the 
positions  of the  Contracting  Panies in  respect of the 
Svalbard  Treaty.  In  the  event  of such  conflict  or a 
dispute as to whether there is such conflict or as  to its 
extent, Anicle  16  and  Pan V  of the  Energy Chaner 
Treaty shall  not apply.  · 
2.  With respect to Article ·10 (7) 
The  Russian  Federation  may  require  that  companies 
with  foreign  participation  obtain  legislative .  approval 
for  the  leasing  of federally-owned  propeny, provided 
that  the  Russian  Federation  shall  ensure  without 
exception  that this process  is  not applied  in  a  manner 
which  discriminates  among investments .  of investors of 
other Contracting Parties.  · 
3.  With respect to Article 14 (*) 
1.  The  term  'freedom  of  transfer'  in· Article  14 (  1) 
does  not  precl~de a  Co~tract~g Pany (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  the  'Limiting  Party') from  applying 
restrictions  on  movement  of  capital  by  its  own 
investors,  provided that: 
(a)  such  restrictions  shall '-not  impair  the  rights 
granted  pursuant  to Anide  14 (1)  to investors 
of  other  Co~tracting  Pmies  with  respect  to 
their  invest,ments; 
(b)  such  restnctlons  do  not  affect  current  trans-
actiods; and 
(•) This  Decision  has  been  drafted  in  the  understanding  that 
Contracting  Parties  which  intend  to  avail  themselves  of it 
and· which  also  have  entered  into  Partnership  and  Coop-
eration  AgreementS  with  the  European  Communities  and 
their  Member States  containing an anicle disapplying  those 
AgreementS.in  fa,·our of the Treaty, will  exchange letters of 
unders~anding which  have  the legal  effect of making Anicle 
16  of the Treaty applicable bet'l\'een  them in  relation  to this 
Decision.  The  exchange  of  leuers  shall  be  completed  in 
good time prior to signature.  · 
(c)  the  Contracting Party ensures that investments 
in  its  area  of  the  investors  of  all  other 
Contracting  Parties are  accorded, with  ~espect 
to transfers,  treatment  no  Ic:Ss  favourable  than 
that  which  it  accords  to  investments  of · 
· investors of any other Contracting Pany or of 
any  third  State,  whichever  is  the  most 
favourable. 
2.  This  Decision  shall  be  subject  to  examination  by 
the  Charter Conference  five  year:s  after entry into 
force  of the  Treaty; but  not  later  than  the  date 
envisaged  in  Article  32 (3).  . 
3.  No  Contracting  Pany  shall  be  eligible  to  apply 
such  restrictions  unless  it -is  a  Contracting  Pany 
which  is  a State that was  a  constituent pan of the 
former  Union  of Soviet  Socialist  Republics,  which 
has  notified .  the  provisional  Secretariat  in  writing 
no  later than 1 July 1995  that it eleets to be eligible 
to  apply  restrictions  in  accordance  with  this 
Decision. 
/ 
4.  For  the  avoidance  of  qoubt,  nothing  m  this 
Decision  shall  d~rogate,  as  concerns  Anicle  16, 
from  the  rights  hereunder of a. Contracting Pany, 
its  investors or their investinents, or from  the obli-
gations of a ·Contracting Party. 
5.  For the purposes of this Decision: 
'current  transactions'  are  cu'rrent  payments 
connected with' ihe _movement of goods·, services or. 
persons  that are  made  in  accordance  with  normal 
international  practice,  and  do  · not  include 
arr~ngements which  materially  constitute  a  combi-. 
nation  of a  current  payment  and  a  capital  trans- . 
action, such  as  deferrals of payments  and  advances 
which  is  meant to circumvent respective  legislation 
of the Limiting Pany in  the field. 
·4.  With 'respect to Article 14 (2) 
Without  prejudice  to  the  requirements  of Article  14 
arid  its  other international  obligations,  Romania  shall 
endeavour  during  the  transition  to  full  convertibility 
of its  national  currency  to  take  :>ppropriate  steps  to 
improve  the  efficiency  of  its  procedures  for  the 
transfers  of investment  returns  and  shall  in  any  case 
guarantee  such  transfers  in  a  freely  convertible 
currency  without  restriction  or a  delay  exceeding  six 
months.  Romania  shall  ensure  that  investments  in  its 
area  of the  investors  of. all  other Contracting Parties 
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Je5s  favourable  than  th:at  ~hich  it  'ac:Cords  to 
investments . of  investors  of  any  other. cOntracting . 
Pany. or of. any  third State,  whichever  is  the;  most  · 
favourable.  · 
· 5.  With respect to Artides_24 (4)~(a) and ·is 
An  investment  of an  inv~or referred  to  in  Anicle . 
· 1 (!) (a) (ji), ·of a  Contr~cting Pany which is  not pany  · 
to· aii EIA  or· .a ·member- of' a  free-trade  area  or a 
qJstoms.-union, shall 'be entitled to treatment accorded 
·,  .·· 
under· such  EIA,  free-trade  area  or customs  union, 
· · ·provided that the investment:  . 
.  .  .  ,..  '  ..  . 
·(a) has. its  registe,red  office,  Central  administration or . 
.  ·  ..  principal place of business .  in  the area of a pany 
tO  that EIA or member of that free-trade area or  ...  .  "'  . 
cUstoms  union; or 
(b) in case it only. has its  regist~r~d offi~ i~ that area, 
;  ·  ha~. an· effective  and  continuous·  link  with  ·the 
ecor10iny  of·· one . of the . parties ·  tO  ~that  ErA  or· 
member of that free-trade area or customs uni'ori . 
.  I 
/ 
'' 
.  -· 
: :'  ~ 
i  ' 
'. 
•  f 
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ANNEX J 
ENERGY CHARTER PROTOCOL 
o_n  energy_ efficiebcy_and related environmental aspects 
PREAMBLE 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES to this Protocol, 
Having  regard.- to  the  European  Energy Charter adopted  m  the  Concluding  Document of. the  Hague 
Copference  on  the  European ·Energy  Charter,  signed  at  The  Hague  on  17  December  1991;  and  in 
particular to th'e .. declarations  therein that cooperation  is  necessary in  the  field  of energy efficiency  and 
related environmental protection,·  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
Having regard also to the Energy Charter Treaty, opened for signature from  17 December 1994 to 16 June 
1995, :  . 
Mindful of the ·work u'ndertaken by international organizations and fora in  the field  of energy efficiency 
and  el)vironmem.al aspects of the energy cycle;  · 
· ... 
Aware  of the 'improvements in supply security, and of the  significant economic and environmental gains, 
which  result  from  the  implementation  of cost-effective  energy  efficiency  measures;  and  aware  of their 
'importance for restructuring  ~tconomies and improving living_standards;  ·  ., 
Re!=Qgnizing  that improvements in energy efficiency reduce  negative  environmental  consequences of the 
energy cycle  including glob'at warming and acidification; 
Convinced  that energy prices  s~ould reflect as  far  as  possible  a  competitive  market,  ensuring  market-
oriented_ price formation, including fuller reflection  of environmental costs and  benefits, and  recogni~ing 
that such  price formation is vital to progress in energy efficiency and· associated environmental protection; 
Appreciating the vicil role of the private sector including small and medium-sized enterprises in promoting 
and implementing energy efficiency measures, and intent on ensuring a favourable institutional framework 
for economically viable  investnient in  energy. efficiency;  · 
• Recognizing that ·commercial forms  of cooperation  may  need  to be  complemented by  intergover~~ental 
tooperation, partitularly in  the  area of energy policy  formulation  and  analysis  as  well.as in  other areas 
which are essential to the enhancement of energy _efficiency hut not suitable for. private funding;  and· 
Desirin'g  to  undertake cooperative  and  coordinated  action ·in  the  field  of energy efficiency  and  related 
environmental protection and to adopt a Protocol providing a framework for using energy as  economically 
and  efficiently  as  possible, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: '  ' 




.  _Article  1 
S~ope and ,obje~#ves of  the Protocol 
L  This  _Protocol- defi_nes  policy  princip~es -for  the 
promou.on'·of energy efficiency ·as  a  considerable so:urce 
·of  energy  and _ for  -consequently  reducing  ·adverse. 
environmental impacts of energy syste'ms.  It· furthermore 
provides~  guidance'. on .  the  develop  merit.  of  energy"  ef-
ficiency~  programmes, in.dicate5  areas of cooperation- and 
·prpvides· a  framework  for- the  development  oFcoop-
. erativ~ and coordinated. action: Such action~may--__incl~de ·. 
the prospecting for, exploration, production, conversion;. 
Storage,  transport,  distribtuipn, · and . consumption  of 
energy, and may relate  to any  ec~momic sector  ..  ' 
2.  ·~The objectives o(this Protocol  are:· 
(a) the  pro~oti.on of energy  efficiency  p~licies consistent 
·  ·.  ~iih sustainable devel()pment;  ·  · 
(b)  the;:.  creation  9f framework conditions which _induce 
'-producers  and  ~onsumers to- use  energy  as  econ-
omically, .  effici~ntly and'  environmentally soundly as 
possible,  particularly  through  the- organization  of 
efficient  energy- market5 · and  a  fuller  reflection  of 
environmental co  sis ·and 'benefitS;. and 
'  -.  .  .·  ',  .  •' 
·(c)_ the  fl:>steriog  of cooperation  m  the  field :9f  energy 
-~  efficiency: 
ArtiCle  2 
_  DefLnitions 
1.  'Charter' .  means  the  · European  Energy·.  Charter 
adopted  in  the Condu9irig Document of the  Hague 
:Conference on  the  European· Energy Charter signed 
~t The' Hague on 17- Pecember.1991; signature ofthe 
Concluding  Document is :considered .to  be  signature. 
ohhe._Chaner:  ·  · 
.··:· 
·' 
2.  'Contracting_  Party' · means  a . State  or · Regional 
Economic  Integration  Organization·  ·which  h:,1S 
consented to be bound by this Protocol and  for which · 
the Protocol is  iri  force.'  ·  . 
3.  'Regional  Economic Integ  ratio~ Organiza~ioi1'  m~a~s · .. 
an- organization ·constituted  by  States to  which  they 
have  transferred- comp~tence .o:er  certai~  matters  a 
number  of  which  are -governed. by  this. Protocol; 
''/  -- ,·.  .  .  - ,_·  '  . 
including the. authority to take decisions binding on 
them irires~ct of tho_se  ~atterk  ··  · 
4. ·'Energy  cycle' _ means·  :the . entire  energy  chain,  . 
including  activities  related .  to prospecting for; -explo-. 
ration,  production,  corrversion,  storage,  transp'oit, ·  . 
distribution~.and !=Onsumption ·of the various forms _of 
'energy, and the  tre'atmem and disposal  of wastes, -as 
. well  as ,the  decommissioning;  c~ssation or closure of. 
_ ihese. _activities,.  minimizing· harmful  environmental 
iinpacts-. 
'-
5.  'Cost~effectiveness'  means  to·  achieve  a  defined 
..  objective at the lowest  cos~ or to achieve the greatest 
. benefit at a given cost. 
~'  'Improving  energy  efficien.2)" · ·means  acting .  to 
mairit~in  the  same  unit  of. ·output (of  a  g_ood  or 
service)  without reducing the quality or performance 
of the  output, while  reducing the  amount of energy . 
required to produce that ·output.  · 
f  ·~rwironmeh~al i~pact' means  any_ effect caused by--a. 
given. activity_  on :the 'environment;· including  human '. 
health  and ·safety,  flora,  fauna,'  ·soil,  air,  ·water,--~­
, dimate, 'landscape and  histor~cal monuments or other 
·physical  structures ·or  ihe. interactions 'among ·these  . 
factors; it also includes effects ·on cultural heritage cir · 
.socio~economic conditions  resulting from  alterations 
to· those factors.  · ·  · 
.  . .... 
PART II· 
· POLICY· PRiNCIPLES 
. Article 3, 
Basic  ~rinciples 
'  . 
Contracting_  P~nies  shall . be  guided' by  the  following 
principles:._ 
,1.  Coqtracting  Panics  shall  cooperate  a~d~_ as  appro-
priate, . · assist  each  other . -ip.  developing  and 
impl~menting  ·.  eqergy . efficiency_  policies, ·laws  a·~d 
regulations.· 
2.'  Contracting  Parties  shall  establish  energy  efficiency 
'policies  -and  appropriate  legal  . and  . regulatory 
frameworks which· promote, inter alia: 
'.  f_  • 
(a)  efficient  fun~ti~ning  of·  -~a-rket.  mechanisms 
inCluding  market-oriented 'price  formation  and  a 
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(b)  reduCtion  of  barriers  to  energy  efficiency,  thus 
stimulating  investments; 
(c)  mechanisms  for  financing  energy  efficiency 
initiatives; 
(d) education and  aw~reness; 
(e)  dissemination  and transfer <?f  technologies; 
(f)  transparency of legal and regulatory frameworks. 
3.  Contracting  Parties  shall  strive  to  achieve  the  full 
benefit  of  energy  efficiency  throughout  the  energy 
cycle.  To  this  end  they  shall,  to  the  ·best  of  their 
competence,  formulaui  and  implement  energy  effi-
ciency policies  and cooperative or' coordinated actions 
based  on  cost-effectiveness  and  economic  efficiency, 
taking due account of environmental aspects.  · 
4.  Energy  efficiency  policies  shall  include  ·both 
short-term  measures  for  the  adjustment  of  previous 
practices  and  long-term  measures  to  improve  energy 
efficiency throughout the energy cycle. 
5.  When  cooperating  to  achieve  the  objectives  of  this 
Protocol,  Contracting Parties  shall  take  into  account 
the  differences  in  adverse effeets  and  abatement costs 
between  Contracting  Parties.  •• 
6.  Contracting  Parties  recognize  the  vital  role  of  the 
private 'sector. They shall  encoura-ge  action by energy 
utilities,  responsible  authorities  and  specialized 
agencies;  and close cooperation between  industry and 
administrations.  ·  ·. 
7.  Cooperative  or  coordina~ed  action  shall  take  into 
account  relevant  principles  ... : adopted  in  international 
agreement$,  aimed  at  protec~ and  improvement  of 
the  environment,  to  which  Contracting  Parties  are 
parties. 
8.  Contracting .Parties  shall  take  full  advantage  of  the 
work  and  expertise · of  competent  international · or 
other bodies and shall take care to avoid duplication. 
Article  4 
OiYision  of responsibility  and  coordination 
Each  Contracting Party shall str.ive-to ensure .that energy 
efficiency  policies  are  ·coordinated  among  all  of  its 
responsible · authorities. 
Article  j  · 
Strategies  and  poli~ aims 
c;ntr~eting Panics shall  formu~ate strategies and policy 
aims  for  improving  energy  efficiency  and  thereby 
reducing · environmental  impaCts  of the  energy  cycle  as 
appropriate  in  relation  to  their  own  specific  energy· 
conditions.  These  strategies  and  policy  aims  shall  be 
transparent to  all  interested  panies. 
Article  6 
Ftnancing  and fmancial  incentives 
1.  Contracting  Parties  shall  encourage  the  implemen-
tation  of  new. approacheS  and  methods . for  financing 
energy  efficiency  and  energy  related  environmental 
protection  investments,  such  as  joint  venture 
.. arrangements  between .  energy  users  and  external 
investors  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  'Third  Party 
Financing')._ 
2.  Contracting  Parties  shall  endeavour  to  . take 
advan~ge  of  and  promote  access  to  private  capital 
markets  and  existing  international  financing  institutions 
in  order  to  facilitate  investments  in  improving  energy 
efficiency  and  in  environmental . protection  related  'tO 
energy  efficiency. 
3.  Contracting  Parties  may,  subject  to  the -provisions 
of the  Energy  Charter Treaty and  to  their  other inter-
national  legal  obligations,  provide  fiscal  or  financial 
incentives  to .energy  users  in  order to  facilitate· market 
penetration  of  energy  efficiency ·technologies,  products 
and services. They shall strive to do so in  a  manner that 
both  enstires  transparency  and  minimizes  the  distortion 
of intern-ational  markets. 
Article  7 
Promotion· of energy· efficient  technology 
I.  Consistent  with  the  provisions  of  the  Energy 
Charter  Treaty,  Contracting · Parties  shall  ·encourage · 
commercial  trade  and  cooperation  in  energy  efficient 
and  environmentally  sound  technologies,  energy  related 
services  and  management  practices. 
2.  Contracting  Parties  shall 
technologies,  services ·  and 
throughout  the  energy  cycle. 
promote the  use  of these 
management  practices 
Article  8 
Domestic  progra~es 
I.  In  order  to  achieve  the  policy  aims  fornmlated 
according  to  Article  5,  each  Contracting  Party  shall 
··. 1,.· 
•.. 
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develop, . implement  and  ~Iarly ~pdati  energy  effi.:: 
.  cie~cy prog~es  ·. bC:st  suited .  to its :circumstances. 
i  These ·programmes· may  include·· activiti'es  such  as 
the: 
·(a) development · of  .long~term  e{lergy ·  demand  and 
.  supply scenarios. tO-gUide  decision-making; 
(b)  assess~ent, 'of  the  energy,  ·environmeqtal  and 
ec:;on:omic  impact of actions taken; 
. (c)  definition  of standards de5igned  to improve the effi-
. ciency  of  energy  using  equipment,_  and  effons  to 
harmonize  these  internationally  to  avoid;  trade 
distortions;  - · 
(d) developmeiu  arid  encouragement of private  imuative 
. and industrial cooperation, including joint ventures;. 
(e)  promotion  6f  the  use  of the  most  en~rgy efficient 
technologies  that  are  eoonomieally  viable  and  en-
vironmentally  sound;  .  · 
.--
.(f)" encouragement.· . of  innovative  approaches·  fo.~  . 
· investmentS·. in  energy .efficiency  improvementS,: such-c-
as Third-Party-Financing· and  ~financing; 
.  .  . 
' (g) development  of. appropriate  energy  .balances.  and 
...  _  · · databases,. for example with data .  .on  energy ciemand 
·  ·  ~t a  sufficiently  detailed · level  and  on . technologies_ 
for improving energy efficiency; 
.. PART  ID 
r.:.  . . .  .  .  . 
INTERNATIONAL·  COOPE~TION 
.,  .. , 
..  ,•' 
Article  9 
.· Ai~  of cooperation 
The  coopera~on. between  Contracting .Panies  may  take 
any appropriate forn1.  Areas,, of possible  cooperation are . 
listed  iri  tlle  Annex.  ·  · 
•  0  • 
PART IV 
.,I  . 
. ADMINiSTRATIVE AND  LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS . 
··.  '  .  Article  10 
. Role. of ·the Charter  Ccinf~rence  .. 
1.  · . All  d~cisiot;~s  made ·by  the  Charter  Conf~renc·~  in 
accordance  with  this. Protocol. shall  be  made  by  only 
those_ Contrac;ting ·Parties to the  Energy Charter Treaty 
who. are Contracting  Parties  to ihis  Protocol. · 
2.  The Charter  Co~f~rence shall ·endeavonr to adopt, 
.witliin  180  days. after  the  enuy  into  forCe  of  this ' 
-Protoool,  procedures  ff:Jr  keepi~g  under  review . and  . 
facilitating  · the  implementation  · of  itS  provisions, 
including  reporting  requiremc;ntS,  as  welf.' as  for  ident-
-'· 
.  ifying  ar!=aS  of C<)Operation  in  accordance with Article 9.  I  - .  .  .  .  .  ' 
(h) promotion .  of  the  cr~ation  of  advisory  and 
consulcincy  services  :o;vhich  m·ay  be··  operated  by 
ptiblic  or  private . industry. or ·utilities  and  which · 
provide  .  infonnatiQ.n  about .  energy .  efficiency 
programmes  and  technologies,  and  assist ,Consumers 
and  enterprises;  ·  · 
'(i)  support  and  promotion  of ·cogeneration  and  ·of 
measures  to  increase  th'e  efficiency  of district  heat 
production  and  di~bution systems  tO· puiJ4ings  and 
i~dustry;. 
establishment  of specialized. energy  efficiency  bodies 
at  .. appropri;1-te  levels,  that,are sufficiently funded  and 
siaffed _'i.o ·  devel<:>p. and implement  policie~~  ·-
3;·  ~  Iri  implementing  their  energy  efficiency 
programmes,  Contracting  Parties  · shall  ·  en.sure . that 
adequate. institutional  and  legal  infrastructures exist. 
<  . 
Article  11 
Secretariat  and · financi.ng. 
· 1.  11le  Secretariat  established ·.pursuant  to  Article·  35 
of the  Energy Charter Treaty shall  provide  the  Charier 
·Conference  with- .  all_  .  necessary  assistance  for.  'the 
performance  o(  itS  duties  under  ·this  . Protocol  a, rid · 
..  provide such other·  services  in  su'ppori of the Protocol as  · 
. may  be  required  froin' time  to time,  subject  to approval . 
by  the Charter Conference.  ·  ·  • 
2.  The  costs  · Of  the  Sccretaiiat  and- Charter 
Confeience ·arising  from  this  Prot~col shall  be  ~net  by 
the  Contracting Parties  tb  this  Protocol  according  to 
. their  capacity.  to  pay~  determined , according  to  the 
forniula  specified  m  Annex  B  to  the  En:ergy  Charter · 
TreatY:- ·  ·  · ·:\·  '·:  ·, 
~; 
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Artide 12 
Voting 
1.  Unanimity  of  ContraCting  Parties  present  and · 
voting at the  meeting  of the  Charter Conference where 
such  matters  fall  to  be · decided  shall. be  required  for 
. decisions  to: 
(a)  adopt amendments to this Protocol; at:td . 
(b)  approve  accessions  to  this  Protocol · pursuant  to 
Article  16. 
Contracting  Parties  shall  make  every  effort  to  reach 
agreement  by  consensus  on  any  other  matter  requmng. 
their  decision  pursuant  to . this  Protocol.  If agreement 
cannot  be  . reached .  by  consensus,  decisions  on 
non-budgetary matters  shall  be  taken by a  three-fourths· 
majority of Contracting Parties  pre~em and voting at the 
meeting  ·of  the  Charter · Conference  at  which  such 
matters.  fall  to  be  decided. 
Decisions  on  budgetary  matters  shall  be  taken  by  a . 
. qualified  majority of Contracting  Parties whose  li.SSessed 
' contributions  pursuant  to  Article  11 (2)  represent,  in 
combination,  at  least  three-fourths  of the  total  assessed 
contributions. 
2.  For  purposes  of  this  Article,  'Contracting  Parties 
present  and  voting'  means  Contracting  Parties  to  this 
Protocol  present  and  casting  affirmative  or  negative 
votes,  provided. that the  Charter Conference may decide 
upon  rules  ofprocedure  to  enable  such  decisions  to be 
taken  by  cOrmaeting  Parties  by correspondence. 
'  ' 
3.  Except  as  provided  in  paragraph  1  in  relation  to 
budgetary matters,  no  decision referred to in this  Article 
shall  be · valid  unless  it  has  the  supf)on  of  a  simple 
majority  of Contracting  Parties. 
4.  A  Regional  Economic  ~tegratio·n  Organization 
shall,  when voting,  have  a  nuiijb·er  of votes equal  to  the 
number  of  its  Member  StateS' whi~h · ace  Contracting 
Panies to this  Protocol;  provided· that such  an  Organ-
ization  shall  not.  exercise  its  right  to vote. if its  Member 
States  exercise  theirs, .  and  vice  versa. 
5.  In  the  event  of persistent  arrears  in  a:  Contracting 
Pany's  discharge  of ·financial  obligations  under. this 
Protocol,  the  Charter  Conference  may  suspend  that 
Contracting  Party's  voting  rights  in  whole  or in  pan. 
Article  13 
Relation to  the  Energy  Charter Treaty 
I.  In  the event  of inconsistency between the  provisions 
of  this  Protocol  and  the  provisions  of  the  Energy 
Charter Treaty, . the  provisions  of  the  Energy  Charter 
Treaty shall,  to the ·extent of the  inconsistency,  prevail. · 
2.  ·'Article  10 (1)  and  Article  12 (1)  to  (3)  shall  not 
apply to voics in the Ch:lcter Conference on amendments . 
to this  Protocol .  which  assign  duties or functions  to the 
Charter Conference or the Secretariat,  ~e  establishment 
of which  is  provided for in  the  Energy Charter Treaty. 
1 
PARTY 
.FINAL  PROVISIONS 
· Article ·14 
Signature 
This Protocol shall be open for signature at Lisbon from 
17  December  1994  to  16  June  1995  by  the. States  and 
Regional . Economic  Integration  Organizations  whose 
representatives  have  signed  the  Chaner and  the Energy 
Charter Treaty. 
Article  15 
Ratification, acceptance  or approval 
This Protocol shall  be  subject to ratification,  acceptance 
· or  approval  by  signatories.  Instruments  of  ratification, 
acceptance  or  approval  ·shall  be  deposited  with  the 
Depositary. 
Article  16 
Accession· · 
This Protocol shall be open for accession, from the date 
on which  the Protocol  is  closed  for signature,  by States 
and Regional  Economic Integration Orgariiiations whic~ 
have signed  the Chane! and  are  Contracting .  Panies to 
the  Energy Charter Treaty, on terms to be :approved by 
the  Charter ·ConferenCe.  The  instruments  of  accession 
shall  be deposited  with the Depositary. 
Article  17 
A.m.endmerits 
1.  Any  Contracting  Pany'  may  propose  amendments 
to this  Protocol. 
2.  The  text  of  any  proposed  amendment  to  this 
Protocol  shall  be  communicated  to  Contracting  Parties 
by  the  Secretariat  at least  three  months  before  the  date 
on  which  it  is  proposed  for  adoption  by  the  Charter 
Conference.  ·  . .. 
1·,· 
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3.  .Aniendments io this  i>rotoool,  teXtS of whiCh  have 
,  been  adopted  J:Jy  the  t:h3.ner  Confereiu:e,~ shall: be 
communieated  by. the  Secretari~t · to  the  Depositary  . 
·which  shall.  s\Jbmit ·them  to .aU  Contracting  Parties Jor . . 
. ratiftcation,  accep~c(; or approvaL '  ·  '  . • . ·  . · .  . ;: 
. · 4.·  Instruments. of ratifiation,  a~~nce or  app~oval . 
. of amendments .to-this .ProtocOl  shall be ~eposited with 
·,the  -pepositar)r.  Amendn'l.ents  shall  _enter  into  force 
between  ~anti-acting ·Parties haVing  ratified,  accepted or · 
approved  them  on  the  30th  day  after  deposit ·with  the 
Depositary  of instrument$  of ratification,  acceptance  or 
approval  by  at -least  three -fourths . of the . Contracting . 
Panies. Thereafter the amendments shall  enter iilto -force 
for any  other  Contracti~g Party on ·the  30th· day  after · 
that Contrattirig  ~any deposits  its  instrument  of  ratifi-, 
catiOrij  acceptaf1Ce, or'  approval· of the  amendments. 
. :. 
Article  18 
· · Entry into.  fore~ 
1.  This  Proto~ol sh;ll ·enter into  force on  ~he 30th day 
. after the date of deposit of the- 15th instrument of ratifi- , . 
cation,  acceptance  or approval ·thereof,  or .of  accession 
thereto,  by  ·a  State  or Regional  Economic  Integration 
Organization which  is  a  signatory to  the Ch'aner.:.and  a 
Contracting  Party  to the  Energy  Chaz,_er  Treaty or, on 
_the  same  date  as  the ·Energy  Charter. Treaty enters  into.· 
force,  whichever  is  later. ·  ·  · · 
2. ·  For  each ·State  or Regio11al  Economic  Integration 
Organization foi which  the Eriergy  Charu;r Treaty has  . 
entered -into  force  .  and  which  raufieli,  accepts,  . or 
approves -this  Protocor or  accedes  thereto  after  the· 
Protocol  has  entered  'into  force  in  accordance  with 
paragraph  1,  the  Protocol  shall  enter into  for~ o!l  the 
30th  day  after  the  date ·of .deposit  by  such  State ·or 
Regional  Economic  Integration · Orgar.:zation  pf  Its 
.instrument _of.· ratification,  ·acceptance,  approval  or· 
accession. 
3. ·  For  the  purposes of  paragraph  ... I,. any  ins~ment 
deposited  by  a  Regi<?nal 'Economic  Integration Organ:.. . 
ization  shall  •not  be·  too~  ted· as  additional . to  .those · 
deposited  by  Member ·states  of such  Organization:- · 
'  - '  . 
I  •; 
,-·  Reservations 
·  No reservations _may  be :made:.  ~o this Protocol. 
Article  20 
Withdrawal 
1. _  At  any  time  after· this .  Protocol  has  e~uered  into· 
forq:  for  a  Contracting . Party,  that . Contracting ·pa.ity ;  __ 
m~y give  written' notification  to  ihe  Depositary  of  it5 . · 
withdrawal  from  the·  Protocol. 
2..  Any  Contrac~ing Party which  witl:tdraws·· frorri· the . 
_  Energy Charter Treaty shall be  considered as· als~ h~~ing  ·· 
withdrawn  from  this  Protocol. 
3.  The  effective_  ·date  of. :withdrawal  pursuant  to 
paragraph  l.shall be  90  days after receipt of notification  . 
by  th!!  Depositary.,. The  effective· dai:e . ·of  withdrawal · 
pursuant tci paragraph 2 sh;lll  be the" same as the effective 
date of  withdrawal from the_ Energy Chaner Treaty.  · 
~-
Article .  21  .· 
_Depositary 
The Government of the Portuguese Republic shall.be- the_. 
Dep~sitacy of this · Prot9q>l.  ·  ·  ·  - . 
Article  22  .. 
Alithentic ·texts 
.  .  'I 
In .witnes's  whereof  th-e ,undersigned,  bei~g  duly· a'lJih-
. , orized.  to · that· effect,  .have  ·-signed  this  Protocol  .  in 
Engl;sh,  French,  German,  ltaljari,  Rus~ian and  Spanish,  . 
of which  ev:ery. text. is  equ'ally  autnentic,  iri  one  origihal~ 
,which; \V;Il  ·be  deposited  with  the  Government  of  the 
Ponuguese  Republic.  · 
. ,· ( (f 
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Done at Lisbon on the seventeenth dar of December in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and ninety-four.  -
Fait a  Lisbonne, le dix-sept decembre mil neuf cent quattC::vingt-quatorze. 
Geschehen Zt!- Lissa bon am siebzehnten Dezember neunzehnhundertvierundneunzig. 
Fatto a Lisbona il diciassettesimo giorno del mese di dkembre deU_'anno millenovecentonovanta-
quattro. 
CoaepweHO  B  nHcce6oue  B  CeiiHil.DiliiTIIll  .DeHb  .Dellll6p!l  O.DHII  TIICR'ill 
.  . 
.Dei!II'TbCOT  .aeBRIIOC~ lit'TI!epTOro  ro.aa. 
Hecho en Lisboa, el diecisiete de diciembre de mil novecientos noventa y cuatro. 
Udf:erdiget i Lissa  bon, den syttende december nittenhundtede og fireoghalvfems. 
Gedaan te Lissa bon, de zeventiende december negentienhonderd vierenriegentig. 
Feito em Lis boa, aos dezassete de Dezembro de mil novecentos e noventa e quatro. 
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·Pour le royaume de Belgique 
Voor het Ko~inkrijk,  Belgie 
Fi.k das Konigreich Belgien 
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Cette signature engage egalement Ia Communaute fran~aise de Belgique, Ia Communaute flamande, 
Ia  Communaute germanophone de Belgique, Ia Region wallonne, Ia  Region flamande et Ia region 
de Brux;elles-Capitale.  · 
Deze handtekening bind~ eveneens -de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, de Franse-Gemeenschap van Jklgie, 
de Duitstalige Gemeenschap van  Belgie, het Waals Gewest en het Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest. 
Diese Uhterschrift bindet ebenso die Flaffiische Gemeinschaft, die Franzosische Gemeinschaft Belgi-
. ens, die Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft Belgiens, die Flamische Region, die Wallonische Region 
und die Region Briissei-Hauptstadt. 
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For Kongeri.get Danmarlc 
Eesti Vabariigi nimel 
Por las Comunida:de5 Emopeas 
.  For De Europziske F~Uesskaber 
. Fiir die Europiiischen Genleinscbaften 
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For the European Communities 
Pour les Communautes europeennes 
Per le Col]lwtiti etirogee  .. 
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ANNEX 
: 
De-irdopment ·of . energy  efficiency  programmes,  including · identifying . energy·  efficiency  barriers  and 
potentials,  and the  development  of. energy .labelling  and  efficiency  standards. 
Assessment  of the  envirorimen~ iinpaas of the  Energy  Cycle.  . 
Development .of e.conomic,  legislatiVe  and  regulatory  measures. 
Technology  transfer,  technical  assistance  and  industrial  joint ventures  subject  to  international  property 
rights. regimes  and· other applicable  international  agreements. 
>" 
Research  and. ·development. 
Education,  training,  information  and  statistics. 
Identification  and  assessment  of  measures  such  as  fiscal  or  other  market-based  instruments,  incl~ding 
tradable  permits  to  take  account of external,  notably environmental,· costs  and  benefits. 
Energy  analysiS  and  policy  formulation:. 
- assessment  of energy efficiency potentials, 
~  energy demand analysis and statisticS, 
- de-Velopment  of legislative. and regulatory measures, 
- ~tegrated resource planning and demand .  side management, 
-,environmental impact assessment,  including major energy projectS. 
Evaluation  of economic  instruments  for improving  energy efficiency  and  environmental  objectives.· 
Energy  efficiency  analysiS  in  refining, .  conversion,  uanspon and  diStribution  of hydro-carbons. 
"Improving  en.ergy  efficiency  in  power generation  and transir!ission: 
~  cogeneration,  ·,  .  .  . 
- plant compon·ent  ~~l;rs, turbines,  ~enerators, etc.), 
- network  integration. 
Improving energy efficiencr  in  the  building  seetor: 
- \,he~al insulation standards, passive  ~olar and ventilation, 
- Space  heating and- air conditioning systems, 
·- high efficiency low NOx burners, 
. ~- !'letering technologies and individual  metering, 
· . - domestic  appliances  and  lighting. 
Municipaliues  and  local  community services: 
- district· heating systems, 
- efficient  gas. distribution  systems, .:·,· 
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.-.·~ energy plaiuting -~es,  ·. 
- twinninl of ~  or of:o~  _rei~  ~corial  cDtities;  •. 
.  - energy_~ement  in:citiei and. in piblic: ~.-. 
·,  .  .  .  ·,..  .  -·  ' 
·  ..  -:- Waste  ~ement  and energy ~cry  of~  . 
ImprOVing  en~  effi~~cy in dte  ~dusuial seaoi:· · 
....,  joint venwres, 
.  ..,:.  en~·ca.Scading, ~eneratioll and waste  beat recovery,_· 
. ' ~  entrgy audits  . 
Improving energy efficiency  in  the ~rt  se(;wr: 
....:.  mo~r  vehicl~  _perlormance su:ndards, 
•  '  •  '  .- 4 
- development of efficient  transport infrastiucuires. 
Information: 
- ·awareness creation, 
. -:- databases: aecess,  te~cal  specifications;  information systerriS,"  . .  .  .  .  .  . 
. - diss~mination, collection  a~d oollatlon of teehnical information, . 
~  behavioural  studies  .• 
'  ,.,  .. 
Training and  education: 
.~ exchanges of Ciiergy. managers, officials, engineer$ and  stude(~~ 
- organization of intematiorial.training courses  . 
. - .  .  _\..  '  .' 
FinanCing: 
·  · ·--: dcvelopme11t of legal  {ram~ork,. 
- J1Urd  ~artY ~m~cing, 
· - j()int ye!nwres, . 
· · -·~financing. 
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